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 One of the pollution victims in this case study, Damulinzhabu, in front of the 
Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill’s 686.88 acres of artificial “wastewater 
lake” in the 2001. His hands are covered with sewage water from a Paper Mill. 
Source: Woodrow Wilson International Centre for Scholars.  
 
 
Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill’s 686.88 acres of “wastewater lake” in 
2007. After Damulinzhabu won a lawsuit against the paper mill in 2004, the 
paper mill has been relocated. However, damage on nature cased by the 
pollution has been left untreated. Source: Private photo
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1.  Introduction  
1.1  Rationale and research question 
h of the legal development in China and challenges related to this 
has proliferated in recent years.1 Studies focusing on environmental 
nd environmental law have also developed rapidly.2 However, there 
been a strong focus on the combination of the two.3 As there has been 
ase in the number of rights based approaches to environmental 
 in China over the few past years, this is an area that deserves more 
. Through a comprehensive analysis of challenges Chinese pollution 
face in environmental dispute settlement processes, this thesis 
urs to fill some of that gap.  
in framework of the thesis is based on the ‘dispute pyramid’ approach 
er et al 1980-81, Wouters and Van Loon 1992); a representation of 
asures an injured party may employ to solve a dispute.4 Based on the 
 pyramid’ and drawing on the Chinese judicial framework the thesis 
at are the theoretical legal and extra legal opportunities available for 
parties in environmental dispute settlement process? In this regard, 
nities will be used as a reference to formal legal dispute settlement 
isms as well as extra legal channels used by the pollution victims to 
sure on either the polluter or a third party involved in the dispute 
 
1 The num , 
Chen, J. et al. 2002, Peerenboom 2002, Grimheden 2004, Diamant et al. 2005).  
2 For general introduction on the state of the environment see for example: (ADB 2007, WB and SEPA 2007). 
On water pollution see for example: (Economy 2005). For air pollution see for example: (Mun, H. et al. 2007). 
3 For some
4 For a mo
ber of publications it too comprehensive to account for in detail here. See for example: (Brown 1997
 recent development in this field see: (Zhao 2004, van Rooij 2006, Palmer 2007, Brettell 2008). 
re in depth explanation on the ‘dispute pyramid’ see: 1.4.2 in this chapter. 
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se 
llution 
 
nd finally the thesis asks, given the current 
situation, what can be done to aid Chinese pollution victims in their process of 
obtaining access to justice?  
 
the 
iseases or other 
disease, and individuals whose daily activities are affected by pollution, such 
ims 
eading to pollution have been 
                                             
settlement process. Based on a comparative case study of pollution victims’ 
approaches to environmental disputes settlements in Inner Mongolia 
Autonomous Region (IMAR) the thesis explores what happens when the
opportunities are put into practice by asking what obstacles Chinese po
victims face in the different stages of the dispute pyramid. Based on the
incongruity between theory and practice, the thesis tries to answer the 
following question: what causes the obstacles for pollution victims in 
obtaining access to justice? A
1.2 Terms and definitions 
For the purpose of this paper, “pollution victims” (wuran shouhai zhe) will be
understood as those negatively affected by damage caused by pollution 
outlets.5 The concept includes agents who have been affected through either 
loss of property or source of income, for example polluting outlets causing 
death of animals, reduced development of crops etc., physically affected, i.e. 
by suffering physical impacts such as cancer, respiratory d
as noise pollution influencing peoples ability to sleep etc. 
The term “environmental dispute” refers to disputes between pollution vict
and the party responsible for the pollution. Generally environmental disputes 
occur between pollution victims and one or several enterprises, industries 
and/or companies. In cases where the activities l
 
5 The definition is based on (Wang, C. 2007:26) 
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made po
also be 
The thesis considers access to justice 
instead the definition of the concep
access to justice have been achieved. The thesis provides a number of criteria 
which will be used as a basis for a co
what extent access to justice have been
criteria focus on pollution victim
court, the am ination of future pollution risks and 
restoration of damage caused by pollution. The usage of the concept access to 
justice is elaborated in section 2. 2, pertaining to access to justice in 
1.3  O
In chapter one the context and rati
opportunities and obstacles in achieving 
disputes is introduced. Explanation 
presented and challenges of conducting 
discussion on the sample and selection of cases are discussed. The second 
chapter starts with creating an e
environm
concept of access to justice in environmen
drawing on the dispute pyram
legal opportunities are available for Chinese pollution victims at each stage of 
the pyram
Autonom
introduction of the case, followed 
ssible by governmental agencies, these governmental agencies might 
involved in the environmental disputes. 
not only as a formal legal right, but 
t emphasis on what is obtained when 
mprehensive evaluation with regards to 
 achieved in the sample cases. The 
s’ right to seek remedy before an independent 
ount of compensation, elim
environmental disputes.  
verview 
onale for studying pollution victims’ 
access to justice in environmental 
of the methodological approach is 
fieldwork in China, as well as a 
xplanatory backdrop on the increase in 
ental disputes in China. Secondly, the chapter briefly introduces the 
tal disputes in China. Furthermore, 
id, chapter two describes which legal and extra-
id. Chapter three is devoted to the six cases from Inner Mongolia 
ous Region. Each environmetal dispute is presented with a brief 
by a time outline accounting for the 
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t 
tacles 
five 
nd 
 
rmore, the chapter provides an overall 
analysis of the structural, political, scientific and financial impediments for 
pollution victims in obtaining access to justice. Chapter six concludes the 
her research in the 
eld, and a general conclusion.  
1.4 Research method and framework 
 
development in the case. Chapter four provides a chronological and inclusive 
analysis of the various obstacles pollution victims experience in the dispute 
resolution process. The fourth chapter then point out the underlying reasons 
causing the various obstacles. Furthermore, the chapter comments on curren
developments in China which might have an effect on alleviating the obs
Chinese pollution victims face in the dispute resolution process. Chapter 
opens with a comprehensive evaluation addressing the question to what exte
was access to justice achieved in the six cases. Then the chapter provides a
complete summary of the obstacles pollution victims experienced in the 
dispute resolution process. Furthe
thesis with a summary of the thesis, suggestions for furt
fi
 
1.4.1 Research method  
 
(I) An open interdisciplinary research process  
 
As a student at the interdisciplinary research institute, the Centre for the 
Environment and Development (SUM) at the University of Oslo, I have
endeavoured to conduct this project from an interdisciplinary approach. The 
thesis aims at investigating structural, political, scientific and financial 
obstacles pollution victims face in both the legal and extra-legal process 
seeking to achieve access to justice. In this regard, an interdisciplinary 
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approac
and bey
subject,
analysis
complex
That being said, the dispute pyramid which will be used as the overall 
framew
chapter 
victims 
quantita
disciplin
Furthermore, it is fair to say that 
interdisciplinary research process. In 
have been fortunate to have the po
academicians representing different disciplinary backgrounds. In June 2007 I 
was awarded a scholarship from the 
Centre for Hum
present and discuss m
hold different academic backgrounds. Fu
supervisor have greatly contributed to my understanding of the subject. 
Moreover, during the tim
chance to discuss my project with Ch
student. Moreover, conversations with the informants and activists supporting 
them provided me with yet another approach to the subject. Throughout the 
project I have redefined the research ques ns and my approach to the subject. 
I believe that through this process I have obtained a more holistic 
understanding of the situation I am investigating, than I would have if I had 
not allowed myself to engage in th
h allows the research to look for reasons causing these obstacles across 
ond traditional disciplinary boundaries. Given the complexity of the 
 such an approach is highly appropriate. Through an interdisciplinary 
 one is capable of obtaining a comprehensive understanding of the 
ities of the situation.  
ork for this paper, evolved within sociology of law. Still, in both 
four and five, which provide an analysis of the obstacles pollution 
face in the process of solving environmental disputes, both 
tive and qualitative research and literature from a number of academic 
es will be drawn on. 
writing this thesis has been an open 
the process of completing this thesis I 
ssibility to discuss the project with 
China Programme at the Norwegian 
an Rights. This provided me with an excellent opportunity to 
y research with staff of the China Programme whom all 
rthermore discussions with my 
e I conducted the fieldwork in China, I had the 
inese environmental law experts and 
tio
is kind of open research process.  
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mber 
 is not 
 
e 
 
 
l, 
 
 of the entire case study (Yin 2003: 102). Drawing on 
Yin (2003) suggestions, this study present a database of all the Chinese 
(II)  A qualitative approach  
It has been argued that the case study approach is a methodology well suited 
for investigating contemporary phenomena within their real-life contexts (Y
2003: 11, Brockington and Sullian 2006:57). By focusing on multiple-case 
study analysis of how pollution victims in the selected cases experience the 
different stages of the dispute handling process, I try to gain an in-depth 
understanding of the opportunities and obstacles Chinese pollution victims 
face in the process of addressing environmental disputes. There are a nu
of challenges related to the process of conducting such research, however. 
Perhaps most prevalent is the question concerning the validity of generalize 
findings from a single case (Yin 2003:10). Yet, the goal of a case study
to enumerate frequencies and provide a statistical generalization, quite the 
contrary it aims at expanding and generalizing theories and thus provide an 
analytic generalization (Ibid.). And thus the question of the validity of 
generalizing findings from a single case should not be a major concern for 
researcher adopting this approach. Another general critique of the case study
method have been that the presentation of the empirical data often are 
synonymous with the narrative presented by the researcher and the critical 
reader has no recourse if he or she wants to inspect the raw data that led to the 
case study’s conclusion (Yin 2003: 101). I personally encountered this critiqu
when I told Chinese students that I would base my thesis on findings obtained
through interviews with a number of people. Some responded by asking me 
how the reader could be sure that I gave an accurate account of what the
informants had told me. Could I not just be making things up? In order to 
avoid this situation Yin (2003) suggests that each case study include a forma
presentable database, so that in principle, other investigators can review the 
evidence directly. In this manner, Yin claim, a case study database markedly
increases the reliability
 7
docume
is not av
list of al
the inter
file with
Concerning the reliability of case studies it has been claimed that if under 
varied circum
cases, such findings will immeasurably 
the findings, com
increase the reliability of the findings of this study I have carried out a multi-
case study represented by six environm
pointed out by Stake, the selection of ca
unique aspect of a case study (Stake 1994: 
researcher determine a strategy for the 
sites from the cases which should be included in the study (Creswell 1998: 
110). Before developing such a strategy it was necessary to define som
external criteria for the cases. Initial I 
from different places in IMAR, the envir
be resolved, the cases should pref
environmental disputes which were solved through litigation and cases which 
were solved though other m
victims in Mandarin, and the cas
the process of developing a strategy to id
had to let go of my strict demands fo
to be difficult. Adjusting the criteria for the selection of cases was partially 
             
nts which have been obtained in the data collection process, and which 
ailable through other means, is listed on the appendix. Moreover, a 
l the recorded interviews with reference to number of the recoding and 
view guide can be found in the appendix. All this information is on 
 the author.   
stances one can arrive at common conclusions from several 
expand the external transferability of 
pared to a single case alone (Yin 2003:53). Thus, in order to 
ental dispute cases in IMAR. As 
ses to be studied is perhaps the most 
243). It is vital important that the 
purposeful sampling of individuals or 
e 
had decided that the cases should be 
onmental disputes in the cases should 
erably include informants from 
eans, I should be able to interview the pollution 
es should be reasonably recent.6 However, in 
entify the cases, I soon realized that I 
r validity as access to information proved 
                                 
6 Mandarin (Putonghua) is the official spoken standardized Chinese language. 
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n 
k) 
tific 
 
id 
y 
ver, 
tent possible, the representativeness of the 
cases in this study, I also wanted to include cases from other sources. By 
                                             
related to some of the many challenges in conducting research in China.7 
Conducting fieldwork in the country can be challenging, especially when 
investigating comparatively sensitive issues. For such type of studies it can be
particularly difficult to obtain admittance to information and informants. Ofte
this creates a situation in which one have to rely heavily on guanxi8 (networ
to get access to informants. As dissatisfactory as this might be from a 
methodological perspective, well known scholars in Chinese law and legal 
development claim that it is impossible to carry out sensitive social scien
research in China without sacrificing in terms of validity and 
representativeness (van Rooij 2007:17). But, this is not a problem only in 
China. It has been argued that access to information typically begins with a 
“gatekeeper”, an individual who is a member of or has insider status within a 
certain group (Creswell 1998:111, Scheyvens and Storey 2006:153-55). The 
contact with the gatekeeper can lead to the researcher to relevant cases and
other informants. One such gatekeeper in this research was the legal a
institution Chinese Legal Assistance for Pollution Victims (CLAPV) at the 
Chinese University of Political Science and Law.9 CLAPV was able to 
provide information for three of the cases (the Jinshan cases) in this study. I 
believe that in the process of obtaining information on the cases in IMAR, m
language skills, understanding of the Chinese culture and persistence were 
important factors leading me to access to information on the cases. Howe
in order to ensure, to the largest ex
 
7 For challenges in conducting fieldwork in China see :( Heimer, M. and Thøgersen, S.2006) 
8 Guanxi: a person’s connections, relations and network. 
9 CLAPV was established in 1998. It is a non-governmental environmental protection organization registered 
rsity of Political Science and Law (CUPL). The centre with the Chinese Judicial Ministry, located at China Unive
is managed by professors and assistant professors in environmental law at CUPL. These professors volunteer 
their time, as do a number of legal experts, scholars from a number of other institutes in Beijing with interested in 
environmental and natural resources law, as well as student in environmental law at CUPL. 
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browsin
environ
compan
County 
2005) fr
was abl
case, the
during t
The informants in the cases have main
environmental disputes. However, petitioners’ lawyers and journalists 
reporting on the cases have also been interviewed. The interviews took place 
in Beijing, Dongwu Banner County, Jinsha otou City in the 
period between October 2007 and January 2008.
conducted under inform
interview questions were designed using the standard open-ended approach.  
Most of the interviews were conducted in Mandarin; in one of the cases 
involving Mongolian minorities, a local Mongolian-Mandarin translator 
translated questions and answers. 
(III) Some reflections of the choice of topic 
Critical readers might accuse me of sympathizing with the claimant in 
environmental disputes, by addressing them as pollution victims. Moreover, 
some might believe that such sympat
analysis of Chinese pollution victim
                                        
g the site www.chinalawinfo.com, I was able to identify one 
mental litigation case in Baotou, referred to as “Baotou Water Supply 
y case” in this thesis. Furthermore, in the article “Dongwu Banner 
Paper Mill: Polluting and Violating Legal Rights” (Chen, J. and Li, J. 
om a publication published by Friends of Nature (FON) in China I 
e to identify the “Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case”.10 The last 
 “Weihang Cement factory case”, I more or less stumbled upon 
he fieldwork in Jinshan.  
ly been plaintiffs and petitioners in 
n Township and Ba
11 All the interviews were 
ed consent and later transcribed in Chinese. The 
12
 
  
hy will influence the description and 
s’ process of obtaining access to justice in 
      
 of nature (FON) is the oldest environmental non-government organization (NGO) in China, 
 in 1994, officially registered under the Ministry of Civil Affairs.  
10 A friend
established
11 A banne
12 See appendix 3, Interview Guide. 
r is an administrative division equivalent of the county used in IMAR 
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this t
judge hich 
involves evaluation, the researcher should firstly identify and make explicit 
 
is 
 
rtantly I 
 
t 
esis most probably could be identified as “critical research” which is 
based on, inter alia, a moral dimension (Murry and Overton 2006: 21). 
cover 
non-explicit processes and relations and communicate these to people so that 
they may act upon them in order to improve society, a process referred to as 
emancipation”(Ibid.).  
 
However, this moral dimension of the subject, does not translate into a belief 
that the agencies representing the obstruction in the process of achieving 
access to justice for the pollution victim are perceived to be immoral. Quite 
the contrary, instead of placing blame at the agencies creating these 
hindrances, the thesis attempts to explain the behaviour of the agencies by 
identifying political and structural reasons causing them to act the way they 
do.  
hesis. However, as pointed out by Scheyvens and Nowak (2006) 
ment in the social sciences is never value free, and that in research w
the values behind the judgements that are being made (Scheyvens and Nowak
2006:106). My decision on the topic of pollution victims access to justice 
based on a belief that the injustice these people experience is dire, both in the
sense that they are victimized by the actual pollution, but more impo
find it very disturbing that these people experience great difficulties in their
efforts to exercise their legal rights. In this regard it should be pointed out tha
this th
The purpose of such research is, according to the two scholars to un
 11
1.4.2 Research framework: the dispute pyramid   
 
Figure 1:  Felstiner, Abel and Sarats Dispute Pyramid  
In the article “The Emergence and Transformation of Disputes: Naming, 
Blaming and Claming” Felstiner, Abel and Sarats provided a framework 
describing the process in which disputes emerge and transform (1981: 632). In 
this work, the three scholars introduced the idea of the dispute pyramid, as a 
framework, illustrated in figure one, of the various steps a claimant might 
choose in the process of addressing a dispute. In the first stage, at the bottom 
of the pyramid, they identify the process in which individuals come to 
understa eferred to as the 
naming process. In this process the injured decides how he or she is going to 
address the problem
“person attributes an injury or fault to another individual or social identity” 
(Felstiner et al. 1981: 635). The third step is when somebody with a grievance 
voices it to the person or entity which is believed to have caused the situation 
and asks for some remedy and to obtain retributive justice (Ibid.). Drawing on 
Felstiner et al. Pouters and Van L
nd that an experience was injurious; this step is often r
. The second step, the blaming process occurs when a 
oon have developed a more complex 
pyramid (Wouters and Van Loon 1992). 
 
Figure 2: Wouters and Van Loon’s Dipute Pyramid  
Figure two illustrates Wouters and Van Loon’s dispute pyramid. Their version 
of the pyramid also has three basic levels. The first step is similar to the one 
referred to by Felstiner et al., namely the claimant’s perceived experience of 
injury. Yet, in Wouters and Van Loon’s dispute pyramid, the second (the 
dispute assessment process) and the third layer (the dispute handling process) 
each have four sub-layers. According to the two scholars, the dispute 
assessment process is made up of the following four steps: naming (the 
transformation of the unperceived problems into perceived problems), action 
initiation stage (in which the choice is made if he or she is going to do 
something about it); if the injured party decides to “lump it”13 (avoid or ignore 
the dispute), the problems will end at this stage. If the injured party decides to 
take action within the second stage, then the process of climbing the dispute 
                                              
13 The word to lump is used to signify avoiding or ignoring disputes. The Chinese version of the concept is to 
‘chi dian’r ku’ or ‘ren le suan le, which translates into to ‘swallowed the loss” (Michelson 2008:48).  
 12  
 13
pyramid progresses. The third step is the claiming stage (in which the injured 
blame the perceived transgressor for causing the problem).14 The final stage in 
the dispute assessment process occurs if or when the other party refuses to 
 to as the polarisation process 
(Wouters and Van Loon 1992: 224-225). The third level of the dispute 
pyramid
if the cl
take, if 
help fro
conflict
stage. H  dispute resolution 
process will also end at this point, which is represented by the third step: 
ourt.      
             
party approaches the party considered to be responsible for the problem, and 
meet the wishes of the claimant, this is referred
, the dispute handling process, contains four steps; the first step occurs 
aimant decides to drop the case. The second step the claimant may 
her or she decided to proceed in the dispute resolution process is seek 
m third parties.15 If third parties can help the claimant to solve the 
, the claimant will end the climbing of the dispute pyramid at this 
owever, if the claimant decides to “lump it”, the
resolution or lumping. The last stage is to take the dispute to c
                                 
 this stage, first another party must be assignable, and second the claiming has to be considered by the 
 possibly leading to the solution of the problem (Wouters and Van Loon 1992: 225).  
 and Van Loon have identified three groups of “third parties”. These are: members of peer groups 
amily, friends and neighbours, the second category include member of groups with some familiarity, 
14 To reach
claimant as
15 Wouters
including f
though less familiarity than a peer groups, and member of groups with whom the actor has a slightly more formal 
relation like social official/representatives. The third category is formed by legal scholars, mainly lawyers and 
judges etc. (Wouters and Van Loon 1992: 225). 
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ts for what 
g 
2.2.1 Increase in environmental disputes  
tatistics accounting for situations of environmental disputes in China vary 
onsiderably. State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA) claim 
that in 2006 they received more than 600 000 complaints regarding 
nvironmental issues, which is a 30 percent increase from 2005 (Xinhua 
16 Furthermore, SEPA states that in 2005, 161 pollution accidents 
2. Opportunities to obtain access to justice in
environmental disputes  
2.1 General introduction  
The first section of this chapter provides a backdrop to the increase of 
environmental disputes in China. Second, the chapter introduces the concept 
of access to justice and accounts for the definition of the concept as used in 
this thesis. Third, based on the dispute pyramid, the chapter accoun
legal and extra-legal mechanisms Chinese pollution victims have in obtainin
access to justice at each step of the pyramid.   
2.2 Environmental disputes in China 
 
 
S
c
e
11.01.2007).
were reported, which amounts to one pollution accident every other day 
                                              
16 In March 2008 SEPA was replaced by the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) by the National 
People's Congress. MEP is now the nation's environmental protection department charged with the task of 
protecting China's air, water, and land from pollution and contamination. Directly under the State Council, it is 
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reliable data on the subject. He argues that currently there are no statistical 
sources 
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Table 1
The All China Lawyers Association (ACLA) claims that in 2007 there 
re than 100 000 environmental disputes in China. According to the 
urce less than one percent of the disputes reached the final level of the 
pyramid, litigation (Li, J. 16.01.2008). Furthermore, the tenth Five 
an (FYP) also indicates that Chinese citizens are growing discontent 
 state of the environment.17 The report states that since 2003, 
mental authorities at various administrative levels in China have 
 more than 1.148 million complaints on environmental pollution 
PAPER 2006:19). Professor in Environmental Law at the Chinese 
ity for Political Science and Law, Wang Canfa, confirms the lack of 
which can provide detailed information on the number of 
mental disputes in China (Wang C. 2007: 26). But even though the 
s varies, all the sources indicate that there has been an increase in the 
 of environmental disputes.    
: Increase in Environmental Disputes 1990-2005 
                                                                                                                  
 
 
 
 
 
              
 and required by law to implement environmental policies and enforce environmental laws and empowered
regulations.  
Increase in environmental disputes 1990-2005
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een 
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 ten thousands angry villagers protesting against the 
construction of wind power plant on their land without sufficient 
compensation (Van Rooij 2006: 363). In January 2008 Wei Wenhua, a by 
beatings started when Wei Wenhua refused to hand over the camera he had 
been taking pictures with to the police (Wang, X. 09.01.08). In April 2005 
stop villagers in their protesting against the factory (Yardley 04.09.06). In 
May this year hundreds of people demonstrated against the construction of 
 
Source: 2005 State Council for Environmental protection administrative 
department (Wang, C. 2007: 27).  
Not only are the number of environmental disputes increasing, protests related
to such disputes are also on the rise. In the spring of 2006, China's top
environmental official, Zhou Shengxian, announced that there had b
51,000 pollution-related protests in 2005, which amounts to almost 1,00
protests each week (Economy 2007:4). Most pollution related protests are 
relatively peaceful, but in recent times the intensity of the disputes has also 
increased. At times these disputes have exalted into violent and heated 
situations, resulting in very drastic results of the people involved. In December 
2006, at least three people were killed in a violent clash when police opened 
fire at a mob of
passer documenting a clash between villagers and police in Wanbei Village, 
Hebei Province, due to villagers protests against dumping of waste on their 
land died after severe beating from the police. According to eyewitnesses the 
thousands of people Huaxi Village in Zhejiang Province rioted against 
pollution from a chemical plant and the local government lack of action to 
stop is, by overturning police cars and driving away officers who had tried to 
petrochemical factory and oil refinery in Chengdu, Sichuan (Wong, E. 
                                                                                                                                
17 Five Years Plan refers to plans related to the economic development in China. The tenth FYP included the 
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05.05.20
Baiwan
voltage 
fact, the
Security ranked pollution among one of the top five threats to China's peace 
and stability (Larson 2008:1). 
Unfortunately it is not within the scope of this thesis to explore this question 
in detail
increase
witnesse
                      
08). In Beijing a number of residents in the real-estate area named 
gjiayuan demonstrated against the construction of a series of high-
electric towers running through the north-western part of Beijing. In 
 situation has become so serious that recently the Ministry of Public 
Why do we see this increase in environmental disputes in China? 
. However, the recent increase in environmental disputes is similar to 
 in disputes related to other issues. In recent years, China has 
d a sharp increase in social protests and social rights based 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 2005. years from 2001 to
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hao 2004: 158). 
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C. 20
One major environmental dispute which has received a lot attention in the 
 
nt on the 
f Fujian. 
 
hina, 
s 
ures a 
tal 
n 
pplies for 
ed 
 
call the 
 a 
movements.18 Zhao Yuhong argues that the increase of environmental 
disputes can be explained by a combination of China’s economic take-off and
a growing environmental awareness of the general public (Z
 Canfa believes that the increase of environmental disputes can b
ined by a combination of a continuously deterioration environm
al increase among the general public concerning their legal righ
02: 11).  
media was a well organized massive demonstration in the spring of 2007
against a planned construction of a USD 1.4 billion petrochemical pla
outskirts of Xiamen, the provincial capital in the southeast province o
The number of demonstrators reported ranges between seven to twenty
thousand. In a commentary of the rise of environmental movements in C
Elisabeth Economy, an expert on environmental pollution in China, claim
that the Xiamen protest was captured on video and uploaded to YouTube 
(Economy 2007: 5).19 One of the videos to be found on YouTube feat
voice-over that links the Xiamen demonstration to an ongoing environmen
crisis near Tai Hu, the third largest lake in China, some 400 miles away. I
May 2007 a poisonous algae bloom the lake contaminated water su
several days in Wuxi, the algae bloom was caused by pollution from caus
by industrial wastewater and sewage dumped in the lake. According to the
narrator of the video, the Xiamen demonstration was perhaps "the first 
genuine parade since Tiananmen” (Ibid.). Some have gone so far as to 
Xiamen a victory to the masses, as the massive demonstration followed by
                                              
18 See for example: (O’Brian and Li, L. 2006, Goldman 2005).  
19 YouTube is a video sharing website where users can upload, view and share video clips. YouTube was created 
in February 2005. 
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Environmental pollution and degradation does pose a high costs to the 
economy. Valac Smil was one of the first scholars to estimate the economic 
cost of e roblems in China. Smil claims that 
meeting between the ‘people’ and a temporary postponement of the projec
nt 2007). 
apid economic growth at a high cost to the 
nese economy has developed at an impressive pace since the 
ng up policies’. Through developing a 
ic zones in a number of designated areas in China, the 
arked the beginning of reforms emphasising economic 
ent. 
cent decades, China has achieved rapid economic growth, 
alization, and urbanization. Annual increases in GDP of 8 to 9 percent 
ted some 400 million people out of dire poverty. Between 1979 and 
hina moved up from a rank of 108th to the 72nd on the World 
ment Index (WB and SEPA 2007:xi). However, the high economic 
ment and the benefits it has brought with it for the Chinese have come 
 cost to the environment. As pointed out by Haruhiko Kuroda, the 
t of the Asian Development Bank:  
here are] impressive accomplishments indeed. Yet, we cannot ignore 
e of the problems that have emerged as a result of rapid economic 
wth and development. These include issues such as macroeconomic and 
ancial sector overheating in the short term, and the environmental damage 
d widening social disparities that need to be tackled from the medium-
m perspective for sustainable growth. The country faces major challenges 
proving urban and rural environments. Rising energy use contributes to 
vironmental stresses and puts strains on the country's resources 
aruhikoa 2008:2).  
nvironmental p
 20  
ental degradation was less than 5 percent of the 
’s GDP in 1990. A range of 6-8 percent is the most likely 
conservative estimate. Values [of] approximately 10 percent would be 
ject Green GDP (Lüse 
GDP). The Green GDP deduct the cost of resource consumption and 
reau of Statistics, 
indic
(US$ al 
econo tics on the percentage 
 8 to 13 percent of 
China’s GDP growth every year (Pan, Y. 04.12.06).   
, 
it is extremely unlikely that the economic cost of China’s environmental 
pollution and environm
country
consistent with a more comprehensive, although still not necessarily 
complete, coverage, whereas inclusion of a number of elusive factors could 
raise the rates to about 15 percent of the country’s annual GDP (Smil 
1996:56).   
 
It was not until 2005 that estimating the monetary cost of pollution was 
formally implemented in China, under the pro
environmental loss due to economic activities and thus reflect a more 
comprehensible picture of the national economic growth in the country 
compared to GDP figures. The first ‘Green GDP’ which was released in 
China in September 2006 by SEPA and the National Bu
ates that environmental pollution cost China CNY 511.8 billion 
64 billion) in economic losses in 2004, amounting to 3.05% of tot
mic output in 2004 (Xinhua 05.03.07). Statis
of the annual loss of GDP growth to environmental pollution and 
degradation varies. According to Niu Wen, chief scientist on sustainable 
development strategies at the Chinese Academy of Sciences, argue that t 
the official reported average 8.7 percent GDP growth rate from 1985 to 
2000 should have been reduced to 6.5 percent if social and ecological 
costs were taken into account (Ibid.). However, some estimate the cost of 
environmental damage to be much higher: from
2.2.3 State of the environment and development of 
environmental law 
Numbers accounting for the state of the environment in China are devastating. 
Air and water pollution levels rank among the top of the world’s most serious
 21
and emi
desertifi
Although environm
over-exploitation of natural resources a
occur with soviet-style plans for rapid development of heavy industry (Shapiro 
2001: 2-3). The ‘Great Leap Forward’
modernized industrialization in China,
assessm
Revolution (1966-67) projects
driven less by utopianism than by coercion and chaos; environmental impact 
assessments and emission standards were seldom considered (Ibid.).21 This 
resulted in the construction of factories with high emission of polluting outlets 
today. According to a recent report published by SEPA, the total amount of 
wastewa
from 20
without
China s
situation
the citie
groundw
groundw
2006: 3
                                             
ssion of greenhouse gasses, acid rain, land degradation, soil erosion, 
cation, etc. all pose serious problems in China today.20 
ental degradation has increased rapidly in the last decade, 
nd environmental pollution started to 
 (1958-60) marked the beginning of 
 a period where environmental impact 
ent was not given a lot of consideration. During the Cultural 
 and campaigns affecting the environment were 
in cities, seriously affecting the standard of living of the residents up until 
ter discharges in 2005 reached 524 million tons, an increase of 26% 
00. Eighty percent of this wastewater was discharged in rivers or lakes 
 appropriate discharge processing. Seventy-five percent of the lakes in 
uffer from severe pollution. The report also investigated the water 
 in 118 cities. The report found that among the 118 cities, in 64 % of 
s ground water was severely polluted, and in 33 % of the cities the 
ater was mildly polluted; only 3 % of the investigated cities had 
ater reaching the national standards for safe drinking water (Sun, Y. 
).  
 
20 See Supra note 2. 
21 On environmental pollution and degradation under Mao Zedong see for example: (Shapiro 2001).  
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st 
 174-75). Moreover, 
according to China's own evaluation, two-thirds of the 338 cities for which 
air-quality data are available are considered polluted, two thirds of them 
 a 
disturbing. According to Economy, the less well-documented but potentially 
even more devastating health impact of pollution in China is to be found in 
tumours, and leukaemia (Economy 2007:4).  
 in the 
A World Bank Report released in 2007 identifies 16 of the world’s 20 mo
polluted cities to be in China (WB and SEPA 2007:
moderately or severely so (Sun, Y. 2006: 4). 
Severe pollution and a deteriorating environment are seriously affecting 
people’s lives. In the urban areas air, water and noise pollution constitute
major problem. Respiratory and heart diseases related to air pollution are 
considered to be the leading causes of death in China.  
According to conservative estimates, the economic burden of premature 
mortality and morbidity associated with air pollution was 157.3 billion CNY 
in 2003, or 1.16 percent of GDP. This assumes that premature deaths are 
valued using the present value of per capita GDP over the remainder of the 
individual’s lifetime (WB and SEPA 2007:xiii).22 
 
Numbers accounting health impact caused by water pollution is also 
problems related to water pollution. Economy claims that in 2007 190 million 
Chinese became sick from drinking contaminated water. All along China's 
major rivers, villages report skyrocketing rates of diarrhoeal diseases, cancer, 
Contrary to what one might think given the poor state of the environment, 
China is not in lack of environmental laws and regulation aimed at protecting 
the environment. Since China started to develop environmental laws
                                              
22 In relation to the publication on the report on the economic cost of China deterioration environment a number 
of articles was published describing that the Chinese government had forced The World Bank to censor the 
study’s findings regarding the number of number that die in China related to pollution-related illness. Reports 
er was a high as 750,000 people and that the Chinese government feared that such claim that the numb
information could cause social unrest if it was released. See for example: (Coonan 2007). 
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t has strengthened its environmental legislation and developed a rather 
cated web of environmental laws. In the 1990’s China undertook new 
o strengthen it’s environmental laws and to bring them into closer 
nce with the principles of sustainable development introduced after the 
ited Nations conference on Environment and Development (Beyer 
92). However, the implementation and enforcement of environmental 
mpeded by a number of obstacles in China, especially at the local 
enjamin van Rooij’s study of compliance and enforcement of natural 
 laws shows that “weak enforcement arises out of local protectionism, 
f resources and close relationship between the enforcement agents and 
lated actors” (van Rooij 2006:367). 
ccess to justice in environmental disputes    
nvention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-
and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters’ of 1989, also known 
arhus Convention is arguably the most important document linking 
o justice to environmental issues. It requires the parties to ensure that 
s of the public have access to information and are allowed to 
ate in and have access to judicial review. Further, the convention 
 that States shall provide adequate and effective remedies, including 
ve relief as appropriate, and be fair, equitable, timely and not 
ively expensive.23 The convention also requ
nd that States shall consider the 
 
23 Aarhus Convention, art. 10 (4) 
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I am mo plementation of 
number of factors will be taken into consideration. First of all the thesis adopt 
definition of the concept in a recent article investigating popular strategies for 
resol  justice is 
“the l nce” 
(Michelson 2008:43). As pointed out by Michelson such a broad definition 
ich, 
ed 
s 
ce 
(Cappelletti and Garth 1978:6).25 Moreover, the thesis incorporates the 
     
establishment of appropriate assistance mechanisms to remove or reduce 
financial and other barriers to access to justice.24  
The Aarhus convention is primarily concerned with formal rights and not as 
much the process in which such rights can be obtained. However, in this thesis 
re concerned about the process and the result of the im
such rights. The overall aim of the thesis is to provide a comprehensive 
evaluation on the current situation of access to justice in environmental 
disputes in China. The thesis does this by setting up a number of criteria which 
will be used as a starting point to asses the situation for pollution victims. A 
a very broad definition of the access to justice, drawing on Michelson’s 
ving grievances in rural China. Michelson claims that access to
ay notion of obtaining satisfactory help in efforts to resolve grieva
requires that the researcher investigate all the methods and places to wh
and all the methods by which, people pursue to ensure fulfilment of their 
rights (Ibid.). And as this thesis endeavours to investigate opportunities and 
obstacles pollution victims face in “all the methods and all the places” pursu
to ensure fulfilment of their rights, Michelson’s definition provides an 
excellent basis for the definition of the concept. Furthermore, the thesis draw
on parts of the Florence project’s definition of the concept of access to justi
as “leading to results which must be socially and individually just” 
                                         
(5) 
project on access to justice: comparative study on obstacles to access to justice, especially in 
n thirty countries. The aim of the project was “to analyze the legal, economic, 
ogical obstacles which makes it difficult or impossible for many to make use of the legal 
24 Ibid.: art. 10 
25 The Florence 
lower income groups, in more tha
social and psychol
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People’
civil lia
dangers
methods
concurr
which w
justice for pollution victims in environmetal disputes are as follows; did the 
pollution victims have the right to seek a remedy before a court of law or a 
tribunal which was constituted by law 
and impartiality in the application of
compensation perceived by the pollution 
danger of pollution been eliminated? And finally have the nature been restored 
to the original condition? These elements will be used in an overall evaluation 
of the six cases in chapter five. The read
mind when reading about the cases. As
challenging process of achieving acce
victims is influenced by a number of structural, political, technical, financial 
and even traditional factors. Thus, in order to gain a comprehensive 
understanding of Chinese pollution victim
it is vita
as all of
the natu
settleme
             
 for civil liability in General Principles of the Civil Law of the 
s Republic of China which stipulates that main methods of bearing 
bility shall be, inter alia, cessation of infringements; elimination of 
; restoration of original condition; compensation for losses. The 
 of bearing civil liability may be applied exclusively or 
ently.26 Drawing on the above mentioned factors, the four questions 
ill be used as a basis for the comprehensive evaluation access to 
and which guaranteed independence 
 the law (Francioni 2007:3)? Was the 
victims to be acceptable? Have the 
er should keep these four questions in 
 this thesis will illustrate, the 
ss to justice for Chinese pollution 
s struggles towards access to justice 
l to approach the subject from such a broad perspective. Furthermore, 
 the discussed environmental disputes cases have brought damage to 
re, it is important also to include an evaluation of the effect dispute 
nt processes have had on the nature per se.  
                                                                                                                   
, therefore, of their right to liberty” (Cappellietti and Garth 1978: vii). See (Cappellietti and Garth 
Principles of the Civil Law of the People’s Republic of China, art: 134 
system, and
1978).  
26 General 
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rticle 
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at  
all persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the 
 before should be 
understood pertaining to the general prohibition of discrimination under the 
Cove s to race, 
religi  
308, en 
        
In relation to human rights, The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR), which stipulates a number of rights to secure citizens process of
obtaining access to justice. The declaration recognizes that all citizens are 
equal before the law and that all are entitled, without any discrimination, to 
equal protection of the law.27 Further, UDHR argues that everyone has the 
right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts 
violating the fundamental rights granted the individual by the constitution or 
by law.28 Perhaps most important when discussing ‘access to justice’ is a
ten of UDHR, which states that everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair 
and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal, in the 
determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against 
him or her.29 Furthermore, article fourteen in International Conve
Civil and Political Rights (CCPR), which has not yet been ratified by China is
also highly are also relevant.30 The article specify th
determination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights and 
obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public 
hearing by a competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by 
law.31  
 
Manfred Novak, have noted that the right to equality
nant and that all persons must be granted, without distinction a
on, sex, property, etc. a right of equal access to courts (Nowak 2005:
original emphasis.).32 Francioni, conclude on the relationship betwe
                                      
: art. 7 
: art. 8 
: art. 10 
a signed CCPR in 1998. 
R. art. 14 
R. art 2 (1) states that “each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all 
uals within its territory and subject to its jurisd
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Chin
31 CCP
32 CCP
individ iction the rights recognized in the present Covenant, 
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human r
can be s
legal sy nd not merely proclaim, the legal 
rights of all (Francioni 2007: 27). International human rights law has 
developed standards on the right of access 
serve as suitable and effective grievan
human rights. It could be claim
negative obligation not to obstruct access to justice, but also they also have a 
positive duty to organize their institutional apparatus so that all individuals 
easily can access the remedies which will 
In the m
Human 
Ksentin
environ
human r
both leg
The Kse
to the en
adminis
of such 
argues t
achieve
When discussing access to justice and environmental disputes it is natural to 
mention the environm
             
ights and access to justice by arguing that effective access to justice 
een as one of the most basic human rights of a modern, egalitarian 
stem which purports to guarantee, a
to judicial and other remedies that 
ce mechanisms against violations of 
ed that in that sense, States do not only have a 
ensure them access to justice.  
id 1990s, the UN created the position of Special Rapporteur on 
Rights and Environment. The Rapporteur’s report, known as the 
i Report, makes a strong case for linking human rights and the 
ment directly, but recognizes that international environmental law and 
ights law remain isolated from one another – and this needs to change 
ally and politically in order to make the two meet (KSENTINI 1994). 
ntini report sets out a number of fundamental procedural rights related 
vironment, such as the right to effective remedies and redress in 
trative and judicial proceedings for environmental harm or the threat 
harm (Cameron and Mackenzie 1997: 133). In line with this, Redgwell 
hat “access to justice in environmental matters is most likely to be 
d through the right to a fair trial” (Redgwell 2007:153-55). 
ental justice movement, which surfaced in the 1980’s in 
                                                                                                                   
without dis
 
tinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national 
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ironmental burdens (pollution, industrial 
facilities, crime, etc.) and access to environmental goods (nutritious food, 
clean air and water, parks, recreation, health care, education, transportation, 
in de berg 
2002
overa
work tors in the 
ed 
y have occurred, it 
appears that that theories related to the movement would not be a well suited 
tool for analyzing the empirical findings from the cases. However, the idea put 
ental 
justice will come only with confronting the fundamental underlying processes 
(and their associated power structures, social relations, institutional 
configurations, discourses and belief systems) that generate environmental and 
As discussed above, the thesis is concerned with the process of obtaining 
access to justice and one of the prevailing conditions in this process is judicial 
                                                                                                                               
the United States. The environmental justice movement seeks to redress 
inequitable distributions of env
safe jobs, etc.) in a variety of situations. Self-determination and participation 
cision-making are key components of environmental justice (Scols
). Originally I wanted to use theories related to this movement as an 
ll theoretical approach in this thesis. However, during the course of 
ing with subject, I realized that there are a couple of fac
theories which do not apply to the situation of environmental disputes in 
China. Furthermore, the environmental justice movement is mostly concern
with the prevention of environmental injustices. As the cases studied in this 
thesis are instances where environmental injustice alread
forward by scholars emphasizing that the achievement of environm
social injustice (Scolsberg 2002:523) is a good starting point for 
understanding some of obstacles Chinese pollution victims experience in the 
process of endeavouring to obtain access to justice. 
 
or social origin, property, birth or other status.” 
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e following 
components will allow for judicial independence:  
Im
application of law to the facts rather than bias in favour of one party), 
Political insularity (the judge is not subject to removal from office or threats 
for reaching decisions unpopular with government), Institutionalized 
au
cu
au
law
leg
po
purpose of upholding the rule of law) and finally
im
im
In light 
understa
here is a
In ancie
legal codes, procedures for law-maki
court system, and procedural rules cove
of comp
issuance
in place
China th
legal system. ent of the legal 
system’s brief heyday came to an abrupt end with the anti-rightist movement 
om, a hundred 
schools
             
independence. As pointed out by Michael Anderson, th
partiality (the judge makes decisions based upon a dispassionate 
tonomy (the judiciary is largely self-governing, is not subject to political 
ts to its budget, and is free from administrative interference), legal 
thority (the judiciary possesses genuine powers to determine questions of 
 and fact in all cases; including those involving the executive branch), 
itimacy (the judicial branch is recognized by the constitution, other 
litical branches, and civil society as a separate entity with the legitimate 
, probity; the judge is 
mune to bribes, favours and other forms of influencing which might affect 
partiality (Anderson 2003:13).  
of the subject of this thesis it is vital for the reader to have an 
nding of the situation for judicial independence in China. Presented 
 very brief introduction.33 
nt China a well-developed legal system was in place with detailed 
ng. In the middle kingdom a multi-level 
ring all aspects of litigation from filing 
laints to pre-trial investigation, the process of the trial itself, the 
 of the judgment, and rules for the process of filing for an appeal was 
 (Peerenboom 2002: 36). However, with the establishment of the New 
e CPC abandoned the old legal system in favour of a new socialist 
34 According to Peerenboom, the developm
in 1957 (Ibid.:45). During the “let a hundred flowers blo
 of thought contend” (1956-57) campaign lawyers and legal scholars 
                                 
-depth discussion on the topic see: (Peerenboom 2002). 
ina refers to the establishment of the communist china under Mao Zedong in 1949. 
33 For an in
34 New Ch
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as 
 
gal system was under attack, and legal professionals 
were again persecuted (Ibid.). 
 opening up policies, China’s legal 
system has developed dramatically. Peerenboom suggests that:  
37
called for judicial independence from the Party.35 The response from Mao w
brutal; many lawyers were persecuted and sent to the countryside to learn 
from the peasants.36 Moreover, the Ministry of Justice was dismantled in 
1959; the procuracy was downgraded, with much of the work for law 
enforcement turned over to Public Security. And even though law schools 
were completely closed down, the content of the curriculum was more focused 
on politics than law (Ibid.:45). The situation for the development of rule of 
law and the status for lawyers only got worse during the Cultural Revolution,
a period in which the le
Since the Deng Xiaoping era and the
Despite numerous obstacles, the legal regime will most likely continue to 
develop toward some form of rule of law that meets the requirements of a 
thin rule of law.  Yet there is little evidence of a rule of law understood to 
entail democracy and a liberal version of human rights that gives priority to 
civil and political rights…China is more likely to adopt a Statistic Socialist, 
Neoauthoritarian, and Communitarian version of rule of law than it is to 
adopt a Liberal Democratic one (Peerenboom 2002: 558).    
 
With this in mind, let us now look at what opportunities Chinese pollution 
victims have in obtaining access to justice in theory, before we move on to 
                                              
35 The Hundred Flowers Campaign occurred during 1956 to 1957. During the campaign CPC authoriti
encouraged the public to express a variety of views and suggestions to ongoing problems facing China und
slogan "Let a hundred flowers bloom, let the hundred schools of thought contend."  
36 Down to the Countryside Movement (literary
anti-bourgeois campaigns during the late 1960s a
es 
er the 
 "Up to the mountains and down to the villages”) was a part of 
nd early 1970s in China. Mao Zedong send “privileged urban 
youth” to the farming villages mountainous areas so to give them a chance to learn anti-bourgeois thinking and 
estyle form the workers and farmers there. A great number of scholars were also sent to remote areas with the 
 
 A 
 part 
blic, 
lif
same purpose under this period. 
37 According to Peerenboom; “theories of rule of law can be divided into tow general types: thin and thick.
thin theory stresses the formal or instrumental aspects of rule of law-those features that any legal system 
allegedly must possess to function effectively as a system of laws, regardless of whether the legal system is
of democratic or non-democratic society, capitalist or social, liberal or theocratic. Laws must be general, pu
prospective, clear, consistent, capable of being followed, stable and enforced (Peerenboom 2002:3).    
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visit to the polluter to try and reach a settlement with the polluter directly. 
ate how and why pollution victims face a number of obstacles when 
uring to put these opportunities into practice.   
pportunities to obtain access to justice  
t step of the dispute pyramid occurs with the feeling of injury. In other 
here has to be a problem before there is a dispute. In environmental 
 this first step commonly occurs as a result of activities causing 
 on the injured party or as a reaction against future activities that might 
mage on the injured (or potentially injured) party.  
ispute assessment process  
ute assessment process is constructed by four stages: the naming 
e action initiation stage, the claiming stage, and the polarisation 
  
ing process occurs when an unperceived problem is transformed into 
ed problem. This situation occurs when pollution victims realize that 
e been or are being victimized by pollution. In the second stage, t
itiation stage, pollution victims decide if and how they will address 
em. In the next stage, the claiming stage, pollution victims will blame 
 considered to be responsible for the pollution. This is the first step in 
ing the party responsible for the inflicted damage; in this stage the 
 victim will normally raise a demand to the polluter. The first 
 from the injured in this stage of the process is commonly to pay a 
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It is in the dispute handling process of the dispute pyramid that we find most 
ily, 
PL allows for the two parties to reach a compromise on their own 
nitiative.38 Should the two parties come to an agreement, the pollution 
ictim’s climbing on the dispute pyramid ends at this stage. However, 
ollution victims in China are seldom able to end a dispute at this stage 
Wang, C. 2002:11). Most environmental disputes are taken to the fourth stage
n the dispute assessment process – the polarization process, in which the other 
arty (the polluter) refuses to meet the wishes of the claimant.  
.4.2 The dispute handling process  
of the opportunities available for Chinese pollution victims to solve the 
dispute and obtain access to justice. The dispute handling process is made up 
of four steps. First the claimant has the opportunity of dropping the case if 
they are not able to reach an agreement with the other party; if they do not do 
so, they might continue to the next step, in which they try to solve the conflict 
with the assistance of a third party. If they succeed in this, the climbing of the 
dispute pyramid ends at this stage. However, if the claimant is not successful 
in solving the dispute at this stage, they might decide to drop the case, a choice 
which would also end the conflict at this stage of the pyramid. Litigation is the 
final stage in the dispute handling process, which is also the highest level of 
the dispute pyramid.  
(I) Assistance of a third party  
Wouters and Van Loon recognize three kinds of third parties: “the first 
category of third parties is formed by members of peer groups, such as fam
                                              
38 CPL, art 51: “The parties can reach a compromise on their own initiative”. 
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Pollutio
number of options to choose from. The pollution victims for example can 
request that the polluter takes part in a mediation meeting conducted by the 
People’s Mediation Com
grassroots level of people’s governm
court that can conduct mediation in civil disputes.  PMC does only play a 
role as a facilitator in a mediation process and will attempt to help the two 
parts reach an agreement thr
decline mediation, are dissatisfied w
backed out of the agreement can bri
This kind of dispute settlement is relatively accessible for pollution victims as 
it is free of charge and PMC are available at the local level. However, PMC 
mediation m
                                             
and neighbours. The second category of third parties includes member 
s with some familiarity, though less familiarity than a peer groups, 
bers of groups with whom the actor has a slightly more formal 
 like social officials/representatives, or familiar members of socio-
 organisations. The third category is formed by legal scholars (mainly 
, judges and process-servers)” (Wouters and Van Loon 1992:225). 
r, in environmental disputes, pollution victims will commonly seek 
ce from the third category. However, it is possible to make a 
on between third parties as mediation facilitators with no legal 
y and mediation facilitators with legal authority to issue a legally 
 decision in the dispute.  
n victims who proceed to this stage of the dispute pyramid have a 
mittee (PMC). PMC are under the guidance of the 
ents and the lowest level of people’s 
39
ough a voluntary mediation process.40 Those who 
ith a mediation decision or who have 
ng a lawsuit before a people’s court.41 
ight be better suited for ‘personal conflict’, such as neighbours 
 
39 CPL, art
40 Ibid.  
41 Ibid.   
: 16  
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sis 
victims commonly seek assistance from the Environmental Protection 
administration may, at the request of the parties, settle a dispute over the 
charge, and the pollution victims do not have to hire a lawyer. Neither do they 
settlement as defined by the EPB, it may bring a suit before a people's court. 
 However, 
before moving to the last step of the dispute pyramid, pollution victims might 
                                             
disputes and marriage conflicts; in the cases investigated for this the
mediation through PMC have not been tried by the pollution victims.  
Requesting assistance for administrative offices provides another alternative 
of seeking assistance from third parties. In environmental disputes, pollution 
Bureaus (EPB), also referred to as Environmental Protection Administration. 
EPB can act as facilitator in a mediation process leading to an agreement 
between the two parties, or according to the Environmental Protection Law 
(EPL), “The competent department of environmental protection 
liability to make compensation or the amount of compensation”.42 Further the 
EPL also stipulates that other departments invested by law with power to 
conduct environmental supervision and management have the authority to 
carry out such mediation.43 Mediation meetings organized by EPB are free of 
have to provide evidence, since the EPB either have documentation on the 
incident(s) that have caused the dispute, or if such documentation is not 
available, the EPB have the authority and in most cases the technical 
equipment to conduct tests. If a party refuses to accept the decision on the 
The party may also directly bring a suit before the people's court.44
try to solve the conflict by lodging complaints about the dispute and to other 
third parties by appealing to higher officials.  
 
42 EPL, art. 41 
43 Ibid. 
44 Ibid. 
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organ. If the organ finds that a specific
due to am
application of grounds; viol
abuse of powers; obvious inappropriateness of the specific administrative actm 
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specific admi
applied may  
a fixed time.4
administrative reconsideration is free of charge, the success rate of dispute 
handling
and Xin
             
ging complaints  
strative Reconsideration law (1999) opens for to pollution victims who 
r that his lawful rights and interests have been infringed upon by a 
 administrative act to file application for administrative 
eration.45 In pollution cases this might be appropriate in cases where 
nistrative organ is considered to have illegally handled issuing a 
te (for example discharge certificates for enterprises), examining or 
ng (such as environmental impact assessments) or in cases where an 
trative organ is considered to have failed to perform its statutory du
ple according to EPL art. 38 which stipu
ent invested by law with power to conduct environmental 
ne the enterprise or institution.46 The 
 by an administrative reconsideration 
 administrative act has been undertaken 
biguity of essential facts, and inadequacy of evidence; erroneous 
ation of legal procedures; excess of authority or 
e annulled, altered, or confirmed as illegal by decision; if th
nistrative act is altered, or confirmed as illegal by decision, the 
be ordered to undertake a specific administrative act anew within
7 However, as pointed out by Peerenboom and Xin, although 
 through administrative reconsideration is relatively low (Peerenboom 
 2008:17). Furthermore, the Administrative Procedure Law of (1989) 
                                 
trative Reconsideration Law, art. 2  
 6(8-9) 
 27 (3) 
45 Adminis
46 Ibid. art
47 Ibid. art
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organizations to give information, make comments and suggestions, or to 
lodge complaints to the people’s governments at all levels and through 
relevant departments correspondence, e-mails, faxes, phone calls, visits, and 
for Letters and Visits DLV should accept the communication from the letter-
writer or visitor, transmit it to another organ, or assign another organ to handle 
it.  DLV also has the mandate to conduct investigations related to 
level.  Carl Minzner is an expert on the legal development in China, he 
claims that petitioning at DLV is a traditional way of seeking justice firmly 
l 
which stipulates that a citizen have the right to initiate an action to a people’s 
court if a concrete administrative action or administrative personnel has 
infringed upon his or her or its lawful rights and interests.48 Administrative 
reconsideration or administrative litigation have not been a part of the dispute 
handling process in neither of the six environmetal disputes discussed in this 
thesis.  
Another options for pollution victims of lodging complaints is to appeal to the 
Department for Letters and Visits (DLV) also referred to as xinfang. The 
purpose of the DLV id to open for citizens, legal persons or other 
so on. The requests are to be dealt with by the relevant administrative 
departments according to law.49 According to the State Council50 Regulations 
51
communication by the letter-writer or visitor and to make suggestions on 
improving policies and work to the people’s government at the corresponding 
52
rooted in Chinese history. Defined broadly as an effort to “go past basic-leve
                                              
48 Administrative Procedure Law, art (2) 
49 Decree of the State Council of the People's Republic of China No. 431 Regulations on Letters and Visits,
2005, art. 2  
 
50 The State Council is the chief administrative authority of the People's Republic of China, chaired by the 
Premier and includes the heads of each governmental department and agency. 
51 Ibid.  
52 Ibid. 
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The 2005 DLV regulation provide that DLV bureaus should handle accusation 
ad to violation of the lawful rights 
illegal behaviour of governmental offici
regulations address this conflict by explicitly directing petitioners that “legally 
may be resolved by litigation, administrative reconsideration, or 
administrative arbitration” to be raised with the appropriate judicial or 
administrative authority”.53 However, many older, but still effective, 
provincial DLV regulation from early and middle 1990’s lack such a 
requirement. This creates an overlap between court and DLV jurisdiction. In 
                                        
ons to reach higher-level bodies, express problems and request their 
n,” petitioning includes a variety of practices that parallel, overlap 
ome cases replace formal legal channels(Minzner 2006a: 104). 
r, DLV respond to citizen petitions in a variety of ways. In a small 
 of cases, DLV bureaus may decide to intervene directly either by 
 their own personnel out to investigate or by recommending that Party 
rnment authorities take action. More commonly, DLV bureaus simpl
ividual petitions to other government agencies for action. Many 
ers who approach higher-level agencies with complaints about local 
 merely have their grievances send back to the same officials whose 
 is the source of complaint. Moreover, as pointed out by Minzner, 
en higher-level DLV bureaus give instruction in the referrals on how 
e the citizens grievance, these referrals are often easily ignored by 
ficials, resulting in low rate of success for petitioners (Ibid.: 117). 
r, as lodging complaints to DLV is free of charge, the near availability 
 makes it a popular choice for many pollution victims.   
of the petitioner, as well as reports over 
als. Both national and many provincial 
      
xample DLV 2005 regulations , art 151  53 See for e
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However, as pointed out by Kevin O’Brian and Li Lianjiang, two experts on 
ants commonly address a 
number of officials at various offices, party members or even journalist, in the 
 what 
tance 
through media outlets such as TV stations, magazines, and newspapers, 
 matter to court. But, before ensuing to 
litiga  
medi
conducted by administrative agencies such as EPB. However, settlement 
n 
ent in 
 
all become legally effective once 
                                             
this sense, Minzner claims, the DLV regulations create a multi-stage 
reconsideration procedure for administrative decisions that is apparently 
parallel to the Administrative Litigation law or the Administrative 
Reconsideration Law (fuyi) (Ibid:125).  
legal development in rural china, Chinese claim
hopes that somebody will help them solve address the conflict, creating
might appear to be an unstructured and random process of seeking assis
from third parties. As noted by O’Brian and Li in their study of administrative 
lawsuits in rural China:    
Since [the aggravated parties] often are not precisely sure where their allies 
might be, villagers typically cast their net wide by appealing to all 
departments they can think of, including party committees, disciplinary 
inspection commissions, anti-corruption bureaus, letters and visits offices, 
and people’s congresses. They also seek to expose official malfeasance 
hoping that such attention will draw in high-level authorities (O’Brian and 
Li 2005a: 38-39).    
 
If pollution victims are not able to solve the conflict by seeking assistance 
from third parties, they might take the
tion the pollution victim might try to solve the conflict through court
ation or arbitration. Court mediation is more formal than mediation 
through court mediation also has to be of the free will of both parties.54 Whe
an agreement is made the People’s court shall “make a mediation statem
which the claims, the facts of the case, and the result of the mediation shall be
clearly set forth. The mediation statement sh
 
54 CPL, art. 88 
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5 In the process of taking part in a 
court mediation pollution victims may consider hiring a lawyer to help them 
represent their case. This would require that they spend comparatively more 
resources on the dispute settlement at least in relation to the previously 
described options. However, in the case
only used as a means after an appeal from the defendant based on a court 
verdict in favour of the plaintiff.  
(III) Litigatio
If there is a c
two parties m
article two in the Arbitration Law of the PRC, “Contractual disputes between 
citizens
disputes
there seldom is a contractual relationship between the two parties in an 
environmental dispute, dispute resolution through arbitration is rare in such 
disputes.  
In environmental disputes plaintiffs can seek redress for a number remedies 
provided for in the General Principles of Civil Procedure Law provide for ten 
primary forms of liability. These are cessation of infringement, compensation 
for losses, removal of obstacle, elimination of dangers, and restoration of 
original condition.57 Furthermore, the EPL stipulates that “A unit that has 
caused an environmental pollution hazard shall have the obligation to 
eliminate it and make compensation to the unit or individual that suffered 
                                             
it is received by the two parties concerned”.5
s I investigated, court mediation was 
n  
ontractual relationship between the injured and the accused, the 
ay try to solve the conflict through arbitration. According to 
 of equal status, legal persons and other economic organizations and 
 arising from property rights may be put to arbitration”.56 However, as 
 
55 CPL, art. 89 
56 Arbitration Law, art. 2 
57 General Principles of the Civil Law of the People’s Republic of China, art. 134  
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direct losses”.58 Note that “If environmental pollution losses result solely from 
ich cannot be averted even after the prompt 
adoption of reasonable measures, the party concerned shall be exempted from 
ion concerning 
d 
60
s 
ad to 
(IV) Extra-legal opportunities  
e dispute 
e on 
ng 
irresistible natural disasters wh
liability.”59 Further, the Supreme People’s Court’s interpretat
compensation liability for emotional damage in civil disputes opens for 
recovery emotional damages (jingshen sunhai), which are akin to pain an
suffering.  Dispute settlement through litigation is the most expensive and 
time-consuming dispute settlement process. At this stage, pollution victim
definitely have to hire a lawyer, collect evidence (which in some instances 
involves expensive and technical tests) and pay the fee for filing a case.61  In 
addition to civil procedure lawsuit, environmental disputes might also le
administrative and criminal lawsuits. However, since this is not within the 
scope of this paper, such lawsuits will not be discussed here.62 
In addition to the regular options available at the different stages of th
pyramid, pollution victims might try to solve the dispute, or to put pressur
the dispute handling process, through media coverage or by conducting 
demonstrations.    
Through media coverage pollution victims are sometimes capable of exerti
pressure on the polluter or the involved third parties to take action in the 
dispute handling process. As pointed out by an Benjamin Liebman, a high 
                                              
58 Ibid. art 41 
59 Ibid. 
 Interpretation of the Supreme People’s Court on certain Problems Regarding the Ascertainment of 
Compensation Liability for Emotional Damage for Civil Tort Cases.  
61
60
 "Case acceptance fee" (anjian shouli fei), is calculated as a percentage of the total amount of relief requested 
according to the Notice of the Supreme People's Court on the Printing and Distribution of Measures for Handling 
Lawsuit Fees for People's Courts.  
62 For administrative lawsuits in China, see for example: (O’Brian and Li, L. 2005).  
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In general, media coverage is free of charge, but access to journalists, 
especially journalists working in national and influential media, can be 
e to put any 
reasonable pressure on the polluter or the local government, pollution victims 
might tr
these sit
time-co
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choose 
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process. As pointed out by O’Brian  
authoritarian rule and relatively underdeveloped legal structures have meant 
tha
popular appeals for justice to find redress for their grievances, particularly
rur
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cholar on legal issues in China, when people fail in solving their 
s through legal channels, they might try to lure, or even hire journalists 
 to their villages to look into their case and to get their case resolved 
icity (Liebman 2004: 15). 
difficult to obtain. Believing that local level media will not be abl
y to seek out attention from provincial or national level media. In 
uations, they will have some travel expenses. It can also be a very 
nsuming process to get the attention from media at a higher level.  
 and demonstrations are other options victims of pollution might 
in an attempt to solve the environmental dispute, or as a means to put 
 on the polluter and/or third parties involved in the dispute handling 
t Chinese citizens must rely heavily on local protest movements and 
 in 
al China (O’Brian 2005: 5).  
ucting protests, pollution victims do not have any financial burdens, 
onducting such protests might be perceived as a threat to social 
 pollution victims opting for this opportunity may have to pay a high 
etention or even impriso
                                 
ability is considered by the Chinese leadership to be to be the fundamental prerequisite for promoting 
odernization. Thus, safeguarding social stability and state security is of top priority. 
63 Social st
reform and m
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This short introduction has provided an outline for different opportunities 
pollution victims have in solving environmental disputes at varies stages of the 
will show, 
climbing the dispute pyramid is seldom as clear cut as described in this 
ese legal system is that individual 
grievances often pursue their claims in multiple forums concurrently 
 we shall now investigate how these opportunities work 
when they are put into practice by analyzing six cases of environmental 
2.4.3 Concluding remarks  
dispute pyramid. However, as the cases we are about to get to know 
presentation. Pollution victims commonly engage a number of different 
dispute handling processes at the same time. As described by Liebman,  
The formal legal system is not the only or most effective route available to 
citizens seeking redress in China. Individuals also often pursue their claims 
by government departments, letters and visits offices, the media… Indeed 
one defining characteristic of the Chin
(Liebman 2004: 35).  
 
With this in mind
dispute in IMAR.  
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During ed an economic growth rate higher 
than the national average, and it had ranked first in the nation in terms of such 
growth 8.07).The 
average
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IMAR’s
it an int
often oc
regulations in pursue for economic development. In addition to this, the high 
                                             
 The cases  
ner Mongolia Autonomous Region  
s the third largest province/region in China; the 1.183 million square 
re area covers one eighth of the total territory of China. The total 
ion of IMAR is 23.924 million with a Mongolian population consisting 
3 million, accounting for 17.7 percent of the total population.64 
the 10th FYP, the region maintain
rate for four consecutive years since 2003 (Jia, J. 18.0
 income of rural residents in IMAR has increased from CNY 301 in 
 CNY 10,358 in 2006. The average annual income for peasants and 
n in IMAR in 2007 was CNY 3,953 (Shang, J. 25.04.08).  
alization has expanded rapidly in IMAR, especially after the 
tion of the “The Great Western Development Strategy” (xibu da 
 With industrialization, environmental pollution and degradation have 
R. Chinese leaders are well aware of this development. In a speech by 
o after an inspection tour in the region, he emphasized that IMAR 
eeds to pay attention to environmental protection (
 comparatively recent transition towards high economic growth makes 
eresting place to study environmetal disputes, as environmetal disputes 
cur as a result of weak implementation of environmetal laws and 
 
64 Social and Economic Development of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region (25.07.07) 
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 to 
n victims from minority groups have 
different experiences in solving environmental disputes compared to Han 
Chinese pollution victims in the same region. Moreover, to my knowledge,  
re selected for this study: 
one case from Baotou in central IMAR, one from Dongwu Banner in the 
ter 
 environmental 
sion 
and 
 case 
es 
presence of Mongolian minorities in the region provided a good opportunity
investigate to what degree pollutio
there has not been conducted any qualitative research on environmental 
disputes in this region.  
3.2 General introduction to the cases  
Six cases from three different places in IMAR we
northeast  of IMAR, and four cases from villages close to Jinshan town near 
Chifeng city in the southeast of IMAR. Three of the Jinshan cases were 
against the same defendant, but with different claimants. In all six cases, wa
and/or air pollution from one or several factories causing damage and 
economic loss for the petitioners constituted the core of the
dispute.  
In two of the cases (Baoutou and Dongwu Banner), the court made a deci
in favour of the plaintiffs. In two cases litigation was rejected by the court, 
in the last case the petitioners are planning to file a case during 2008. One
was solved through mediation hosted by the local EPB. Although the cas
occurred in different settings, pollution victims in all the cases experienced 
very similar problems.  
                                                                                                                                
65 The “Open Up the West” (xibu da kaifa) campaign was implemented in 2000, a major state project of nation-
building directed at the inland provinces/regions in western China to develop economic growth, and to reduce 
socio-economic inequalities between coastal provinces situated in east China. 
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dispute resolution and analyze the reasons causing these obstacles, some 
episodes will be described in more detail.  
3.3  D
Plaintiff
owing description is meant to give the reader a short introduction to 
t important facts in the cases. In each case I provide a time outline to 
e reader to have an understanding of the development of the cases. 
f the cases have been going on for many years, and in the following 
ion I have had to leave out a number of details. In chapter four and 
ere I identify obstacles faced by pollution victims in the process of 
ongwu Banner County Paper Mill case  
s: Originally 18 herdsmen in the Dongwu Banner County area, 
itai Town and Jirigelanggecha Village. However, when the case was 
d accepted at the Intermediate People’s Court of Xilinguole League, 
Wuliyas
filed an
some of the plaintiffs withdrew their case, leaving only Damolizhabu, his 
brother and his son as the plaintiffs.   
Defendants: Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill, Dongwu Banner County 
ent.   
nts:
governm
Informa  Damolinzhabu (herdsman, main plaintiff), Chen Jiqun (organizer 
O working with anti-desertification projects and distribution of legal 
nts in the region), Wuretu (one of the plaintiffs who withdrew his case 
ressure from the local government), Jiang Fei (journalist in China 
of an NG
docume
under p
Daily). 
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Core of the case: Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill’s sewage water cause
the death of about 2,00
d 
0 livestock of 18 herdsmen and the contamination of 
4,293 mu66 (686.88 acres) of grassland.67 Herdsmen sued the mill demanding 
compensation for the loss of livestock and damage to the grassland (the 
and not enforced regulations according 
herdsmen were the legal users of the land occupied by the paper mill). The 
local government was also put on trial because they had provided the paper 
mill with an illegal sewage water dike 
to the EIA Law (Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07). 
Current state of case: The case is closed. In August 2004, the Higher People’s 
Court of IMAR issued a judgment in favour of the herdsmen, which included 
that the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill and the government of Dongwu
Banner should pay herdsmen CNY 360,000 as compensation for pollution and 
bear the costs of the case.68 However, Damulinzhabu has only received abou
CNY 40,000 (Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07). The damage caused by th
pollution has not been restored.  
 
t 
e 
Timeline Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case:  
In the early 1990’s: A trend of attracting business and investment swept 
IMAR. Local government officials placed great emphasis on attracting 
industrial investment to boost economic development. Encouraged by this 
policy, the government of Xillinguole League Town, Dongwu Banner 
introduced the paper mill program. The factory director of the Dongwu 
                                              
66 Mu is a Chinese measuring unity for land measurement; 10 fen equal one mu; 100 mu equals 600 square of
Zhang or 666.7 square meters (Yuan, L. 2002: 1373).   
67 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Xilinhaote Intermediate People's Court, Ci
 
 vil procedure case, court 
verdict, document six of (2002), Neimenggu xinlinhaote zhongyi renmin fayuan, minshi panjue shu (2002) xi min 
yi chu zi di 6 hao. 
68 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Xilinhaote Higher People's Court, Civil procedure case, court verdict, 
document 82 of (2004), Neimenggu zhongyi renmin fayuan gaoyi renmin fayuan, minshi panyueshu (2002) nei 
min yi zhong zi de 82 hao.     
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Banner 
County,
product
from the
15.01.2000: The director of the former Anxin county paper mill came to 
Dongwu Banner County, signed the contract, leased the land, and opened the 
paper m
paper m
draining
10.03.2000: on. Compulsory environmental 
assessment was not carried out (Ibid.). The production started without any 
form of
human m
was disc
(Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07). Local herdsmen in the area went to local 
government offices to protest against the creation of the dike and the opening 
of Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill (Ibid.). 
2000-20
demand ould end. The herdsmen 
also made numerous trips to the local, provincial and national government 
offices with similar appeals. In addition to this, they also made numerous trips 
             
County Paper Mill had previously opened a paper mill in Anxin 
 Hebei Province. But local government forced the mill to stop 
ion at the end of 1999 because of the off-standard pollutant discharge 
 paper mill (Chen: interview 14.10.07).  
ill. In a contract between Dongwu Banner County government and the 
ill, Dongwu Banner County government agreed to provide sewage-
 ground for the factory.69 
 The paper mill started producti
 equipment for treating the sewage water. The government created a 
ade “fence of soil” which constitutes a dike where the sewage water 
harged, to provide the factory with a sewage water system 
  
01: The herdsmen tried to talk to the management of the factory with 
s of compensation and that the pollution sh
to the local, provincial and national EPB and DLV(Ibid.). 
                                 
tract between the owner of the paper mill previously situated in Anxin country, Hebei province and 
u Banner county government have been obtained by Chen Jicun. See (Chen, J. and Li, J 2005).  
69 The con
the Dongw
 48  
d brown sewage, 
leading to the loss of 2,000 livestock belonging to 18 herdsmen, and the 
n 
5 million 
accepted the case. Since the Dongwu Banner County government had agreed 
to provide sewage-draining ground, the court also requested the Dongwu 
Banner County government to appear in court as the third party (Chen: 
ague 
 
e would have 
st his standing in suing the paper mill, since he would have given up his 
14.12.2001: Expansion of the frozen sewage in the constructed dike caused 
the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill sewage water dike to burst. The 
broken dike caused flooding and the spewing of black an
contamination of 4,293 mu (686.88 acres) of grassland.70 According to 
informants, the lands were burnt to greyness, leaving not even a blade of grass 
(Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07). 
August 2002: The 18 herdsmen selected seven herdsmen to represent them i
a case against Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill. The seven herdsmen, 
entrusting lawyers of the Beijing Deheng Law Office as their authorized 
agent, sued the paper mill for tort and pollution, demanding CNY 3.1
as compensation.71 The Intermediate People’s Court of Xilinguole League 
interview 14.10.07). 
December 2002: Some officials of the Dongwu Banner County and Le
government went to herdsmen’s homes, trying to persuade them to withdraw
their case. Suyalatu, then Secretary of Gazha Village, refused to submit to a 
superior officer’s pressure to transfer the pastureland, which had been used as 
the sewage-draining ground, to state-owned assets (by doing so h
lo
                                              
70 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Xilinhaote Intermediate People's Court, Civil procedure case, court 
verdict, document six of (2002), Neimenggu xinlinhaote zhongyi renmin fayuan, minshi panjue shu (2002) xi min 
yi chu zi di 6 hao. 
71 Ibid. 
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right to 
(Ibid.). 
January 2003
grassland area into parts, which in
and 10,730 mu (1,716.8 acres) of surrounding pasture, based on a purported 
incorrec
210). Th
Land-us
assets, and leased it to the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill (Ibid.). With 
these manoeuvres, the herdsmen appeared no longer to be the legal users of 
the land, and consequently lost their 
pressure, four of the seven herdsm
interview 26.11.07). 
Februa
filed a n
compen
Xilingu
14.03.2003: 
Banner County Paper Mill case.    
March 2004
favour of the three herdsmen, directing the Dongwu Banner County Paper 
Mill to compensate the herdsmen over CNY 170,000 and the Dongwu Banner 
government to compensate the herdsmen CNY 50,000 in addition to paying 
the legal fees. Not satisfied with the j
use the land). As a result, Suyalatu was dismissed from his position 
: The Dongwu Banner County government divided the 
cluded Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill, 
t division of the grassland in January 1997 (Chen, J, and Li, J. 2005: 
e government also signed and issued 5 copies of the State-owned 
e Right Certificate, officially transferred the land to state-owned 
litigation qualification. Under long-term 
en withdrew their case (Damulinzhabu: 
 
ry 2003: The three remaining herdsmen, headed by Damolinzhabu, 
ew case against the paper mill, demanding over CNY 1 million as 
sation for tort and pollution in the Intermediate People’s Court of 
ole League (Ibid.). 
Jinri Shoufa (Legal discussion) aired a program on the Dongwu 
72
: The Intermediate People’s Court of Xilinguole League ruled in 
udgment, the plaintiffs appealed to the 
 50  
s) of land collectively-owned by the 
herdsmen, but illegally occupied by the defendant (Damulinzhabu: interview 
26.11.07).  
er 
ning the occupied lands”.73 
 
ss 
May 2005: SEPA was entrusted to supervise and administer nine key 
er 
. 
                
IMAR Xilinhaote Higher People’s Court, demanding increased compensation 
and the return of 11,000 mu (1,760 acre
August 2004: The IMAR Xilinhaote Higher People's Court issued a second 
judgment in favour of the herdsmen, which included that the Dongwu Bann
County Paper Mill and the government of Dongwu Banner should pay the 
herdsmen CNY360,000 as compensation for pollution. However, as the 
plaintiffs did not provide a valid land-use right certificate, the court did not 
support the petition for “retur
August 2005: One year had passed since IMAR Xilinhaote Higher People's
Court issued its judgement. During this period, the paper mill continued to 
operate and continued to occupy the land of the herdsmen. The second 
judgement ruled that compensation should be made for the herdsmen’s lo
and the livestock. There was no compensation for the pollution of the 
grassland (Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07). 
polluting enterprises nationwide, including the Dongwu Banner County Pap
Mill. SEPA’s key supervisory and administrative requirement concerned the 
smoke discharged by the paper mill, rather than the wastewater (Lang, C
05.09.06). 
                                                                                                                
72 Jinri Shoufa (Legal discussion) is a daily program aired at CCTV’s news channel.  
73 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Xilinhaote Higher People's Court, Civil procedure case, court verdict, 
document 82 of (2004), Neimenggu zhongyi renmin fayuan gaoyi renmin fayuan, minshi panyueshu (2002) nei 
min yi zhong zi de 82 hao   
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rom various levels of society, the 
Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill suspended its production and moved to 
Xilingu
26.11.0
Novem
in the ca
water di
not rece
3.4 ompany case  
Plaintiffs:
October 2005: Faced with pressure f
ole League Lanqi Banner Grassland (Damulinzhabu: interview 
7). 
ber 2007: I visited Dongwu Banner to interview informants involved 
se. Pollution caused by Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill’s sewage 
ke had not been restored. Most of the people involved in the case had 
ived collective land certificates.  
Baotou Water Supply C
 Baotou Water Supply Company  
Defendants: Inner Mongolia Saiwai Xinghuazhuan Paper Co. Ltd., Inner 
Mongol  Mongolia Wulate 
Qilinghai Chemical Production Ltd., 
Administration Bureau. 
Informa
ia Meili Beichen Paper Company Co. Ltd., Inner
and IMAR Hetao Region Irrigation 
nts: Gao Guizhen, (office director and legal adviser at Baotou Water 
Company), Wen Quanlai (professional lawyer, representing Baotou 
upply Company together with Gao Guizhen).   
Supply 
Water S
Core of the case: At the end of June 2004, Baotou Water Supply Company 
had to shut down intake from the Yellow River due to hazardously high levels 
of COD.74 The situation lasted for six days. In this period Baotou Water 
Supply Company had to transport water in trucks from water reservoirs to 
                                              
74 Chemical oxygen demand (COD) is a laboratory test used to measure the organic compounds in water and is 
commonly used to indicate the quality of wastewater.  
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NY 
factories and IMAR Hetao Region Irrigation Administration Bureau 
residential areas in Baotou (Gao: interview 27.12.07). The situation caused 
Baotou Water Supply Company an estimated economic loss of around C
3.5 million. Baotou Water Supply Company filed a case against three upriver 
demanding compensation for their economic loss (Gao: interview 27.12.07). 
Current state of case: The case is closed. In December 2005, under the 
f 
the factories and IMAR Hetao Region Irrigation Administration Bureau would 
organization of IMAR Higher People’s Court, a mediation agreement was 
reached between the plaintiffs and the defendants. It was agreed that two o
pay Baotou Water Supply Company a total compensation of CNY 2.8 
million.75 The plaintiff has only received around half of the compensation 
sum. The quality of the water at Baotou Water Supply Company Yellow River 
water station has improved. However, the pollution from the polluting outlets, 
according to the defendants, has reportedly not stopped (Ibid.).  
 
Timeline for Baotou water supply company case:  
29.6.2004: Polluted water with very high levels of COD levels from upriver 
sources entered the Baotou section of the Yellow River. Baotou Water Supply 
Company had to close the intake of water and reduce the supply of water to 
Baotou City. According to Gao Guizhen similar situations had occurred earlier 
on (Gao: interview 27.12.07). Baotou Water Supply Company had to transport 
water from reservoirs by trucks into residential areas in Baotou City. The 
situation continued for a total of six days (Ibid.). 
                                              
75 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Higher People’s Court, Civil procedure mediation agreement 2005, 
document 54, Neimenggu zizhiqu gaoji renmin fayuan minshi tiaojie shu, (2005) neimeng er zhong zi di 54 hao. 
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3.7.200
had reac
Company to treat the water. Water was once again running from taps in 
residential areas of Baotou.  
8.9.200
Wen Qu ongolia Saiwai Xinghuazhuan Paper 
Co. Ltd., Inner Mongolia Meili Beichen Paper Company Co. Ltd., Inner 
Mongolia Wulate Qilinghai Chemical
Region Irrigation Administration Bureau. Baotou Water Supply Company 
demanded a compensation of CNY 3.4 million in direct economic 
compensation, CNY 159 100 in extra econom
pollution and CNY 48 000 for expenses in 
that the defendants would pay for the cost
defendants should be held responsible for the pollution.  
16.12.2004: Baotou City Intermediate Court arranged a meeting between the 
two parts, in which the plaintiffs and the defendants exchanged evidence. 
18.1.20
25.7.2005:
verdict, Baotou Intermediate People'
total compensation of CNY 2.88 million, and ordered that the defendants pay 
                                             
4: The crisis was put off as the quality of water in the Yellow River 
hed a level in which it was possible for Baotou Water Supply 
4: Baotou Water Supply Company represented by Gao Guizhen and 
anlai filed a case against Inner M
 Production Ltd. and IMAR Hetao 
ic costs caused by the water 
the process of collecting evidence, 
 of filing the case, and that all the 
76
05: Baotou City Intermediate Court heard the case. 
 Baotou City Intermediate Court proclaimed a verdict. In the 
s Court ordered the defendants to pay a 
 
76 Civil procedure indictment (Inner Mongolia Baotou Water Supply Company), minshi qisu zhuang (Neimenggu 
Baotoushi gongshui zong gongsi) 
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pany 
(this 
und half of the compensation 
(Wen: interview 28.12.08).  
 
age water storage ponds into the Yellow River. Rather than 
polluting the river again (and having to pay for the consequences that might 
pond wall demolished to divert the toxic 
waste away from the river (Gao: interview 27.12.07).  
January 2008: I visited Gao Guizhen and Wen Quanlai in Baotou. Baotou 
ple’s Court Civil Mediation 
agreement of 26.12.2005.79 However, the water quality at the intake station 
the cost of the litigation.77 The defendants were not satisfied with the outcome
of the trial, they filed for an appeal.   
26.12.2005: IMAR Higher People’s Court published a civil mediation 
agreement. In the agreement it was decided that Inner Mongolia Saiwai 
Xinghuazhuan Paper Co. Ltd., Inner Mongolia Meili Beichen Paper Com
Ltd. and IMAR Hetao Region Irrigation Administration Bureau would pay 
Baotou Water Supply Company a total compensation of CNY 2.8 million 
also included the cost of litigation).78 Shortly after the mediation agreement 
Baotou Water Supply Company received aro
April 2006: Gao Guizhen heard rumors that a sewage water dike was built 
upriver where wastewater containing high level COD sewage was lead into. 
He took a trip upriver to find that high winds threatened to push waste water
from the sew
cause), officials ordered part of a 
Water Supply Company still had not received the other half of the CNY 2.8 
million as agreed in the IMAR Higher Peo
                                              
77 Baotou city Intermediate People's Court, document number 7, Batoushi zhongji renmin fayuan, ba
chu zi di 7 hao  
 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Higher People’s Court, Civil procedure mediation agreement 2005, 
document 54, Neimenggu zizhiqu gaoji renmin fayuan minshi tiaojie shu, (2005) neimeng er zhong zi di 54 hao 
79
o min san 
78
 Ibid.  
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had imp
not been
3.5 J
In Jinsh
defenda
Co. Ltd
damage of trees that the plaintiffs depend on as a main source of income. 
Although the cases are against the Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd., I find 
it necessary to describe the cases separately; since the actual controversy in the 
disputes
3.5.1 H
Plaintiff
roved and Gao Guizhen claimed that after the trial the company had 
 forced to turn off the intake from the Yellow River again.  
inshan cases 
an there are three parallel cases with different claimants against one 
nt, the only large scale factory in Jinshan, Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy 
. All the cases are related to compensation demands related to death or 
 and the outcomes of the disputes are very different. 
an Xiang’s case   
s: Han Xiang represented by Professor Wang Canfa from CLAPV. 
ntsDefenda : Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd.  
Informants: Han Xiang and staff from CLAPV. 
Core of the case: In the 1980’s Han Xiang contracted 200 mu of land from the 
vernment where he planted fruit trees. After the opening of Jinfeng 
Metallurgy Co. Ltd. and the exposure of air and water pollution from 
ry, Han Xiang’s trees stopped producing apples (Hang: interview 
). With the help of Professor Wang Canfa at CLAPV, Han Xiang 
local go
Copper 
the facto
30.11.07
filed a case against Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd.  
 56  
Current state of case: Litigation rejected in the first trial; the plaintiff appea
against the first decision and at the second trial the court maintained 
led 
the 
decision.80 Han Xiang lives under relatively poor conditions. He has cut down  
Timeline for Han Xiang’s case:
all the dead fruit trees, which he has been forced to use as firewood.  
 
an Xiang contracted from the Kalaqin Banner government 200 mu 
trees (Hang: interview 30.11.07).   
to attract 
erview 30.11.07). 
.  
factory in attempts to receive compensation for his loss and stop further 
pollution. He also made frequent trips to the local, provincial and national 
ces with similar appeals. In addition to this, he 
d ational EPB and DLV (Han: 
interview: 30.11.07). During a petitioning trip to Beijing he got to know about 
CLAPV. Wang Canfa decided to help Han Xiang, and together they filed a 
Co. Ltd. On the request from Han 
                                             
1980’s: H
of barren hills where he planted fruit 
May 1996: The local government in Jinshan town carried out efforts 
investment to the area. Jinshan Stone Mining, China Gold Smelting Import 
and Export Liaoning Company and China Liaoning International Northern 
Resource Ltd. invested a total amount of ten million CNY and established 
Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. in Wangyefu township, Sishi Jiaqi village 
(Hang: int
28.12.1997: Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. factory started production
1997-2000: Han Xiang’s fruit trees suffered under air and water pollution 
from Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. He made numerous trips to the 
government administrative offi
made numerous trips to the local, provincial an  n
case against Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy 
 
80 CLAPV (15.04.05): “Case of air pollution, Han Xiang v. Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co., Ltd., Chifeng.”  
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Xiang e
China F
analyzing, and concluded that Han Xiang’s fruit trees had died from severe 
sulphur dioxide poisoning.   
Accordi
Centre, 
Copper 
January 2000:
Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. 
million and that the defendant would prevent any further pollution from 
happening. Chifeng Intermediate People’s Court made a request that a test 
would b
trees be
Interme
Centre o
22.6.2000-24.6.2000:
Ministry of Agriculture concluded the test report. According to Han Xiang the 
conclusion of the report was written and sealed with an official stamp on the 
same day that the report was conducted, which would mean that the report was 
concluded before tests results were available (Ibid.). The report concluded that 
Han Xiang’s trees had died as a result 
             
xperts from Forest Environment and Protection Research Institute of 
orest Academy carried out on site examination, sampling and 
81
ng to the monitoring report from Chifeng Environmental Monitoring 
the only pollution source of sulphur dioxide in the area is Jinfeng 
Metallurgy Co. Ltd.82  
 With the help of CLAPV Han Xiang filed a case against 
demanding a compensation of CNY 1.4 
e conducted to find evidence for the cause of death for Han Xiang’s 
fore they the court decided whether or not to accept the case. Chifeng 
diate People’s Court entrusted the Fruit and Seedling Quality Testing 
f the Ministry of Agriculture to appraise a test.83 
 The Fruit and Seedling Quality Testing Centre of the 
of an insect pest and poor location.84 
                                 
81 Ibid. 
82 Ibid. 
83 Ibid.  
84 Environmental pollution case: Han Xiang sues Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Ltd. Han Xiang su Jinfeng tongye. 
youxiangongsi huanjing wuran an 
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e 
Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd.85  
: 
November 2007: I visited Han Xiang; he now lives under relatively poor 
 use 
d 
21.8.2000: Chifeng City Intermediate People’s Court made a decision based 
on the test report conducted by the Fruit and Seedling Quality Testing Centre 
of the Ministry of Agriculture and rejected Han Xiang’s request to file a cas
against 
January 2001: With the help of CLAPV, Han Xiang appealed against the 
decision at the IMAR Higher People’s Court. The court held a hearing and 
affirmed the original decision. Originally, Han Xiang and CLAPV were 
planning to appeal to the Highest People’s Procuratorate for retrial (Hang
interview 30.11.07). However, as Han Xiang had used all of his personal 
finance and heavily indebted himself during the process of trying to solve the 
dispute, he decided to drop the case (Ibid.). 
conditions. He has cut down all the dead fruit trees, which he is forced to
as firewood. Pollution from Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. have stoppe
as the factory has closed down and reopened on another location in Jinshan 
township.  
3.5.2 Li Shuxian’s case   
Claimants: Li Shuxian with the support of Xu Kezhu and Ma Yan at CLAPV. 
Defendants: Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd.  
Informants: Li Shuxian, staff at CLAPV. 
Core of the case: From 2002 until 2007 Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. 
has paid Li Shuxian a total compensation of CNY 28,000 for reduced growth 
                                              
85 Ibid.  
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and dam
the facto
negotiation meetings conducted by the local EPB. Li Shuxian believed that the 
compensation he received from Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. was too 
small. With the help of CLAPV, Li Shuxian filed a case against Jinfeng 
Copper Metallurgy Ltd. dem
Chifeng Intermediate People’s Court.
recomm
Current
age on poplar trees planted by Li Shuxian on contracted land close to 
ry.86 Compensation has been paid as a result of a number of 
anding CNY 434,000 in compensation at the 
87 His case was rejected with the 
endation that he tried to solve the dispute through mediation. 
 state of case: When Li Shuxian filed a case against Jinfeng Copper 
rgy Co. Ltd., the file was rejected. Liu Shuqing, a student assistant at 
, told me that they are trying to help Li Shuxian solve the case throug
n.  
Metallu
CLAPV h 
mediatio
Timeline for Li Shuxian’s case: 
eginning of the 1980’s: Li Shuxian contracted around 10 mu land on 
kirts of Sishi Jiazi Village where he planted around 2000 poplar trees 
rview 30.11.07). 
In the b
the outs
(Li: inte
28.12.1
with on n 
site. The fence was raised by the Jinf
Winter
sulphur
Metallu
             
997: Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. factory started production, 
ly a fence between Li Shuxian’s poplar tree field and the productio
eng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. (Ibid.).  
 2002: Fifty-five of Li Shuxian’s poplar trees died as a result of 
 dioxide pollution and polluted water outlets from Jinfeng Copper 
rgy Co. Ltd. Kalaqin Banner EPB arranged for a mediation meeting 
                                 
introduction to Li Shuxian's case, Jiben qingkuang jianjie (Li Shuxian de anli) 86 General 
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Shuxian’s poplar trees and 
would take measures to ensure that the soil would be fertile again.88 
 it was decided that Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. would pay 
CNY 5000 in compensation to Li Shuxian for loss and damage of poplar 
 a new compensation agreement with Jinfeng 
Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. in which it is stated that Jinfeng Copper 
llurgy Co. Ltd. and Li Shuxian 
g 
 
                                                                                                                               
between Li Shuxian and Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. Through 
mediation it was decided that Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. would pay 
CNY 5000 in compensation to Li Shuxian and that Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy
Co. Ltd. would restore the damage done on Li 
Spring 2003: Kalaqin Banner EPB arranged for a new mediation meeting 
between Li Shuxian and Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. Through 
mediation
trees.89  
17.3.2006: Li Shuxian signed
Metallurgy Co. Ltd. should pay Li Shuxian a compensation of CNY 9115.90 
From 2002 until 2007 Jinfeng Copper Meta
have signed a number of mediation agreements; during this period Jinfen
Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. has paid Li Shuxian a total compensation of CNY
28,000.91 
December 2007: With the help of CLAPV Li Shuxian filed a case against 
Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. The case was rejected with the 
 
 Banner Li Shuxian vs. Jinfeng Copper Smelting Ltd. Air pollution 
damage compensation case (NRDC), Neimenggu Chifengshi Kalaqin qi  Li Shuxian shou Chifengshi Jinfeng 
S xian he Chifengshi 
Jinfeng tongye youxiangongsi) 
89 Report on the investigation of Li Suxian's case, Diaocha jingguo (Li Shuxian de anli). 
90 Ibid.  
91 General introduction to Li Shuxian's case, Jiben qingkuang jianjie (Li Shuxian de anli). 
87 Inner Mongolia Chifeng city Kalaqin
tongye youxiangongsi daqi wuransunhai peichang an (NRDC) 
88 Contract between Li Shuxian and Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co Ltd., Xieyi shu (Li hu
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recomm  mediation. CLAPV is 
preparing to help Li Shuxian solve the dispute through mediation (Liu: 2007).  
3.5.3 L
Petitioner:
endation that the tried to solve the case through
iu Hai’s case    
 Liu Hai, Du Yelong and Li Zhong.   
Defendant: Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. and the local government in 
 Banner. Kelaqin
Informants: Liu Hai (main petitioner), villagers in Rounan Dong village and 
Jingjing (lawyer at CLAPV). 
 the case
Henan Dong village, and Zhang 
Core of : Fruit production in villages surrounding Jinfeng Copper 
rgy Co. Ltd. has decreased rapidly due to air and wMetallu ater pollution 
caused by Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co
Village committees have previously re
Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. relati e in the autumn 
2006 through mediation meetings conducted by Kalaqin Banner EPB, but the 
villagers were not content with the compensation.92 Pollution continued to 
occur; during 2007 the fruit production was so poor that the villagers were not 
able to sell any fruit and thus had very
Current
. Ltd. (Liu: interview 01.12.07). 
ached a compensation agreement with 
ng to loss of incom
 little income (Liu: interview 01.12.07).  
 state of case: Liu Hai is receiving help from CLAPV; they are 
 to file a case against the factory and the locplanning al government after new 
tests of the fruit trees are performed during spring 2008. Du Yelong is 
imprisoned on the charges of disturbing the social peace. Pollution is 
                                              
92 Who will help us appraise the environment we live in? The joint aspiration from tens of thousands of residents 
in Jinshan t ---Jinshan zhen shi wan shimin de 
gongtong x
ownship, Shui wei women de shencun huanjing pingjia ?--
insheng  
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d continuing. Villagers are constantly seeking help from local, provincial an
national government offices, EPB and DLV.  
Timeline for Liu Hai’s case: 
In 1981: Villagers contracted land and worked hard to develop the barren hills
surrounding Jinshan town into a rich forestry area. Fruit trees, such as appl
pear, apricot and Hawthorn trees were planted. Villages surrounding Jinshan
town became famous for their fruit trees, which was the main source of 
income for many of the citizens in the area.
 
e, 
 
d. invested around CNY 35 million 
and opened a new factory in Jinshan industrial zone. The old Jinfeng Copper 
rnment for the loss of the oxen; 
however, they did not receive information related to the cause of death for the 
 the 
local EPB would take action to put an end to the situation. Villagers demanded 
                                             
93 
In 2005: Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Lt
Metallurgy Co. Ltd. in Wangyefu township, Sishi Jiaqi village was closed 
down. 
22.8.2006: Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. formally started production in 
Jinshan town industrial zone. People from the surrounding villages working 
outside when production started reported that they felt dizzy and nauseous; 
three women fainted and were later sent to the hospital. Shortly after the 
production started seven oxen in the surrounding villages died. Villagers 
received compensation from the Banner gove
animals (Liu: interview 01.12.07).  
Autumn 2006: After the pollution incident on the 22nd of August 2006, 
villagers started to seek assistance from Kalaqin EPB and requested that
 
93 Ibid.  
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to read the EIA of Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd., as well as their 
docum e taken to supervise 
the polluting emissions from the factory. The local government did not meet 
these requests (Liu: interview 01.12.07). 
21.11.2006: Liu Hai, Du Yelong and Li Zhong paid a visit to the Section for 
Letters and Visits at IMAR EPB. They
Mr. Li. After collecting the m
presented to him
within a m
27.12.2
between
the med
Metallu
agreed t
conduct
experts 
Copper , and 
representatives from the pollution victims.95 However, according to 
informants in the villages, the measuring of the affected area was conducted 
01.12.07
claimed
             
pollution emission permit. Pollution victims were denied access to these 
ents.94 Also, villages demanded that action should b
 
 were received by the office director, 
aterial Liu Hai, Du Yelong and Li Zhong 
, office director Mr. Li promised to get in touch with them 
onth. They never received an answer (Liu: interview 01.12.07).  
006: Kalaqin Banner Government organized a mediation meeting 
 the pollution victims and Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. Under 
iation meeting an agreement was made in which Jinfeng Copper 
rgy Co. Ltd., would pay CNY 50 in compensation per mu. It was 
hat measurements of the total area affected by pollution should be 
ed by representatives from the Banner Agricultural Administration, 
from the Banner Forestry Administration, representatives from Jinfeng 
Metallurgy Co. Ltd., representatives from village committees
by security guards from Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd (Liu: Interview 
). The victims were not satisfied with the compensation. They 
 that the area they got compensation for was too small, and for some 
                                 
 Kalaqin Banner environmental protection bureau document nr. 19 in 2007, 
alaqin Banner EPB: Kalaqin Banner EPB reply to Du Yelong's report on Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy 
Neimenggu Chifengshi Kalaqin qi huanjingbaohu wenjian , ka huan fa (2007) 19 hao，
huanjingbaohuju guanyu Du Yelong fanying Jinfeng tongye wuran wenti de dafu.     
94 Inner Mongolia Chifeng city
issued by K
Co. Ltd. Pollution, 
Kalaqin qi 
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Ltd. The local government hired an 
agricultural specialist to conduct an investigation of the crops and fruit trees. 
The report stated that the decreased productivity of crops and fruit trees is not 
worked. The office director explained to Liu Hai that the report was not valid 
as a legal document and that he strongly suspected that the report was falsified 
(Ibid.).  
Summer 2007: Liu Hai met a pollution victim petitioner from Hebei at the 
ut CLAPV. Liu Hai visited CLAPV. They 
agreed to help him (Ibid.). 
                                                                                                                               
crops (such as sunflowers and yellow beans) CNY 50 per mu did not even
cover the expenses for buying the seeds (Ibid.). 
27.3.2007: Liu Hai, Du Yelong and Li Zhong wrote a letter to the national 
SEPA describing their situation and urging them to take action.  
Spring/summer 2007: Villagers in Rounan Dong and Henan Dong noticed 
that crops and fruit trees were developing very slowly. They feared that during 
autumn 2007 they would not have anything to harvest. It was commonly 
believed that the slow development of the crops and fruit trees was connected. 
Villagers started to seek help from the local government again to help them 
receive compensation for the loss of harvest. The factory claimed that the bad 
harvest was not connected to their production. The local government 
supported Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. 
related to pollution (Liu: interview 01.12.07). 
Summer 2007: Liu Hai visited the institute where the agricultural specialist 
National DLV. He told Liu Hai abo
 
 
95 Ibid. 
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Novem i in Jinshan. As Du Yelong was detained by 
the poli
24.12.2
gathered
some fo
one of Zhang Jingjing’s assistants from
journalist to go to Jinshan town as 
Metallu
in solvin
3.5.4 M
Petition
ber 2007: I visited Liu Ha
ce, I was unable to talk with him.  
007: Liu Hai called me to tell me that many of the villagers had 
 in front of Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. He asked me to send 
reign journalist friends to report on the situation. After consulting with 
 CLAPV I was urged not to inform any 
it would probably upset Jingfeng Copper 
rgy Co. Ltd. and the local government, which would be a disadvantage 
g the conflict in the future.   
r. Gao’s case 
er: Villagers from Xiaofu village, Jinshan township.96 
ntDefenda : Weihang Cement Company Ltd.  
nts:Informa  Mr. Gao97 
Core of the case: The case was a dispute between a cement factory and 
villager
factory 
able to s
Furtherm
believed
demand
             
s living close to the cement factory, in the Jinshan area. Dust from the 
settled on the farmers vegetables. Villagers claimed that they were not 
ell or eat the vegetables due to the layer of dust on the vegetables. 
ore, villagers complained about respiratory problems which they 
 to be caused by dust emission from the cement factory. The villagers 
ed that the cement factory should pay the villagers a total 
                                 
 mediation meeting between Kalaqin Banner EPB and the villagers, as well as mediation 
between the two parts was also provided by the informant, which made it possible to cross check the 
 by the informant. 
96 Minutes from
agreement 
facts stated
 
97 On request from the informant this name is anonyms. 
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n for 
0 in compensation 
for health damage pertaining to dust emissions.)98 
compensation of CNY 144,400 (including CNY 58 000 in compensatio
damage on the crops for the last two years and CNY 86 40
Current state of case: Through a mediation meetings organized by the Kalaqin
Banner EPB, the villagers agreed to settle for an annual compensation of CN
9000 paid by the Cement factory.  
 
Y 
Timeline for Mr. Gao’s case: 
2004: Weihang Cement Company Ltd. was originally a state owned 
enterprise; in 2004 it was turned into a private company. It has an ann
production of twenty tons of cement. Weihang Cement Company Lt
been in operation for the last thirty years.99 
2.3.2006: Villagers in Xiaofu village wrote a letter to Kalaqin Banner E
demanding compensation from Weihang Cement Company Ltd. 
20.3.2006: Kalaqin Banner EPB organized a mediation meeting between 
representatives from Xiaofu village and Weihang Cement Company Ltd. 
During the meeting the claimants stated their compensation demand of CNY 
144,400. If the pollution continued the villagers would demand the same 
compensation sum annually. During the m
ual 
d. had 
PB 
eeting Weihang Cement Company 
Ltd. recognized that the company was responsible for some pollution, but 
stated that the demand for compensation was too high; they were willing to 
offer an annual compensation of CNY 3000. Kalaqin Banner EPB stated that 
                                              
98 Kalaqin Banner EPB, concerning the "Weihang Cement" Pollution dispute, Kalaqin qi huanjingbaohu ju 
weihang shuini wuran peichang jiufen tiaojie huiyi jiyao 
99 According to Mr. Gao, Weihang Cement Company Ltd. had been polluting also when it was a state owned 
company. When I asked him why the villagers in Xiaofu had not demanded compensation before, he said that it 
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they bel
was dec
with the
28.4.2006: 
EPB. During the meeting it was agreed that Weihang Cement Company Ltd. 
would pay Xiaofu village an annual 
January 2005.
if all 108 households in the village woul
agreed not to dem
The compensation would be paid at the end of each year. After discussing the 
matter among themselves the villagers 
Weihang Cem
Novem
received
compan
compensation at the end of the year. Pollution levels had not stopped.  
             
ieved an annual compensation of CNY 7000 would be appropriate. It 
ided that representatives from Xiaofu village would discuss the offer 
 other villagers.100  
A second mediation meeting was arranged by Kalaqin Banner 
compensation of CNY 9000, starting from 
101 The factory would give the compensation of CNY 9000 only 
d sign an agreement in which they 
and additional compensation from the factory in the future. 
agreed to settle for the offer from 
ent Company Ltd.   
ber 2007: I visited Jinshan. Mr. Gao told me that the villagers had 
 the first compensation from Weihang Cement Company Ltd. As the 
y had been producing during 2007, they were going to receive 
                                                                                                                   
was because of some new environmental laws which were implemented in 2005. He denied that it was because it 
was probably easier to get compensation from a privately owned factory than a state owned factory.   
100 Ibid. 
101 Environmental dispute, Mediation agreement, Huanjing jiufen tiaojie xieyi shu. 
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id, 
y 
ty 
ded. 
oints to 
s), 
dual is 
going to do something about the problem); if the injured party decides to 
 The third step is the 
claiming stage (in which the injured party blames the party considered to be 
4. Obstacles to obtain access to justice in 
environmental disputes   
4.1 General introduction  
The following analysis is based on Wouters and Van Loon’s dispute pyram
focusing on the common obstacles pollution victims experience at the 
different stages of the dispute pyramid. The obstacles are many and they ma
present themselves in different forms and shapes during different steps of the 
dispute pyramid. The chapter provides a step-by-step analysis of obstacles 
pollution victims experience at each stage of climbing the pyramid. An 
analysis of obstacles in the process of exerting pressure on the accused par
or third parties involved in the dispute handling process will also be inclu
Drawing on relevant research and literature, the following analysis p
some political, structural, scientific, technical, financial and even traditional 
reasons causing obstacles for pollution victims in the dispute assessment and 
handling process. Subsequently, current and/or proposed suggestions which 
might alleviate the discussed obstacles will be introduced.  
4.2 Obstacles in the dispute assessment process  
The dispute assessment process consists of the following four steps: naming 
(the transformation of the unperceived problems into perceived problem
action initiation stage (in which the choice is made whether the indivi
‘lump it’, the process will end at this second stage.
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respons
which o
claiman
Given that none of the pollution victim
part of the process, in which one understands that one has been victimized, 
there is no need to go into this stag
pollution leads to health effects, this
victims m
pollution. However, Palmer claims that 
those who live in the countryside and have only low levels of education 
attainment, environmental harms are either not perceived, or at least not 
perceived as constituting a problem in need of a solution” (Palmer 2007: 217). 
Palmer’s reflections suggest that there 
environm
4.2.1 O
In the ac
do some
pollutio
general 
dispute 
(I) Lac
ible for the problem), and the fourth stage is the polarisation process, 
ccurs whenever the other party refuses to meet the wishes of the 
t (Wouters and Van Loon 1992: 224-225).   
s experienced difficulties in the first 
e in detail. However, in cases where 
 stage could be a problem as pollution 
ight not comprehend the causation between health damage and 
“for many Chinese people, especially 
might be a large number of ‘potential’ 
etal disputes in the country.  
bstacles in the action initiation stage  
tion initiation stage, the injured party decides if he or she is going to 
thing about the perceived injury. I have identified two major obstacles 
n victims experience in this stage of the dispute assessment process: a 
lack of legal knowledge, and reluctance towards involvement in 
resolution processes. 
k of legal knowledge  
“If you don’t know the law, people will cheat you!” 
-Wuretu, petitioner in the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case   
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ledge 
arent in the cases taking place in rural areas. 
 
ner 
 
eir 
 of 
In the cases I investigated, lack of knowledge was generally a problem in the 
initial stage of climbing the pyramid. Problems related to lack of know
about legal rights was most app
(A) Language barriers 
In the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case, victims’ inability to obtain
information about their legal rights was first and foremost related to a 
language problem. Herdsmen affected by the pollution from Dongwu Ban
County Paper Mill were Mongolian minorities who had great difficulties 
communicating in Mandarin.102 In the process of deciding how they should 
deal with the problem they tried to identify legal documents that could guide 
them as to on what bases they could approach the polluter. But they were 
unable to find any such laws written in Mongolian. One explanation to this 
situation might be the ‘soft law’ framing on regulations related to translation 
of official documents into minority languages. Regulations encouraging the 
translation of official documents exist, but currently there are no ‘hard laws’
or strict regulations securing translation into minority languages. For example, 
article two of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Mongolian Written 
Language Work Regulations states that: “various levels of people’s 
government should popularize the use of standardized Mongolian 
pronunciation and written language…” (emphasis added).103 
It should be noted that as the herdsmen managed to get information on th
legal rights by the help of friends who translated the relevant laws for them, 
language barriers continued to be a general problem throughout the process
dispute resolution The herdsmen felt restricted by not being able to 
                                              
102 Mandarin is the official language in mainland China. Most of the 55 minority groups in China have their own 
minority language. 
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icate freely with those involved in the dispute handling process. 
r, if the laws were properly translated into Mongolian, it does not 
at the process of obtaining access to justice would have been easy. 
the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case also experienced 
ifficulties the Han-Chinese pollution victims in the same region 
the language barrier made it even more difficult for the , 
n to know about and exercise their legal rights.  
k of knowledge concerning legal rights  
e informants in the rural areas explained that when they experienced 
n for the first time they did not know which laws or regulations the 
 had violated. However, in the process of climbing the dispute 
, the informants experienced a steep learning curve related to 
mental laws and regulations in China. Most of them had gained 
ive knowledge on the topic. As the informants in my case studies had 
been through a complicated dispute settlement process, their 
ge on environmental law and regulations was probably not 
 peasant’s environmental rights during social transition in rural 
in the Guangdong province is the only current study which focuses on 
inese citizens’ knowledge of environmental rights. Her investigation 
hat most of the participants were unaware of which legal rights citizens 
the case that they should be exposed to pollution. When asked how 
uld react in the case of a pollution incident, most farmers stated that 
 
103 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Mongolian Written Language Work Regulations (2004), art. 2 
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r 
However, the findings in Kevin O’Brian and Li Liajiang’s study of national 
ight provide some answers to this question. A 
study conducted by the two scholars in 1997-98 in seven provinces in China 
showed that only one quarter of the 9,843 respondents knew that, according to 
exceed five percent of the average village income. Further, when asked about 
a ten-year-old law which enables villagers to elect grassroots cadres, only 
three percent of the respondents said that they understood it fairly well, while 
28 percent said that they knew something about it, and 70 percent said that 
olars 
al 
 
 
be 
ision 
 
                                             
they would try to solve the conflict by reaching an agreement with the pollute
or through mediation (Li, Z. 2006: 340).  
Why is there a lack of legal knowledge in China? This is a complex question 
which, given the scope of this project, I will not be able to explore in detail. 
tax regulation in rural China m
a State Council Regulation from 1991, township and village fees must not 
they knew nothing about it (O’Brian and Li, L. 2005a: 34). The two sch
have identified so called ‘strong- arm tactics’ as a reason for the lack of leg
knowledge among rural populations.104 According to O’Brian and Li, despite
the nationwide efforts to increase popular legal awareness which have been
ongoing since the 1980’s, many villagers still remain unaware of laws and 
policies that can work to their benefit (Ibid.). However, this situation might 
changing as more and more Chinese citizens are increasingly becoming aware 
of their legal rights and how to exercise them. Benjamin Liebman, a well 
known scholar on legal development in China, points to popular telev
shows discussing legal rights as one of the reasons for an increase in 
awareness on legal rights (Liebman 2005:28). O’Brian and Li further elaborate
 
104 In the article ‘Suing the Local State: Administrative Litigation in Rural China’ O’Brian and Li describe 
‘strong-arm tactics’ as illegal actions in which the local government confiscates legal material and/or detains 
people who are involved in distributing legal information (O’Brian and Li 2005: 34). 
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Michels olution in rural areas in China 
reveals a high percentage of drop-outs at an early stage of the dispute pyramid. 
Michelson found that out of all 4,575 reported grievances, 33 percent were 
lumped, 47 percent were resolved through bilateral negotiation and 20 percent 
were brought to third parties (Michelson 2008: 48). Michelson’s findings 
indicate that a large percentage of ru
involved in a conflict or to solve in through informal negotiation.  
ration might have a positive influence on Chinese citizens increased 
ge on their legal rights, as migrant workers bring back legal 
ge when they return to rural areas (O’Brian and Li, L. 2006: 40).  
uctance of involvement in dispute resolution processes  
d obstacle in the action initiation stage of the dispute assessment 
is based on pollution victims’ reluctance towards involvement in the 
 resolution process. In the Weihang Cement factory case, the 
nt identified maintaining a good relationship with the local 
ent as one of the main reasons why the villagers did not pursue the 
ther up the dispute pyramid and thus agree
nce to get involved in a tough conflict resolution process was based on 
ossible future consequences of a negative relationship with the local 
ent, and/or a genuine fear of harsh retaliation (Ibid.). Such reluctance 
fficult to understand. As pointed out by O’Brian and Li in their study 
inistrative Litigation Law (ALL) cases, in rural areas where villagers 
d in lawsuits against the government and the verdict had been duly 
d, the villagers’ gain was lost when local officials they had bested 
d against them (O’Brian and Li, L. 2005a: 41). Furthermore, Ethan 
on’s quantitative study of dispute res
ral Chinese either decide not to get 
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nt 
 
 
t this 
reports from the EPB, providing information on the enterprise. Pollution 
victims experience difficulties in obtaining both.  
Palmer argues that Chinese reluctance towards involvement in dispute 
settlement process has roots in ancient Chinese traditions (Palmer 2007: 2
He claims that Chinese traditionally have preferred to solve conflict through
negotiation and mediation and that this reluctance to formal dispute settleme
procedures, especially dispute settlement through court, is based on a mixture
of long influence by Confucian values and Maoist principles, in addition to the
recent focus of building a “harmonized society” (Ibid.). However, the recent 
increase in rights based approaches in the country might be intricate tha
trend changing and that the Chinese are becoming more comfortable in 
exercising their legal rights, also when it demands a lot from them.  
4.2.2 Obstacles in the claiming stage  
In the claiming stage, the first thing the victim must do is to identify the source 
of the problem. In instances where there are multiple sources of pollution this 
process can be very complicated, as pollution victims may not be able to 
identify who they should hold responsible for the damage. Furthermore, 
pollution victims most often have to prove the causation of the damage and the 
pollution in order to prove the responsibility of the polluter. Obstacles related 
to obtaining and providing evidence also constitute a problem for those who 
decide to take the dispute to court, but will only be discussed under this 
section. In environmental disputes there are normally two kinds of important 
evidence: scientific evidence accounting for the actual pollution and/or the 
causation of the pollution, and official (governmental) documents such as 
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Up until now, Li Shuxian has engaged in a number of mediation meetings 
with Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. resulting in compensation sums 
between CNY 5000 – 9000. The m
uninform
received is far too low, and the annual mediation meetings are not leading to 
the results he would like to see. Thus he
ntific evidence  
aotou Water Supply Company case, pollution occurred upriver and 
as difficult for the company to establish the sources of pollution. 
eless, the company was able to use their own equipment to conduct a 
 of sample tests at various places upriver from the water intake station 
terview 27.12.07). Based on the test results the company managed to 
 three sources of pollution. These scientific tests were later used as 
e under the trial. In the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case and 
han cases there was only one factory which could have caused the 
n, thus identifying who to hold responsible did not pose a challenge in 
ses. In the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case, the herdsmen was 
se reports conducted by scientists on the request CCTV’s jinri shoufa
ocess of making a program on the case as evidence against the paper 
wever, a number of other problems related to obtaining evidence 
ajor obstacles for the pollution victims in these cases. This situation 
st serious in the Jinshan cases, where pollution victims have faced, and 
facing, obstacles in proving evidence pertaining to the causation of the 
 and the amount of the lost profits as a result of the damage. In order to 
 compensation demands, these two pieces of evidence must be 
. Providing documentation which can be used to estimate the future 
rofits is especially difficult. Li Shuxian’s case illustrates the 
ities of this process.  
ediation processes have been based on 
ed estimates. Li Shuxian believes that the compensation he has 
 has decided to file a case against the 
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il 
n’s compensation demands will 
be based on his own estimates. However, in the process of requesting a 
scientist to conduct tests to provide the evidence they need pollution victims 
evidence is a problem. As a non-profit organization, CLAPV can provide legal 
assistance for free, but they are dependent on financial support from outside 
attorney at the Nature’s Defence Council office in Beijing, has noted that 
appraisal fees in pollution compensation cases can be prohibitive. 
 
In an attempt to reduce the problems caused by the difficulties in providing 
nce, the China Environmental Science Institute has established 
factory demanding more than CNY 400,000 in compensation including futur
economic loss caused by the reduced growth rate which is a direct result of t
outlets from Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. But Li Shuxian is having
hard time trying to prove how much less the polar trees are growing each year 
as a result of the pollution and in transferring such loss into in monetary terms
A number of factors make it particularly difficult to provide such evidence. 
How long will the trees be affected as they are today? Is it possible that as 
time goes by the trees will gradually be able to develop in the average growt
rate again? If so, when will that happen? CLAPV are currently trying to 
identify researchers who would be able and willing to conduct tests which can
be used as evidence proving the reduced growth rate of the poplar trees. Unt
he is able to provide such evidence, Li Shuxia
also experience financial obstacles, as it can be very expensive to conduct 
such test. Even in the cases in which the pollution victims are receiving legal 
aid from CLAPV, the high expense of conducting scientific tests to be used as 
sources when they take on different cases. Therefore CLAPV might also lack 
the financial means to pay for expensive scientific test reports. With regard the 
financial burden of providing evidence in environmetal disputes, Alex Wang, 
In pollution compensation cases, appraisals by a certified, court-appointed 
entity typically provide the key court evidence regarding damages and 
causation…such fees can be of a very high magnitude and may equal many 
years of salary for an average individual in China (Wang, A. 2007: 207). 
scientific evide
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Furthermore it should be noticed that if the pollution victim ends up taking the 
case to trial, the burden of providing su
China has, like m
burden of proof in environmental litigation. According to the Supreme 
People’s Cou
pollution, if t
defendant bea
burden to pro
of profits that can be reasonably anticipated as a result of the environmental 
pollutio
environ
Palmer 
breache
             
a Environmental Science Institute Environmental Damage 
ation and Evaluation Centre. SEPA formally approved the Centre in 
 2007. One of the main purposes of the Centre is conduct tests 
ng the causation between environmental pollution and damage, 
ng and asserting the degree of the damage, and presenting reports 
ing the tests and evaluation.105 However, it is difficult to predict how 
is centre can do in assisting pollution victims in providing evidence as 
re is newly established and have only conducted tests in two 
metal dispute cases on the request of the court handling the case.106 
ch evidence might not be as heavy. 
any other countries, adopted the principle to reverse the 
rt, “in action for compensation as a result of the environmental 
he defendants object to tortuous allegations of the plaintiff, the 
rs the burden of proof.”107 However, the plaintiff still has the 
ve that he suffered ‘loss’, including both actual loss and the loss 
n, and that the defendant carried out the act leading to the 
mental pollution (Zhao, Y. 2004: 181). Furthermore, as recognized by 
(2007) it is necessary for the plaintiff to show that the defendant has 
d national standards for the discharge of pollutants, and it is sometimes 
                                 
ental science institute, China environmental science institute letter concerning the 
nt of environmental damage certification and evaluation centre (Zhongguo huanjing kexue xuehui 
2007, 118 hao.  
preme People’s Court’s Opinion on Several Issues in Applying the Civil Procedure Law of the 
epublic of China (1992): art. 74. 
105 China environm
establishme
guanju kaizhan huanjing sunhai jianding ha pinggu gongzou de han, zhong huan xue 
106 Ibid.  
107 The Su
People’s R
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own tests. However, as the tests were 
indep  
Gao G  the 
upriv  
was a ource 
of po ries 
(the s
Com ad 
onducted illegal outlets of wastewater.  Furthermore, documentation from 
upply 
on 
was 
difficult to gather evidence to demonstrate conclusively that there has bee
breach (Palmer 2007: 230).  
(II) Non-scientific evidence  
In addition to scientific evidence, non-scientific evidence, such as 
documentation from governmental offices is valuable piece of informatio
which can be used as evidence in environmental dispute settlements. 
Nevertheless, such documentation may be difficult to obtain. 
As already mentioned, in the Baotou Water Supply Company case, the 
company managed to identify the sources of pollution by conducting their 
carried out by the claimant and not an 
endent third party, the validity of the tests might be questioned. Thus
uizhen and Wen Quanlai were dependent on documentation from
er EPB as evidence to prove their case. One crucial piece of evidence
n investigation report from Wulaqian Banner EPB relating to the s
llution causing the 6.29 incident. The report also identified three facto
ame three factories as those identified by Baotou Water Supply 
pany) as the sources of the pollution, and stated that these factories h
108c
Baotou City EPB regarding the economic loss caused to Baotou Water S
Company as a result of the pollution was an important source of informati
for the company to state their compensation demands.109 This information 
crucial for the successful outcome of the case (Gao: interview 27.12.07). 
                                              
108  Wulaqian Banner Environmental protection bureau published (2004) number 45 “Investigatio
concerning the water pollution accident in the Yellow River”, (wulanqian zhen huanjing baohu ju 
(2004) 45 haon “guanyu huanhe shui wuran shigu de diaocha baoga) was accounted for in the list of evidence 
and intention of collecting evidence (Inner Mongolia Baotou Water Supply Company, (Zhengju mulu he juzheng 
yitu (Neimenggu Baotoushi gongshui zong gongsi). 
109 Ibid.  
n report 
wuhuan fa 
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In the Jinshan cases the claim
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access to the EIA report of Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. for a long 
time, but Kalaqin Banner EPB has not give
1.12.07). In 2007 Du Yelong addresse
demanding to receive a copy of Jinf
report. Kalaqin Banner EPB replied by stating that the EIA report of Jinfeng 
Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. had been conducted according to the 
regulations.11
victims 
A new s
governm
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Public A g to Ma Jun, the 
director of th
regulations ar
                     
r, according to Gao Guizhen and Wen Quanlai, obtaining this 
tion was very difficult; it was especially challenging to obtain 
ntation from the upriver Wulante Qian Banner EPB. Wulateqian 
EPB simply refused to provide them with the documents. If Gao 
 and Wen Quanlai had not had a well developed network of guanxi 
uld not have been able to obtain the documentation (Wen interview: 
7, Gao: interview: 27.12.07).    
ants did not have the kind of guanxi they need to 
entation from Kalaqin Banner EPB. They have tried to get 
n in to this demand (Liu: interview 
d Kalaqin Banner EPB in a letter, 
eng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. EIA 
0 However, Kalaqin Banner EPB has not given the pollution 
access to the actual report.  
et of regulations might make it easier for pollution victims to obtain 
ental information. In May 2008 SEPA announced that trial 
ons concerning “Access to Government Information” and “Methods of 
ccess to Environmental Information”. Accordin
e Chinese Institute of Public and Environmental Affairs, these 
e a milestone on the path to guaranteeing the public’s right to 
                         
 Chifeng city Kalaqin Banner environmental protection bureau document nr. 19 in 2007, 
anner EPB:  Kalaqin Banner EPB reply to Du Yelong's repor
. Pollution (Neimenggu Chifengshi Kalaqin qi huanjingbaohu wenjian , ka huan fa (
110 Inner Mongolia
issued by Kalaqin B t on Jinfeng Copper 
Metallurgy o. Ltd 2007) 19 
hao,Kalaqi
 C
n qi huanjingbaohuju guanyu Du Yelong fanying Jinfeng tongye wuran wenti de dafu) 
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gulations, as it is the first Chinese department willing to give the 
public the legal tools to supervise the department (Ma, J. 09.05.08). However, 
 they will be 
ironmental 
the 
ial 
omy", a 
to 
ty in both 
ases. 
ion victims, they actually undertook illegal 
activities resulting in inaccurate documentation in support of the polluting 
industries (Damulinzhabu: interview26.11.07, Liu: interview 1.12.07, Han: 
 to 
                                             
access environmental information.111 Ma applauds SEPA for implementing
these new re
the effects of these new regulations are dependent on how
implemented, which ultimately depends on whether the various env
departments enter into the spirit to make disclosure the rule rather than 
exception (Ibid). For example, the regulation sets some limits to public 
disclosure, saying that official information released "should not cause soc
instability and threaten the safety of the state, the public and the econ
regulation which can be used to withhold information (Xinhua 24.04.07). 
Furthermore, these new SEPA regulations will most probably not be able 
prevent the problem of falsification of evidence, which was a difficul
the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case and in two of the Jinshan c
In these cases the local government not only refused to provide relevant 
documentation to the pollut
interview 30.11.07 ). This produced documentation was actually used
protect the defendant from the claimants. In one of the Jinshan cases, Liu Hai 
was actually able to prove that a report conducted by an agricultural specialist 
on behalf of the Kalaqin Banner EPB stating that there was no relationship 
between the decreased productivity of crops and fruit trees and outlets from 
Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. was falsified. On one of his many visits to 
 
111 The Institute of Public and Environmental Affairs has developed the China Water Pollution Map (zhongguo 
compiles environmental data that scatters in thousands of government reports and displays them in a user-
er, 
shui ditu), the first public database of water pollution information in China available online. The map embodies 
abundant information on China’s water quality, waste water discharge and environmental violators. The Map 
friendly way. According to the database, IPE is exploring an approach to help the public participate in 
environmental policy-making and environment management, and harness their own individual purchasing pow
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qin Banner EPB, Liu Hai was given a copy of this report. As the 
id not have an official stamp nor carry the signature of th
test. Together with Du Yelong and Li Zhong he paid a visi
ad conducted the report. The office leader at the institution which 
y had carried out the test confirmed Liu Hai’s suspicion; the test could 
sed as evidence since it lacked an official seal and the signature of the 
ho had carried out the test (Liu: interview 01.12.07). Also in the 
 Banner County Paper Mill case, the herdsmen experienced 
ies when the local government was opposing their case. In this case 
smen where not able to prove that the land occupied by the wastewater 
s legally contracted by them as they did not have a copy of the 
e landownership certificates.112 Due to this, the court did not 
e that the herdsmen had legal standing in demanding return of the 
cupied’ by the paper mill’s wastewater dike. According to CPL ‘the 
 of a law suit must be a citizen, a legal person or any other 
tion that has direct interests in the law suit” (emphasis added). That 
those whose legal rights and interests are directly affected can bring a 
to the people’s court.113 According to Damulinzhabu the herdsmen had 
ard of the collective landownership certificates before the dispute 
ngwu Banner County Paper Mill (Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07). 
the dispute assessment and handling process, the local government was 
supportive towards the herdsmen. Not only did they not provide the 
                                                                                        
essure on polluting enterprises to reform their harmful environmental practices and take their 
tal responsibilities. See: www.ipe.org.cn 
exerting pr
environmen
112 Constitution of the PRC art. 10, the land belongs to the state. Land in the rural and suburban areas is owned 
by collectives, except for those portions which belong to the state in accordance with the law. 
113 CPL, art. 108   
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o 
en were, in fact, not 
the legal users of the land (Chen: interview 14.10.07). In January 2003, the 
Dongwu Banner government divided the grassland area into parts, which 
surro nd 
in Jan s of 
the S  land 
to sta y 
Pape
acres  for 
national construction, the land expropriation must be approved by the State 
 phenomena. Local protectionism (difang 
baohu zhuiyi) is a phenomenon that creates a number of obstacles for the 
                                             
certificates to the herdsmen, they actually illegally transferred the land back t
the government, so that it would appear that the herdsm
included Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill and 10,730 mu (1,716.8 acres) of 
unding pasture, based on a purported incorrect division of the grassla
uary 1997. The local government also signed and issued five copie
tate-Owned Land-Use Right Certificate and officially transferred the
te ownership, and then leased the land to the Dongwu Banner Count
r Mill (Chen, J. and Li, J. 2005: 211). However, if 35 hectares (86.4 
) of arable lands, or 70 hectares (172.8 acres) of other land are taken
Council; but this approval was not sought.114 
Withholding documentation and falsification of evidence is most probably a 
result of the local protectionism
pollution victims at nearly all stages of the dispute pyramid. In relation to 
environmental issues, local protectionism commonly occurs in situations 
where the local government protects businesses against strict enforcement of 
environmental laws resulting in weak enforcement of environmental laws and 
instances where the local government protects tax-yielding (and polluting) 
enterprises against demands from aggravated citizens. The phenomenon and 
its implications are complicated. Researchers have identified local 
protectionism as one of the main reasons causing weak implementation of 
environmental laws on the local administrative level in China (Beyer 2005, 
 
114 Law of Land Administration (1999), art.45 
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2007, van Rooij 2006). The findings in this thesis indicate that local 
onism also creates a number of obstacles in the environmental dispute 
ent and handling process. However, the local protectionism 
enon is not just a matter of corrupt officials with low moral values 
 willing to ignore hazardous emissions from businesses, if the personal 
of doing so is considered to be high enough. Local protectionism is an 
 institutionalized problem in China. In a top-down explanation of the 
enon, it will be natural to start explaining the phenomenon as a 
tion of the strong emphasis on economic development from the 
eadership, in combination with the responsibility system (zeren 
zhi) used to evaluate the work performance of local cadres. 
oom and Xin claim that one of the reasons for a strong focus on 
ic development from the central government is based on the fact that 
he main factors still legitimizing CPC is the Party’s capability to bring
Given CPC dependence on economic growth a
acy, government leaders have had little choice but to press on with 
orms. In doing so, they have relied mainly on an incentive structure for 
motion that places great weight on economic growth to ensure that local 
icials create a business friendly environment. At times the incentives have 
rked too well, as lower-level officials ignore central policies or engage in 
easures to achieve local development (Peerenboom and Xin, 
 2008: 4).   
ng focus on economic development propagates to provincial and loc
ocal government officials often feel pressured by the responsibility 
take severe measures to allow for a steady economic de
. If leaders meet these goals set in the responsibility system standards, 
re rewarded. On the other hand, failure to meet these goals might 
 adverse career consequences (Minzner 2006b: 49). According to 
f the system, the outcome is not much different the period of planned 
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forms, 
l to 
 draw a 
o give an indication of how the local phenomenon manifests itself in 
their local community. In an article analyzing the Dongwu Banner County 
ne 
 
financial organs as tax (Chen, J. and Li, J. 2005: 213).  
d 
economy where cadres did all they could to please their superiors by 
apparently reaching the targets laid out in their contracts and evaluation 
even if they have to distort data, and even when their acts where detrimenta
the peasants’ interest (Thøgerson 2003: 203-4). It is tempting to try to
line between local protectionism as a result of sheer corruption and local 
protectionism as a result of the above mentioned political and structural 
guidance. However, obtaining empirical data to support such conclusions 
would be very difficult. Moreover, perhaps the line is not so clear; and that in 
most cases local protectionism is a mix of the two as political and structural 
guidance provide room for local officials to operate in corrupt manners, 
conceivably is it only the degree of sheer corruption that varies from case to 
case. This being said, the informants did provide some information which can 
be used t
Paper Mill case, Chen Jiqun and Li Junhui made the following reflections:  
In the pollution case of Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill, the preferential 
conditions the local government promised included, “The only charge bor
by the lessee enterprise is CNY 50,000 of water resource fee and CNY 
20,000 of pollutant discharge fee per rental year, and the factory land-use
fee according to the relevant stipulation from the 6th year of operation for 
lease… The total income tax turned over by the enterprise in the first 7 years 
of operation is to be returned the moment it is collected. 50% of the value-
added tax that has been kept by the local government should be returned to 
the enterprise the moment it is collected within the first 7 operation years.” It 
is hard to understand how, given these conditions, that the enterprise 
contributed to local economic development. The majority of profit went into 
individuals’ pockets, while a smaller portion went to the national and local 
 
Although the current responsibility may lead to the local protectionism 
phenomena, it could be that if this is implemented more strictly and har
targets are also set for environmental protection, there is a chance that the 
local protectionism might decrease its impact as an obstacle in environmental 
dispute resolution. As pointed out by Edin, although the current system 
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perhaps it is more relevant to ask, as 
poor areas can be given a sense of pur
their tendency towards corruption and a
loyally for the Party’s agenda (Thøge
this question is that 
in addition to the personal benefits that cadres get from
fin
eventually
Howeve
subject.
formal a
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services
s management by setting goals, the targets set in the current 
ibility system are not static. When higher level authorities wish to shift 
 policy, they can upgrade or downgrade the status of a certain target 
03: 10). Moreover, Edin has noted a positive development in which 
 reaching the goals, but how they are reached is included in the 
of the evaluation factors under the responsibility system (Economy 2005: 
lthough there have not been conducted any studies, to my knowledge, 
ating the relationship between environmental protection standards 
he responsibility system and the environment or environme
ajor success. However, in 2007 the State Council issued a 
officials who had failed to meet 
ental targets, such as reducing the discharge of effluents and other 
ay not be eligible for promotion (Lam, 
gulations remains to be seen. Thus, 
Thørgerson has, how basic level cadres in 
pose and direction which will constrain 
buse of power and make them work 
rson 2003: 203). Thøgerson’s answer to 
  
 their positions, they 
d a sense of purpose believing that they are part of a process which will 
 turn China into a strong and modern country (Ibid.: 223).  
r, other researchers have pointed out a slightly different answer on this 
 In Lily Tsai’s comparative case study of the relationship between 
nd informal processes at local level administration in rural China, she 
 the question of why some villages provide comprehensive social 
 while others do not. She argues that,  
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contribute to the public good. Under these conditions, social institutions can 
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tims nearly never manage to solve 
the dis
accept
with the polluter, pollution victims can try to solve the dispute with the 
s 
four stages. The first stage is to drop the dispute. The second option is to seek 
When officials are embedded in solidarity groups such as temples or village-
wide lineages that encompass everyone under their jurisdiction, obligations 
to contribute to the good of the group are synonymous with obligations to 
reinforce or substitute for state institutions. Officials in these communities 
have an extra incentive to perform well and provide public goods and 
services because they can earn moral standing by meeting and exceeding 
their obligations to the group (Tsai 2007: 251).  
ocal protectionism is a major obstacle for Chinese pollution victim
nly in the process of obtaining evidence, but throughout the entire 
ss of exercising their legal rights in environmetal disputes. Thus 
ally important that Chinese leaders develop strategies to address t
ion.  
 Obstacles in the polarisation process  
The polarisation process is the last stage in the dispute assessment 
process, in which the claimant approaches the polluter and states their 
demands. All the informants in the cases I have investigated have tried to 
negotiate with the polluter directly, but the polluters have either refused
to engage in negotiation meetings or refused to accept the demands 
raised by the claimant. This is a comment trend in environmetal disputes. 
As pointed out by Wang, pollution vic
pute with the polluter directly, because the polluter refuses to 
 responsibility (Wang, C. 2002: 11). Unable to solve the dispute 
assistance of a third part.  
4.3 Obstacles in the dispute handling process  
The third level of the dispute pyramid, the dispute handling process, contain
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protectionism and a very inefficient complaint system. 
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In Jinshan, m
under the organization of the Kalaqin 
can be made when comparing the origin
the outcome 
between the f  
the villages w
villages agree
been through a number of mediation processes with Jinfeng Copper 
Metallurgy Co. Ltd. From 2002 to 2007 he
in comp
             
m third parties. If third party is unable to assist pollution victims in 
the dispute, the option of lumping it remains as the third step; the last 
s to take the dispute to court (Wouters and Van Loon 1992: 224-225).      
bstacles when seeking assistance from third parties  
ental disputes pollution victims commonly ask for assistance in 
 the EPB. EPB can assist the parties by conducting 
ediation meetings. The findings in this thesis suggest that a 
on victims’ access to justice in this 
and and outcome of the compensation 
the pollution victims themselves, local 
 
repancy in demand and outcome  
ediation agreements had been made in three of the four cases 
Banner EPB. One general conclusion 
al demand from the injured parties and 
of the mediation – namely, that there is a great discrepancy 
ormer and the latter. In Mr. Gao’s case the original demand from
as CNY 144,000, through mediation the 108 households in the 
d on an annual compensation of CNY 9,000.115 Li Shuxian has 
 has received a total of CNY 28,000 
ensation from the enterprise, which is far from the CNY 434,000 he 
                                 
mental dispute, Mediation agreement, (Huanjing jiufen tiaojie xieyi shu). 115 Environ
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Palmer has pointed out that there is a problem with power imbalances in the 
 
A related problem with the stress of informality is that of power imbalances, 
es of 
antages –such as cheapness, speed, better 
aintenance of good relationship between 
 a 
ise 
, 
he personal ‘connection’ or 
guanxi between its leaders and the local government is likely to be very 
close, and may therefore impact significantly on the outcome (Palmer 2007: 
                                             
has estimated the damage to be.116 In Liu Hai’s case the Kalaqin Banner 
government organized a mediation meeting between the village comm
representing the pollution victims and Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd.
Under the mediation meeting an agreement was established between the 
village committee and Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. in whi
agreed that the enterprise would pay the villagers CNY 50 in compensatio
per mu. But the villagers were unsatisfied with the compensation, c
that it wasn’t even enough to cover the expenses for buying the seeds.1
the Baotou Water Supply Company case, mediation meetings were initiat
Gao Guizhen. The parties did meet a couple of times where Baot
as a mediator, but the two parties were not able to reach an agreement as t
defendants refused to accept any responsibility for the damage caused to
plaintiff. Baotou Water Supply Company then decided to file a case agai
the polluters (Gao: interview 27.12.07).   
mediation process in environmental disputes in China. He claims that 
especially in the cases that are mediated. For while the informal process
dispute resolution have many adv
enforcement prospects, and the m
the parties –the reality is that in the vast majority of the cases one party is
private individual, a politically unimportant community or small enterpr
and the other is an environmental protection agency or (say) a large factory
perhaps wholly or partially owned by the state (including local government). 
Even if the enterprise is in private hands, t
221). 
 
116 General introduction to Li Shuxian's case, (Jiben qingkuang jianjie (Li Shuxian de anli)) 
117 Who will help us appraise the environment we live in? The joint aspiration from tens of thousands of 
zhen shi wan shimin de residents in Jinshan township (Shui wei women de shencun huanjing pingjia ?-----Jinshan 
gongtong xinsheng) 
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(II) Internal conflicts among the pollution victims  
Disagreement among the pollution victims on how they should respond to the 
uable time and energy on 
internal discussions instead of focusing on the conflict with the polluter. The 
villagers who
their vegetables than with farmland further away. The Xiaofu villagers most 
affected by the dust pollution did not want
by the c
villager
factory 
villager
the villa
compen
which villagers with fields distant from the factory (and comparatively less 
affected by the pollution) were willing to accept the offer, whereas people 
close to the factory felt that the compensation was too low (Ibid.). In the end 
the villagers managed to reach an agreem
distant from
factory to the ones with fields close to 
give the people most affected an extra 
CNY 103 in compensation for the village
Accordi
one of t
er imbalance described by Palmer has most likely played a part 
favourable outcome for the pollution victims in the mediation 
nts.  
offer from the polluter can cause them to spend val
Weihang Cement Factory case illustrates this problem very well. In this case 
 had their farmland close to the factory experienced more dust on 
 to accept the compensation offered 
ement (Mr. Gao: interview: 29.11.07). Moreover, many of the 
s were sceptical to the closure in the agreement stipulating that the 
would give the compensation only if all the 108 households in the 
s agreed not to demand supplementary compensation in the future. If 
gers accepted the compensation they would receive a total 
sation of around CNY 83 per household. This created a situation in 
ent in which the farmers with fields 
 the factory gave some of the compensation they received from the 
the factory. The villagers all agreed to 
CNY 20 in total each year, adding up to 
rs most affected by the pollution. 
ng to Mr. Gao, this internal disagreement between the villagers was 
he most challenging obstacles in solving the conflict (Ibid.).  
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mediation, the next step they commonly take is to lodge complaints at various 
governmental offices, DLV or with any other higher official who might take 
interest in their case. Although the option to file complaints is most prevalent 
in this part of the process, many pollution victims lodge complaints 
 30.11.07, 
l 
Damolinzhabu claim that he cannot recall how many times he went to seek 
ous authorities; the authorities included 
all levels of the Banner government, League government and government of 
al 
 
4.3.2  Lodging complaints   
If pollution victims are not able to solve the conflict through negotiation or 
simultaneously with the other ongoing processes of dispute resolution.  
(I) Lodging administrative complaints  
In the cases I have investigated, the pollution victims felt that the local 
government was very often protecting the polluting enterprise instead of 
helping the pollution victims (Han: interview 30.11.07, Li interview:
Liu interview: 01.12.07). Given this situation, complaining at the local leve
about the lack of action taken from another governmental office has been 
relatively ineffective (Ibid.).  
In the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case and the three cases against 
Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd., the pollution victims have lodged 
complaints to various government offices and DLV with little effect (Han: 
interview 30.11.07, Li interview: 30.11.07, Liu interview: 01.12.07). 
help from various governmental offices (Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07). 
After the pollution took place he spent at least one and a half years, together 
with other herdsmen, appealing to vari
the Autonomous Region, along with various organizations such as the DLV of 
the People’s Congress of the Autonomous Region, the Agriculture and Anim
Husbandry Bureau, the Grassland Supervision and Administration Station etc.
(Ibid.)  
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Thus, th
once again becomes a major obstacle in the dispute handling process.  
(II) Lod
If pollut
help fro ey might try to put pressure on the local 
governm
an Dong and Henan Dong villages in Jinshan, villagers were lodging 
nts on a daily basis, but this had been to no avail (Rounan Dong 
collective interview 30.11.07, Henan Dong village: collective 
w 30.11.07). When pollution victims experience that lodging 
nts at the local level does not yield any result, they often move on to 
plaints at higher administrative levels. The findings in this thesis show 
lution victims do this because they commonly believe that at higher 
trative levels, especially at the national level, governmental officials 
the local protectionism phenomenon (Han: interview 30.11.07, 
 30.11.07, Liu interview: 01.12.07, Damulinzhabu: interview 
wever, the higher the petitioners aim on the hierarchical 
ge a complaint. Higher level administrative officials are more difficult 
s than their local level counterparts, travelling to provincial level 
trative offices is time consuming, and travel and accommodation 
s quickly add up. But more importantly, lodging complaints at higher-
ministrative offices is seldom efficient (Ibid.). If a higher level official 
o actually hear the complaint, it is most likely that the reaction will be 
a request to the local level that they take action to solve the problem. 
e petitioners are back at the local level, where local protectionism 
ging complaints at Departments for Letters and Visits 
ion victims fail in solving the environmental dispute by requesting 
m government offices, th
ent to take action through petitioning the DLV.  
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In the cases taking place in rural areas, lodging complaints at the DLV as a 
means to help solve the environmental dispute was widely used (Ibid.). In the 
Jinshan cases, Han
trips to various DLV at the local, provincial and national levels (Liu: in
01.12.07, Han: interview 30.11.07, Li: interview 30.11.07). Damulinzabu had 
also actively lodged complaints at DLV during the dispute handling process 
(Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07). However, petitioning at DLV had not 
been an effective tool in the process of solving the dispute (Han: interview 
30.11.07, Li in
iew 26.11.07). Petitioning normally resulted in a copy of a written
ent from the official who received the petitioner concerning the pu
 visit. Followed by an assurance, normally not written, that DLV wo
ss the relevant governmental offices that have the authority to interv
conflict at the local level. However, when the complaint reached 
local level, the local protectionism would influence the local governm
respond to the request from DLV. Thus, petitioning at DLV is largely 
inefficient. It has been argued that one of the reasons for the inefficienc
the DLV lies in the fact that the aim of protecting individual legal in
but one element of a larger focus on governance.118 Minzner explains:
As a general-purpose governance tool, with historical origins in centralized 
authoritarian rule, the xinfang system encompasses multiple functions 
frequently the province of separate government or private institutions in 
Western countries. Xinfang regulations direct xinfang bureaus to (1) provide
information to central leadership and conduct research on social problems; 
(2) serve as a channel for citizen input into policymaking; (3) monitor the 
conduct of local officials; (4) participate in maintaining social order; (5) 
conduct some propaganda functions; and (6) handle individual grievances.
The last point deserves further elaboration. Xinfang regulations do 
frequently assert as one of their primary purposes protecting “the lawful 
                                              
118 See for example (Peerenboom and Xin, H 2008, Minzner 2006a, Thireau and Hua, L. 2005: 88). 
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In the cases I have investigated, the more experienced petitioners, 
Damolinzhabu and Liu Hai, expressed th
(Liu: interview 01.12.07, Damulinzhabu:
that the 
provinc
(Liu: interview 01.12.07). Liu Hai’s refl
trend in China today, in which th
incentive system that encourages petitione
moveme
respons
experience larger and more frequent
large scale petitioning at provincial or
effective tool to put pressure on the local government. However, the new 
regulations on the DLV adopted by the State Council in 2005 limit the 
petition
hts and interests” (hefa quanyi) of individuals. However, in almost all 
aintaining connections between the 
vernment and the masses”. In other words, the xinfang system’s aim of 
tecting individual legal interests is but one element of a larger focus on 
vernance: how to effectively rule the country (Minzner 2006a: 120-121). 
 of lodging complaints to the DLV, 
 question to the informants their 
 showed two different approaches. First of all, the petitioners in 
ong village expressed that given their poor financial situation
plaints at the DLV was the last effort in an attempt to solve the 
(Henan Dong village: Collective interview 30.11.07). This is in line 
  
stem is known to be ineffective as a mechanism 
ring redress, it is increasingly relied on by the poor and the 
ess people to try to voice their opinions options in a manner that 
asses corrupt local officials (Palmer 2007: 223). 
at they had little faith in the DLV 
 interview 26.11.07). Liu Hai claimed 
only thing one can achieve by making visits to the DLV at a 
ial or national level was to put some pressure on the local government 
ections seems to reflect as general 
e DLV responsibility systems create an 
rs to organize larger scale  petition 
nts directed at increasingly higher levels of government. The DLV 
ibility systems apply harsher disciplinary sanctions to officials who 
 mass petitions (CECC 2005: 9). Thus, 
 national level DLV could be an 
ers to three appeals to successively higher levels of administrative 
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Dong village and Henan Dong village in Jinshan travelled to Beijing to 
nt would 
make an effort to solve the conflict with Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. 
han Du Yelong was detained for 
agencies, limit the number of representatives for each visit to five and 
emphasize the need to obey the law and not disturb social order.119 
ermore, the responsibility system described under local protectionis
sserts a set of strict orders on local cadres to maintain social stabil
r their administrative jurisdiction. These responsibility systems set 
 of destructive incentives. First, they create incentives for party o
(Minzner 2006b: 68). Minzner further elaborates that,   
Unsurprisingly, one of the core functions of DLV bureaus is to provide 
higher-level leaders with a flow of information as to which geographical 
regions petitioners come from, so as to help establish which lower level 
leaders should be punished. Ironically, higher level Chinese authorities, 
although running an authoritarian state, are dependent on mass citizen 
protests and petitions as tripwire signalling devices to determine what is 
actually taking place at the grassroots levels in their own country (Ibid.). 
 
However, petitioning at DLV is not only an inefficient way of d
ling, large scale petitioning can be a very dangerous activities, as 
 against petitioners at is a widespread and serious problem in Chi
 2005). In October 2007 a large group of villagers from Rounan 
voice their grievances at the National DLV. After arriving in Beijing, 
they were detained by police from Jinshan. The police requested that the 
claimants returned to Jinshan under their surveillance. The claimants 
were told that when they returned to Jinshan the local governme
Ltd. However, on arrival in Jins
organizing the collective petitioning trip and was later imprisoned on the 
charges of ‘disturbing the social peace’; other petitioners reported 
                                              
119 Decree of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China: Regulations on Letters and Visits (2005).  
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the cases I have investigated have not
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pollution victims still use it, either becaus
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 and ‘unfriendly’ behaviour (Rounan Dong village: collective 
w 30.11.07, Henan Dong village: collective interview 30.11.07). 
s at Jinshan local government knew a
it was decided that local police and procur
pt to stop the villagers from petitioning at the National DLV 
iew 01.12.07).120 Du Yelong’s destiny is not uncommon. 
oner database, from 2001 to 
als were detained or arrested for activities linked to 
mental protests in China (Dialogue 2008: 3).121 It should be 
at these numbers are far from comprehensive. However, the 
e Foundation claims that: 
enforcing the law, local party secretaries above all have a mandate to 
urts helps them implement this mandate liberally. More often than ever, 
se defending the environment are ending up detained by the police or 
prisoned by Chinese courts (Ibid.: 2).  
plaints at the DLV is ineffective; pollution victims in 
 been able to solve the dispute by 
 are well aware of this fact, many 
e they believe that the closer to the 
the chances are of actually receiving help, or they 
ent to take action, or a 
 
 
120 This inf
121 The Du
dedicated t
and China.
Chinese de
prisoners. S
ormation was confirmed by an anonymous source at the local procuratorate.  
i Hua Foundation ("dui hua" means "dialogue" in Mandarin Chinese) is a non-profit organization 
o improving universal human rights by means of a well-informed dialogue between the United States 
 Dui Hua leverages its partnerships, research, and publications to help secure better treatment of 
tainees, particularly early releases and sentence reductions for non-violent political and religious 
ee: http://www.duihua.org/index.htm 
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with a creative solution to solve the financial obstacle of hiring a lawyer. The 
, 
compensation. However, after a case had been filed, most of the plaintiffs 
en 
4.3.3 Obstacles during litigation 
(I) Preparing for litigation: lawyers, evidence and convincing the
court to accept the case.   
We are poor people, we don’t have the money, nor the energy to fight in a 
lawsuit. 
  -Mr. Gao in the cement factory case in Jinshan
On the top of the dispute pyramid, the last option of dispute settlement
litigation. For some of the pollution victims in the rural areas, filing a case di
not present an option as the costs of filing a case were considered to be too 
high (Mr. Gao: interview 29.11.07). In the process of preparing for a lawsuit, 
victims of pollution have to overcome three major obstacles: hiring a lawyer
they can both afford and trust, providing evidence, and getting the court to
accept the case. 
(A) Hiring a lawyer  
It is usually during or after the process of preparing to file a case that pollutio
victims consider hiring a lawyer (Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07, Hang: 
interview 30.11.07, Liu: interview 01.12.07). In the process of hiring a law
pollution victims normally face three challenges: the cost, finding a 
they trust and convincing the lawyer to represent them.  
In the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case, pollution victims came up 
lawyer they first approached charged a pre-set fee per plaintiff, a fee the 
Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill pollution victims could not afford. Thus
the 18herdsmen decided to select one person to represent the group and split 
the lawyer’s fee equally. If they won the case, they would share the 
withdrew their case under pressure from the local government. The herdsm
 97
who wit
26.11.0
In the Jinshan cases against Jinfe
victims all reported financial obstacles
30.11.07, Liu: interview 01.12.07, Li: interview 30.11.07). Furthermore, the 
lack of lawye
potentially se
obstacle for p ispute to court. 
Damulin
attempt 
the poll
(Damul
victims 
(Han: in
Gao: int
a case a
make it 
Further,
in repre
(Ibid.). 
Reluctance from Chinese lawy
the governm
this might have on their long-term
the environm
governm
governm
approached by pollution victims. This reluctance can be explained from at 
least two perspectives. First of all, similar to Palmer’s observations, O’Brian 
hdrew their cases greatly regretted their actions (Wuretu: interview 
7). 
ng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd pollution 
 in filing a case (Han: interview 
rs in rural areas and reluctance from lawyers to get involved in 
nsitive and economically undesirable cases constitute yet another 
ollution victims who want to take the d
zhabu, for example, decided to travel all the way to Beijing in an 
to find a qualified lawyer he could trust not to give in to pressure from 
uter or the local government in Dongwu Banner County 
inzhabu: interview 26.11.07). In the four Jinshan cases, the pollution 
had consulted with local lawyers about the possibility of filing a case 
terview 30.11.07, Liu: interview 01.12.07, Li: interview 30.11.07, Mr. 
erview 29.11.01). The lawyers had told them that it was useless to file 
gainst the enterprise, as the local government had guanxi which would 
impossible for the pollution victims to win against the factory (Ibid.). 
 the consulted lawyers made it clear that they would not be interested 
senting the pollution victims in a case against the local enterprise 
 
ers to represent a party who brings suits against 
ent is not uncommon, as lawyers for fear of the adverse impact 
 practice (Palmer 2007: 227). Even though 
ental disputes discussed in this thesis were not directed at the 
ent directly, the close links between the enterprises and the 
ent quite possibly had the same effect on local lawyers who were 
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.122 
Michelson explains that  
Case screening is the manifestation neither of an inherent unwillingness to 
of a lack of social justice ideals. 
ers are under 
enormous economic pressure and receive scant institutional support to 
protect the rights of the most vulnerable members of society (Michelson 
2006: 27).123 
ne of the ways of overcoming the obstacles described above is by receiving 
China specializing in environmental disputes. However, th
are normally situated i
 
 
e centre by coincidence (Hang: interview 30.11.07., Liu: 
interview 01.12.07, Li: interview 30.11.07). Moreover, the influence of such 
and Li find that “local officials may sometimes try to stop lawyers from 
helping villagers file a lawsuit; they may also warn local attorneys not to aid 
potential litigants and they may work to discredit outsiders” (O’Brian and Li,
L. 2005b: 34). Another factor in this situation is represented by Chinese 
lawyers’ screening of potentially economically un-lucrative cases
represent the poor and the powerless nor 
Rather, it is the result of an institutional context in which lawy
 
O
legal assistance.124 However, CLAPV is currently the only legal aid centre in 
e legal aid centres 
n urban areas, and pollution victims may be unaware of 
the existence of such organizations.125 Three of the pollution victims in
Jinshan who have received or are receiving legal aid from CLAPV got to
know about th
organizations is also limited as they are poorly staffed and overloaded with 
work. In 2007 CLAPV represented fifteen cases (Zhang: interview 07.01.08). 
                                              
122 Case screening occurs when lawyers evaluate whether or not they should represent a pote
Michelson has found that Chinese lawyers usually screen cases based on fee potential. Disputes with low fee 
potential (including but not limited to labour disputes) are screened out at much higher rates than disputes with 
high fee potential (including but not limited to commercial disputes) and an assessment of the value of the 
dispute itself and of the extent to which the client matches cultural stereotypes of ‘‘a difficult client’’ are also 
considered (Michelson 2006: 7).  
123 Regardless of how lawyers are paid and the client is billed, legal fees are almost always paid from the client’s
own resources or from funds recovered or collected from the client’s adversary in the dispute. 
In China, there is no norm or expectation of fee shifting; neither the English rule of two-way fee shifting
which the loser unconditionally pays the winner’s legal fees) nor the common American practice of one-
shifting (in which the loser pays the winner’s legal fees if the loser is the defendant but not if the 
loser is the plaintiff) applies in China (Michelson 2006:13). 
124
ntial client. 
 
 (in 
way fee 
 For an introduction to the development of legal aid in China see (Thelle 2008, Regan 2004) 
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a p nerous requirement of Chinese law is the "case acceptance 
fee" (anjian shouli fei), which is calculated as a percentage of the total 
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ng a case 
awyer to represent them and evidence to prove their cases, the 
n victims are ready to file a case. But successfully filing a case might 
f the most difficult obstacles for the pollution victims to overcome; 
 acceptance fee (anjian shouli fei) and convincing the court to accept 
 are two major obstacles in this part of the process. Alex Wang has 
 that  
articularly o
ount of relief requested. Plaintiffs must pay anywhere from 0.5 to 4 per 
t of the relief requested as an acceptance fee. The rules require the party 
t loses a lawsuit to assume responsibility for the acceptance fee. Plaintiffs 
en also face so-called "other litigation costs" that are levied at the court's 
cretion and which can be a source of abuse (Wang, Alex 2007: 207). 
 words, a high compensation demand will lead to a high case 
ce fee, and the “other litigation costs” can be a real obstacle for 
ho want to take their case to court. Moreover, in the process of 
he dispute to court, convincing the court to accept the case 
tes yet another obstacle. The tough battle litigants have to go 
 in order to persuade a court to accept the case has been 
nted by a number of scholars. A 2004 study of petitioners who 
ved in Beijing to lodge a complaint at the national DLV showed 
ercent of the 632 petitioners who participated in the study had 
es rejected by the local courts (Michelson 2008: 55). Unlike 
 some countries, Chinese courts actually have the authority to 
tigation. The decision is supposed to be based on the merits of the 
t the rules that govern this are not always clear or consistent.126 
                                                                                                                   
125 CLAPV is dependent on financial support and has limited funding for carrying out information campaigns.  
126 See: personal communication with Donald Clark (O’Brian and Li, L. 2005: 35).  
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he 
rt concerning the cause 
of death of Han Xiang’s trees had not followed standard procedures and 
could thus not be used as evidence, Han Xiang’s case was still 
rejected.  Han Xiang believed that the local protectionism phenomenon 
 
ays influence can be exerted on the judiciary, and courts may 
enjoy more independence in some areas, such as commercial cases, than in 
reover, 
l 
 
 in 
dants 
In Han Xiang’s request for litigation was rejected by Chifeng 
Intermediate People’s court after tests showed that there his fruit threes 
had died as a result of an insect infection and poor location.127 Although 
Han Xiang and CLAPV were able to prove that the test carried out by t
Fruit and Seedling Quality Testing Centre of the Ministry of Agriculture 
on behalf of Chifeng Intermediate People’s Cou
128
has influenced the courts to reject their case (Han: interview: 30.11.07). 
Peerenboom and Xin’s reflections on the lack of judicial independence in 
China might support Han Xiang’s suspicion: 
…judicial independence is a complicated topic in China, as there are many
different w
other politically sensitive areas…. (Peerenboom and Xin, H. 2008: 7).   
 
How can the local government or Party exert such a high level of influence on 
the courts? The appointment and promotion of judges as well as the court’s 
budget is controlled by the local Party committee and government. Mo
Party committees may actually issue internal orders forbidding courts to 
accept certain types of sensitive cases. O’Brian and Li argue that “even when 
such prohibition does not exist, a local court will often consult with the loca
Party committee and government before it accepts litigation” (O’Brian and Li
2005b: 35). This creates a very unfortunate situation for judicial protection
China and difficulties in filing suits, external interference in the litigation 
process, and problems enforcing judgements against administrative defen
                                              
127 Environmental pollution case: Han Xiang sues Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. (Han Xiang su Jinfeng 
tongye youxiangongsi huanjing wuran an) 
128 Ibid. 
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boom and Xin, H. 2008: 9). Besides the financial reliance between the 
nd the local government and the Party’s control over the appointment 
s, the Chinese constitution actually opens the courts for supervision 
erference) from the People’s congresses.129 As Young has pointed out: 
st legal scholars object to this form of supervision on the grounds that it 
ividual cases – even those currently under trial – instead of the general 
rk of courts. In other words, under this system, judges should consider 
ople’s congresses in addition to the Party and government when they 
amine cases; this could seriously influence the ruling pr
ation is further complicated by a number of notifications issued by the 
e People’s Court urging courts to decline applications for class action 
ngtong susong) and to solve such cases through mediation instead of 
n.130 This emphasis on encouragement not to take on ‘joint suit’ cases, 
 with the strong emphasis on mediation, have been interpreted as a 
e from the State to reduce public pressure on the courts and as a way t
social disturbance. Peerenboom and Xin note that the  
courts have developed a number of techniques to reduce public pressure, 
luding breaking the plaintiffs up into smaller groups, emphasizing 
eet with, and explain the 
al aspect of the case to the plaintiffs with the hopes of encouraging 
ents or even withdrawal of the suit (Peerenboom and Xin, H. 2008: 
).  
                                 
mittee of a local people'
ses and decides on major issues in all fields of work in it
129 PRC Constitution, art. 104. “The standing com s congress at and above the county 
level discus s administrative area; supervises the work of 
the people's government, people's court and people's procuratorate at the corresponding level; annuls 
inappropriate decisions and orders of the people's government at the corresponding level; annuls inappropriate 
resolutions
functionari
correspond
and elects i
130 It shoul
environmen
‘joint suit’.
 of the people's congress at the next lower level; decides on the appointment and removal of 
es of state organs within its jurisdiction as prescribed by law; and, when the people's congress at the 
ing level is not in session, recalls individual deputies to the people's congress at the next higher level 
ndividual deputies to fill vacancies in that people's congress.” 
d be noted that although the cases investigated in the case study have been class action suits, 
tal disputes involving a large number of petitioners are well suited to be filed as ‘class action’ or 
 The case represented by Liu Hai will most probably be a class action case. 
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The previous section described how the interdependence between local 
government, local Party and the Court could influence the court to reject a 
case. Such interdependence is also prevalent during a trial, especially when the 
ful examples of 
 
The guidance from the Supreme People’s Court to reject class action 
cases has been considered as a great step backwards from environmental 
lawyers as such guidance greatly increases the work of lawyers in cases 
which could have been filed as class action cases. The political 
implications of such guidance might scare away lawyers and make it 
even more difficult for pollution victims to convince lawyers to represent
them (Zhang: interview 07.01.08).  
(II) Obstacles during a trial  
It is not easy for the people to take on a lawsuit…the court should be for 
people. If the people have committed a crime, the court will show no mer
but if the officials or people with money commit a crime, nothing happen
How can the Court protect them and no
- Han Xiang in the Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd.
Should the victims of pollution manage to climb all the way to the top o
dispute pyramid in an attempt to have their cases heard in a trial, they might 
still encounter some obstacles. In this part of the process the main obstacle is 
the interdependence between the Court, the Party and the government.  
judge decides on the ruling. Some of the most success
environmental litigation in China are cases in which the lawsuit is held in a 
different administrative district from the location of the pollution, or when 
pollution victims can face the hearing at an intermediate court.131 This was the
                                              
131 See for example: Zhang Changjian et al. v. Pingnan Rongping Chemical Plant in Fujian. Plaintiffs prevailed 
at the Intermediate People's Court and on appeal to the Fujian Provincial High People's Court. The final 
judgement ordered defendant: (a) to immediately stop the infringement, (b) to pay plaintiffs CNY 684,178.2 in 
compensation for losses to crops, bamboo, timber, etc., and (c) to clean up chromium-containing waste in the 
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situation
in the up
adminis
the sam
been ab
problem
depende  the local 
protectionism phenomenon it is difficult to point out to what extent the courts’ 
decisions in the cases I have looked at have had an element of corrupt judges, 
or whether the courts in these cases 
financial dependence and future career 
governm
HRW, the systematic lack of fair trials in China has led to a widespread lack 
of faith 
they did
believe they would get a fair hearing (HRW 2005: 36). 
(III) Obstacles after a trial  
Even when pollution victims have successfully climbed the dispute pyramid 
and won a lawsuit, plaintiffs in environmental litigation may experience that 
access to justice have not been achieved. As shown in two cases that have 
been settled through litigation, there was a large discrepancy in the 
                                                                                                                               
 in the Baotou Water Supply Company, where the pollution occurred 
river Hetao administrative region and the trial was held in Baotou 
trative region. Gao Guizhen claimed that if the trial had taken place in 
e administrative region where the pollution the company may not have 
le to win the case (Gao: interview 27.12.07). Another widespread 
 obscuring plaintiffs’ access to justice in China is the problem of a 
nt and sometimes even corrupt judicial system. As with
are simply part of a system where 
opportunities are in the hands of the 
ent. However, as pointed out in an expensive report conducted by 
in the court system. The report concludes that some petitioners said 
 not even attempt to take their cases to court because they did not 
 
factory and in the back mountains within one year. Plaintiffs were able to file the case in the Intermediate 
People's Court because it was considered to have met the threshold set forth in the law as a case of "significant 
impact within the particular jurisdiction.” This decision to commence the litigation at the Intermediate People's 
Court was likely helpful to plaintiffs. The Intermediate People's Court was located more than a two-hour drive 
from the site of the factory. The basic level court, located within the same county as the factory, would have been 
most susceptible to local factors (Wang, A. 2007: 208).  
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compensation demand and the actual payment.132 Furthermore, pollution 
ave not been implemented 
properly (Gao: interview 29.11.07, Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07).  
t 
y after the trial. As for the 
remaining part of the settlement, Gao Guizhen believes that the company will 
never receive it (Gao: interview: 27.12.07). The lack of implementation of 
courts’ verdicts is a problem in China. As pointed out by Alex Wang, even 
when the court decides in favour of plaintiffs, it can be difficult to enforce 
 only in environmental disputes. In their 
study of Administrative litigation cases, O’Brian and Li found that,  
any cases a favourable verdict is 
just the beginning of another round of struggle: rulings for plaintiffs 
subvert them (O’Brian and Li 2005: 41).  
 
sic 
w 
victims have experienced that courts’ verdicts h
Baotou Water Supply Company has only received about half of the settlemen
from the three defendants, which was paid shortl
orders to stop infringements or to obtain payment of compensation (Wang, A. 
2007: 212). But, this is not a problem
even when villagers emerge victorious from the courtroom, it does not mean 
that their grievances will be redressed: in m
sometimes go unexecuted when local governments either ignore them or 
 
Again, local protectionism is pointed out as a reason causing this situation. 
Donald Clark, a leading expert on Chinese Law, claim that local protectionism
is by far the most common external factor blocking effective execution (Clark 
1995: 71).Furthermore, the structural lack of an executing body within the 
judiciary causes such problems to arise. Although the great majority of ba
level and intermediate level courts do have a specialized branch concerned 
with execution, they are not technically required to have one. The relevant la
requires only that particular personnel be placed in charge of execution work 
(Clark 1995: 70). Moreover, the chief problem with direct execution is that 
                                              
132
received was CNY 360 000 . In the Baotou Water Supply Company case the demand from the plaintiff was 3
 In the Dongwu Banner Paper Mill case the demand was CNY 3.15 mill , the actual compensation they 
.5 
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The Supreme People’s Court has addressed this problem on a number of 
occasions. In 2006 the SPC formulated new regulations about executing court 
court decisions in an attempt to address the problem of passive execution 
(SPC 20
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We hop
!  
             
courts tend to lack the local influence needed to get their judgements 
 (Ibid.: 71). The CPL allows a court to fine or detain for up to 15 days 
on (including the responsible person of an organization) who refuses 
 out a legally effective judgement or ruling of the court133, freeze funds 
 defendant’s bank account or have them transferred to a judgement 
134 But there is reluctance for courts to take coercive measures, which 
ounded by the fact that the execution of judgements has not 
ally been a matter of great concern for them. Clark claim that this is 
 the fact that courts’ traditional jurisdiction of judgements has been 
riminal adjudication (Clark 1995: 70). 
decisions and proclaimed regulations governing the time limit for executing 
07). The effect of such regulations remains to be seen.  
he extra-legal process 
edia coverage is difficult to obtain  
e that there are some good hearted journalists who can help the people 
obtain some justice
-Liu Hai in the Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. case 
                                                                                                                   
pensation settlement was CNY 2.8 mill. 
t. 102  
million, and the com
133 CPL, ar
134 CPL, art. 221 
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mulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07, Chen: interview 14.10.07). The 
 the paper 
n 
(Ibid.).  
’s 
This 
ment to arranged a meeting concerning the pollution 
from Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. However, the meeting did not 
change the local government or the enterprise’s attitude towards Han Xiang’s 
Attempt to receive media coverage is an ongoing process which most 
pollution victims exercise simultaneously with other dispute resolution 
processes.   
In the Baotou Water Supply Company case and the Dongwu Banner County 
Paper Mill case, media coverage was widespread. In both cases the informants 
believe that this widespread media coverage was an important factor in the
‘successful’ outcome of the litigation (Gao: interview 27.12.07, 
Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07). Media coverage was especially important
in the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mull case, where the herdsmen managed 
to receive the attention from the influential China Central Television (CCTV) 
program Jinri shoufa (Legal discussion), with the help of Chen Jiqun in 
Beijing (Da
program was shown only a couple of days before the Court proclaimed a 
decision on the case. According to Damulinzhabu, the herdsmen had tried to 
get in touch with journalists for a long time after the pollution from
mill first occurred. However, media coverage was not obtained until Che
Jiqun started to exercise his guanxi in Beijing and was to get in touch with a 
Jinri shoufa (Legal discussion) journalist. Chen Jiqun managed to convince 
the program to make a show on the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case 
In the Jinshan cases there has been very little media coverage. In Han Xiang
case, CCTV news on included a report on his situation in January 1995. 
media coverage lead to some attention from higher level officials which 
pressured the local govern
problem (Wang, C.2003: 3). In the recent case against Jinfeng Copper 
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case. One of the journalists conducted a number of interviews with Liu Hai 
and other villagers. After investigating the situation among the villagers, the 
journalist went to conduct interviews with the local EPB and other 
governm
Jinshan; later an article was published stating that the pollution in Jinshan had 
been minimal and that the government had handled the case in a satisfactory 
manner (Liu: interview 01.12.07). The next time a journalist came to the 
village, almost the same situation occurred. Only this time, the journalists did 
not even publish an article after vis
villagers in Jinshan are desperate to get in touch with journalists. Some of the 
villagers perceive media coverage as the only solution left to solve the 
conflict. In the words of some villagers, unless they get some attention from 
media they will just have to accept their bad fate ( ) as they have 
tried to solve the dispute through a
mechanisms (Rounan Dong village: coll
Dong village: collective interview: 30.11.07).  
Howeve
‘influen
within t art of the process. 
Whereas villagers are desperate to end the conflict and the pollution as soon as 
effectively, namely right before and during the trial (Zhang: interview 
07.01.08).   
One mig
difficult
the expo
includin
Metallurgy Co. Ltd., two reporters have been in Jinshan to investigate the 
ental offices. Having completed the interviews the journalist left 
iting the local government (Ibid.). The 
ren daomei
ll other available dispute resolution 
ective interview: 30.11.07, Henan 
r, the villagers in Jinshan do not know how to get in touch with 
tial’ media (Gao: interview 01.12.07). CLAPV has some guanxi 
he media, but they are reluctant to use media in this p
possible, CLAPV has a more tactical approach on how to use media most 
ht wonder why media coverage is so important and why it is so 
 to get the attention from influential reporters. In China, as elsewhere,   
sure of incorrect actions by government officials to a wide audience, 
g higher level officials, can potentially change a situation in a 
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cted, or 
re to 
f 
journalists can be a challenge. Expenses of travelling to larger cities have been 
described before in this thesis, and the same challenges apply in these 
e to visit the main office of, for example, 
 they 
The second and perhaps more serious challenge is the reluctance from 
journalists to get involved in potentially politically sensitive cases. This 
reluctance is based on a number of reasons. First and perhaps foremost are the 
formal and informal regulations in what journalists can actually report on. 
d 
and local restrictions and impediments to reporting (Liebman 2005: 41). 
favourable direction for the petitioners. When a situation which is considered
to be “unjust” is exposed, the administrative agency (which has condu
made it possible for others to conduct “unjust” actions) or the court (that is 
handling the case) will be very closely watched. In these situations failu
act according to the law could potentially have devastating effects on the 
administrative officials’ or judges’ future careers. Given the potential effect o
media coverage on their cases, it is obvious why pollution victims try to 
receive such attention. However, this is not an easy task. The findings in this 
thesis show that there are at least three reasons for this: first of all, access to 
reporters is limited; secondly, journalists are reluctant to get involved in 
potentially politically sensitive cases; and finally, there can be corruption 
among journalists (Liu: interview 01.12.07).   
Access to reporters is a practical and perhaps financial problem. As most 
influential media is situated in bigger cities, getting physically in touch with 
situations. Even if petitioners manag
jinri shoufa, the chances that they will be received are small. Of course
can contact the editors by phone or mail, but this might not have the same 
effect as visiting the editorial office in person.  
According to Leibman, the dos and don’ts of reporting in China are derive
from four different sources: government laws and regulations, Party 
documents and instructions, informal content regulations and self-censorship, 
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Furtherm
which, a
write a report which is favourable towards the local government. This 
situation leads to the question; why are some Chinese journalists corrupt? In 
addition to sheer bribery, the partial 
powerful financial incentives for the medi
silent on particular topics (Ibid.: 40).
Empiric
and why
(Liebma
journali
Accordi
sheer lu
have to 
stories p  
to get th
buttons. One of the journalists who had reported on the Dongwu Banner 
County Paper Mill case, Jiang Fei, claim that she wanted to report on the 
Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case due to her personal interest in the 
environment and worries about the deteriorating state of it. However, the 
editor of the paper she was writing for, China Youth Daily, did not believe 
that the story would interest their readers. It was not until Jiang Fei showed 
her editor a picture of the wastewater dike connected to Dongwu Banner 
County Paper Mill that the editor agreed to let her cover the story (Jiang: 
interview 23.10.07). It should be noted that it is much harder to get TV 
                                             
ore, there is a pervasive problem of corruption among journalists, 
s in the Jinshan cases, leads journalists to either not report on a case or 
marketization of the media has created 
a to skew their reports or remain 
  
al researches focusing on how petitioners get in touch with journalists 
 journalists choose to cover the stories they do have been rare 
n 2008, Sæther 2008).135 Yet, it is reasonable to assume that when 
sts pick the stories they do, a number of factors come into play. 
ng to Liebman, corruption certainly exists; reporting restrictions and 
ck also play a major role. Reporters are besieged by petitioners; they 
pick and choose what they can publish, taking into account both how 
lay to their audiences and reporting restrictions (Ibid.). Thus, in order
eir story covered, petitioners have to know how to push the right 
 
135 See: (Liebman 2005). 
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 to be 
In desperation to end the dispute, pollution victims might take to the streets or 
e 
een 
ed 
 
                                             
coverage than newspaper coverage, because television is much more closely
monitored (Liebman 2008). Yet, media coverage on TV was considered
much more influential and desired by the pollution victims in the cases I 
investigated (Liu: interview 01.12.07, Rounan Dong village: collective 
interview: 30.11.07, Henan Dong village: collective interview: 30.11.07). 
4.4.2 Conducting protests can be risky   
conduct sit-ins in front of the polluting factory or government offices. In th
cases in this sample protests and sit-ins in front of the factory have only b
conducted in one of the Jinshan case. The protests happened after the 
collective petitioning trip to Beijing in October 2007 where all the petitioners 
were detained and returned to Jinshan. The effects of the protests were limit
in Jinshan.136 However, other studies indicate that protests are very prevalent 
in environmental disputes. In a comparative case study of five environmental
disputes, Liang found that with the exception of one case, all the cases 
involved acts of disobedience. Lang further explains that the informants 
emphasised that they had been forced to take illegal actions because 
“conditions became unliveable” (Liang 2006: 49).    
Moreover, protests are also popularly used in other forms of disputes. The 
initiative to carry out protests is similar to the wish to receive media attention, 
as large-scale collective actions are likely to attract attention from the press or 
 
136 The protests and sit-ins in front of Jinfeng Metallurgy Co. Ltd. took place in December 2008, one month after 
in the 
I had been in Jinshan to conduct interviews. Liu Hai informed me about the protests. He claimed that the 
protesters had been moved from the factory by the local police and that the protests did not have any effect 
process of solving the dispute.    
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higher-l
making 
However, conducting protests can be a dangerous activity. As protests and 
demonstrations are perceived as a threat to social stability, the retaliation 
against Chinese protesters can be severe.    
evel authorities –two crucial external players who are capable of 
or breaking a case (Tang 2005: 46).  
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5. Overarching obstacles 
In the outset of the thesis four questions were established for a comprehensive 
se 
dy 
As ac victims 
have  the 
right he third 
party w 
in the ek 
e 
County Paper Mill case and the Baotou Water Supply Company case, both of 
which were solved through litigation, were the two most successful cases in 
this regard. However, it was only after a long process that the petitioners in the 
Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case turned to litigation and this right was 
on facilitated by Kalaqin Banner EPB. 
Also Li Shuxian had participated in mediation meetings with Jinfeng Copper 
5.1 To what extent was access to justice obtained in 
the environmental disputes? 
analysis of pollution victims’ possibility of obtaining access to justice. The
questions will be used as a framework in the following discussion addressing 
the question, to what extent has access to justice been obtained in the 
environmental disputes?  
5.1.1 Did the pollution victims have the right to seek reme
before a third party?  
counted for in chapter two, describing the opportunities pollution 
when seeking redress for grievances, Chinese pollution victims have
to seek remedy before a third party which is constituted by law; t
 should also guarantee independent and impartial application of the la
ory. Although in all the cases the pollution victims endeavoured to se
remedy before a third party which should complete these criteria, the outcom
on this matter varied considerably in the six cases. The Dongwu Banner 
secured. In the Weihang Cement Factory case the pollution victims managed 
to solve the dispute through mediati
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exercisi
was mo
case aga
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Ltd. in t
victims 
in this thesis indicate that the independence and impartiality in the application 
of the law from these third parties can be questioned.   
5.1.2 Was the compensation perceived by
vi
The find  
disputes
demand
108 hou
CNY 9,
was fair
costs of
winning r. Gao: interview 29.11.07). Li 
Shuxian’s compensation has also been very low in comparison to his 
demand
rgy Co. Ltd. that were facilitated by the same EPB. However, the EPB 
make a decision in these cases; it merely facilitated the mediation 
s. Moreover, some of the pollution victims experienced difficulties in 
ng their rights to seek remedy before an independent third party. This 
st prevalent in the Jinshan case where Han Xiang’s application to file a 
inst Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. was dismissed by Chifeng 
diate People’s Court after a hearing related to the evidence in the case. 
u Hai’s case it remains to be seen what will happen when the claimant 
ngoing conflict files a case against the Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. 
he near future. However, it should be noted that although the pollution 
did exercise their right to seek redress before a third party, the findings 
 the pollution 
ctims to be acceptable?  
ings in this thesis indicate that the compensation in the environmental
 settlement was not perceived to be acceptable. In Mr. Gao’s case the 
 from the villages was CNY 144,000. However, through mediation the 
seholds in the villages agreed on an annual compensation of only 
000.137 Although the villagers did not believe that the compensation 
, they decided to accept it. According to Mr. Gao, this was because the 
 filing a case were considered to be too high and the possibility of 
 was considered to be too low (M
s. He has been through a number of mediation processes with Jinfeng 
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Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. from 2002 to 2007. He has received a total of 
CNY 28,000 in compensation from Jinfeng Copper Smelting Ltd., which is far 
from the CNY 434,000 he had estimated the damage to be.138 Li Shuxian 
believes that he will never be able to receive enough compensation through 
mediation meetings; that is why he has decided to file a case against Jinfeng 
Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. (Ibid.) In the Liu Hai case, one of the reasons why 
the villagers are planning to file a case against Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. 
Ltd. is due to the low compensation they received as a result of the mediation 
agreement between the village committee and Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. 
Ltd. In the agreement it was established that the enterprise would pay the 
villagers CNY 50 in compensation per mu. According to the villagers, this was 
far too little (Rounan Dong village, Henan Dong village: collective interview 
30.11.07).139 For some crops (such as sunflowers and yellow beans) the CNY 
50 per mu compensation did not even cover the expenses for buying the seeds 
(Ibid.). Han Xiang has not received any compensation (Han: interview 
30.11.07). 
In the Baotou Water Supply Company case, the original demand was CNY 3.5 
million; the company ended up with a court mediation agreement in which it 
was decided that the defendants should pay CNY 2.88 million in 
compensation. However, only half of the compensation was paid (Gao: 
interview 27.12.07). In the Dongwu Banner Paper Mill case the compensation 
demand was CNY 3.15 million, but the compensation decided by the Supreme 
People’s of IMAR was CNY 360,000 (Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07).  
                                                                                                                                
137 Environmental dispute, Mediation agreement, (Huanjing jiufen tiaojie xieyi shu). 
138 General introduction to Li Shuxian's case, (Jiben qingkuang jianjie (Li Shuxian de anli)) 
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In five of the cases, the pollution victims expressed that they were unsatisfied 
with the outcome of the dispute settlement process. On the other hand, Gao 
Guizhen expressed that he was pleased e of the dispute 
settlement process as it had lead to drastically improved water quality (Gao: 
interview 1.07).    
5.1.3 Have the n r l en elimi e  
In four of the cases the danger of furt  pollution from the polluters has been 
eliminated. In two  
settlement process. After the successful 
Water Supply com a ak  from the 
Yellow River agai l : i 7.12.07). 
In the Dongwu Ba a en oduction 
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outlets from the se a ng fter the 
lawsuit an  sus c u: .11.07). 
After the enterprise closed down in 2005, the danger of future pollution from 
the paper mill has m nner 
County governmen u ity of 
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Jinshan township industrial zone. In the Liu Hai case and the Weihang Cement 
factory case the pollution has not been eliminated.  
5.1.4 Have nature been restored to its original condition?    
Perhaps one of the most disturbing findings in this thesis is that in none of the 
six cases has the damage to nature caused by pollution been properly restored.
The improveme ost evident in the Baotou Water Supply 
Company case. However, the three original sources of pollution have not 
improved their discharge procedures; instead, in order to avoid a new conflict 
with Baotou Water Supply Co  th  ha d  e 
water in pipes which lead to a ate a e  
River (Gao: interview 27.12.07). In the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill 
case, the damage caused to na e h c
wastewater lake has been left 
removed, a black sludge is lef gr o e
lake.140 According to Damul , th g h  area
(Damulinzhabu: interview 26.11.07). In  a as 
were never restored afte in ed io f pper 
Metallurgy Co. Ltd. Realizing that there  i ould
be able to produce apples again, and in d d o iang
cut down all the dead fruit trees (Han: interview 30.11.07). In Li Shuxian’s 
case, nature has not been sto ou  a 
central issue in the ny ed re
Metallurgy Co. Lt nd Sh s 
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140 For an image of the former wastewater dike, see the picture at the beginning of this thesis.  
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case and the Weihang Cement Factory case pollution is still ongoing, and 
measures to restore the damage caused by pollution have not been addressed.   
5.1.5 Concluding remarks  
The thesis finds that in only one of the case, the Baotou Water Supply 
Company case, pollution victims have be close to achieving access to justice 
as described in this thesis. In all the cases which took place in rural areas, 
compensation settlemen s consid d to  unju nd in none of the cases 
damage to nature caused by pollution have been restored. In some of the cases 
pollution was elim ted s c o i ental 
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accomplished comparatively good results. However, in order to achieve these 
results, the herdsmen had to resort to the most expensive, most time 
consuming and least accessible option of the dispute resolution process, 
namely litigation.   
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handling becomes. The dispute settlement choices which provide pollution 
victims with comparatively better chance
mediation, litig ) are the s  terms of availability, 
time perspectiv d expen traditional dispute 
pyramid the extra-legal oppo h verage and protests can 
be found. The o low cost p can try to exercise in the 
dispute handling p  wh gree of access to justice. 
Nevertheless, as the f ings s to influential media is 
difficult to obtain, and medi lve a conflict. But the 
combination of litigation and media c  have yielded good 
results for the polluti icti e o upply Company case 
and the Dongwu Ban  Co
5.2 Pollution victims experience obstacles in every 
stage of th is
The findings in this t is in ult for Chinese pollution 
victims to obtain acc to ju ed a chronological 
overview of all the o cles
the process of trying bta  is a summary of the 
obstacles the pollu ictim x i ess of endeavouring to 
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 Figure 4 : Opportunities and Obstacles for Chinese Pollution Victims  
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f 
scientific and non-scientific documentation to be used as evidence, influences 
 
ir 
ssment and handling process, let 
Figure 4 illustrates the various obstacles pollution victims face in each stage o
the dispute pyramid. Many of the obstacles, such as language barriers in the 
Dongwu Banner Paper Mill case, or a weak financial situation in the Jinshan 
cases create obstacles which reappear throughout the dispute assessment and 
dispute handling process. 
Furthermore, political and structural obstacles to access to justice are also 
reoccurring, such as the local protectionism phenomenon. This phenomenon 
creates difficulties for pollution victims to receive help from the local 
government in the complaining process, creates difficulties in obtaining 
the local court’s decision in mediation or litigation processes, etc. These 
overall findings in this thesis are in line with Wang Canfa’s conclusions that 
Many difficulties exist for pollution victims attempting to safeguard the
environmental rights. First, victims are generally poor and lack knowledge. 
Second, governments are unable to collect all the information required to 
make an informed decision. Third, local governments are more likely to 
favour polluters because of the economic benefit that polluters create. 
Fourth, courts cannot adjudicate independently because of interference from 
local governments. And finally, there is not enough legal assistance in China 
to support all the pollution victims (Wang, C. 2007: 182). 
With this examination demonstrating which obstacles are attached to the 
various opportunities in the dispute asse
us now move on to investigate the underlying reasons causing the 
obstacles.   
5.3 What causes pollution victims’ obstacles to access 
to justice?  
The obstacles pollution victims encounter in the process of climbing the 
dispute pyramid is based on structural, political, financial, technical and 
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tradition
complic
systems tion victims, especially in 
rural areas, to successfully solve environmental disputes. It is extremely 
important to take into account the com
victims’ face in order to be able to 
question of what can be done to alleviat
As pointed out by Cappelletti and Garth, the initiators behind the Florence 
project of access to justice, one complicating factor in the efforts to attack 
barriers to access is that obstacles cannot
many of the problem
one aspect can exacerbate access barriers in another (Cappelletti and Garth 
1978: 21). 
Table 2 illustrates the character of the problems causing the difficulties, 
starting with the obstacles at the left, explaining the how the obstacles 
manifest themselves as hindrances 
assessm
character of the situations causing the obstacles to exist. In the table, 
‘structural organization’ (SO) refers to obstacles caused directly or indirectly 
as a result of structural arrangem
‘political’ (P) refers to obstacles caused 
strategies of the CPC, ‘financial’(F) re
situations, ‘scientific’ (SE) refers to technical and scientific characteristics of 
the obstacles, and finally ‘traditional’ (TR) refers to obstacles based on long-
established cultural customs.   
Table 2:
pollutio
al grounds, or the combination of two or more of these factors. This 
ated situation, deeply anchored in Chinese structural and political 
, makes it extremely difficult for the pollu
plexity of the situation the pollution 
provide a comprehensive answer to the 
e pollution victims’ difficult situation. 
 simply be eliminated one by one. As 
s are interrelated, changes aimed at improving access in 
for pollution victims in the dispute 
ent and dispute handling processes, and finally identifying the 
ents of the Party-and-government apparatus, 
directly or indirectly by the ideas or 
fers to obstacles related to monetary 
 Diagram of the underlying reasons causing obstacles for Chinese 
n victims

Reason Obstacles Result 
SO P F SE T  
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Banner Paper Factory case the herdsmen were unable t
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In the W ihang Cement Factory case, Mr. Gao claimed
decided not to file a case against the cement factory (w
governm nt) was out of fear of offending the local gov
negative for the villagers should they need assist nce f
(Mr. Gao: interview 27.11.07). He cl ms that Chinese
conflict through negotiation and mediation and t at thi
procedures, especially dispute settlement through cour
by Confucian values and Maois  principles, in addition
“harmonized society” (Palmer 2004: 216).   
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Fi al situation  Financially disadvantaged pollution victims commonly
lawyers, conduct scientific tests to provide evidence or
nanci  do not h h
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case acceptance fee. 
  X  
 
Local protectionism141  
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s t rowth) 
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141 For a description on the local protectionism phenomenon see 4.2.2  
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Reason Obstacles Result 
SO P F SE T 
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local protectionism
information 142  
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Reason Obstacles Result 
SO P F SE T 
problem was aggravated in the first place. Local DL
protectionism.   
V was reportedly influenced by local 
The informants who had lodged complaints at highe rat
experienced that such activities could be time consu , 1 r, 
such activities were also considered to be ineffectiv
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was widespread.  
r level administ ive offices or DLV 
ming  expensive 43 and risky.144 Furthe
e as complaints made to higher level 
nistrative offices where local protectionism 
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 X    sts to hire a lawyer were rejected at the 
linzhabu had great dif iculties in findin
 result of a screening process in which 
tentially sensitive cases.145
The Courts reject the case  Han Xiang and Li Shuxian’s cases were rejected by
interdependency between Courts, local government 
protectionism.    
X the court. Possible reasons could be 
and Party, in combination with local 
X     X      
                                              
143 Travel and accommodation expenses when petitioning at provincial or national level adminis
144 Collective lodging of complaints can lead to detention or imprisonment on the charges of disr g l
145 Case screening occurs when lawyers evaluate whether or not they should represent a potentia
trative offices or DLV.  
uptin  social stabi ity.  
l client.  
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5.4 Concluding remarks 
The overall evaluation of access to justice for Chinese pollution victims based 
IMAR
underl  
enviro ng that structural and 
 
difficu 4, Palmer 2007: 
-
192). M
relativ ancial situation becomes an 
finding tion processes yield 
on. 
Further  
scientific challenges pertaining to the process of obtaining and providing 
polluti ess of obtaining access to justice. Finally, findings in 
where  be 
However, it is important to point out that a number of recent developments in 
tion 
victim ces that the 
Chinese leaderships increased awareness and focus on environmental 
protection could lead to more direct actions and real change for the protection 
 
on the findings in this thesis is rather dire. An analysis if the six cases from 
 have indicated that a number of structural organizations and political 
agendas within the current Chinese administrative and political system are the 
ying causes of Chinese pollution victims’ hindrances in obtaining access
to justice. These findings are in line with previous studies focusing on 
nmental disputes within the country, concludi
political changes are necessary in order to alleviate Chinese pollution victims’
lt process of obtaining access to justice (Li, Z. 2007: 35
234-235, Wang, A. 2007: 217-218, Wang, C. 2007: 183, Zhao, Y. 2004: 190
oreover, this thesis shows that in cases where pollution victims are 
ely financially disadvantaged, their poor fin
obstacle to exercise certain dispute resolution mechanisms. Based on the 
s in this thesis that the more costly dispute resolu
higher possibility of access to justice, this is a very unfortunate situati
more, the cases investigated in this thesis indicate that technical and
evidence in environmetal disputes can also constitute an obstacle in the 
on victims’ proc
this thesis also imply that a certain reluctance towards involvement in dispute 
the local government is believed to have a strong interest might also
a hindrance for the pollution victims in obtaining access to justice. 
within the country could contribute to making it easier for Chinese pollu
s to obtain access to justice. First off all there are some chan
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ed 
inist
environmental protection in China will become more effective, as SEPA will 
 the 
recent focus on ‘Green GDP’ suggests that the Chinese leadership is placing 
for sustainable economic development. 
 
focus o
reduci  to protect tax yielding 
could l wever, the 
real effects of the emphasis on environmental protection and projects such as 
project
mathem
enough  the mounting 
 more 
costly 
GDP project and suppressed the 2005 report, which had been due out in 
With regards to providing evidence, one of the major obstacles Chinese 
regulat lic 
Access tims 
In theo
information from EPB’s which potentially could be used as evidence in 
 of 
the Ch  
Examination and Evaluation Centre at the China Environmental Science 
of the environment. The recent elevation of SEPA into the newly establish
M OEC) could mean that the ry of the Environment and Construction (M
be apart of larger ministry with a broader area of jurisdiction. Furthermore,
more and more attention on the need 
The combination of a stronger environmental protection apparatus and strong
n the need for sustainable development could be instrumental in 
g local officials’ desire and possibilityn
enterprises, in order to ensure bright career prospects. It is possible that this 
ead to a decline of the local protectionism phenomenon. Ho
the ‘Green GDP’ project remain to be observed. Apparently the Green GDP 
 collapsed in 2007. The official explanation has been that the 
atical instruments to calculate the Green GDP are not advanced 
. The unofficial justification is that when faced with
evidence that environmental damage and resource depletion had been far
than anticipated, the government withdrew its support for the Green 
March 2007 (Kahn and Yardley 2007). 
pollution victims have to overcome, the introduction of the two new 
ions ‘Access to Government Information’ and ‘Methods of Pub
 to Environmental Information’ has provided Chinese pollution vic
with a legal tool to obtain information on matters related to the environment. 
ry, citizens should be able to use these regulations to access 
environmental dispute resolution processes. Moreover, the establishment
ina Environmental Science Institute Environmental Damage
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Chines tific 
eviden
shoufa
Chinese citizens are becoming more and more aware of their legal rights and 
 
in form o 
resort  the Dongwu 
Banner County Paper Mill case, who deeply
mill an  
that hi e 
to be followed (Wuretu: interview 26.11.07). 
nt in 
the cou
way si ith regards to CPC, it 
should
leadership in 1997, while in 2002, some of the elements associated with the 
CPC te
startin  
          
Institute could perhaps alleviate the scientific and technical challenges 
e pollution victims experience in the process of providing scien
ce in environmental disputes.148  
Moreover, with the widespread availability to media where shows like Jinri 
, Fazhi zaixian, Xinwen diaocha, etc. are broadcasted on a daily basis, 
how to exercise them. As Chinese citizens witnessing that people can succeed
al dispute settlement procedures, they might become more inclined t
to such options themselves. Take, for example, Wuretu in
 regretted that he had withdrawn 
his case when the Damulinzhabu successful won the trial against the paper 
d the local government. Wuretu called Damulinzhabu a hero and noted
s persistency in exercising his legal rights was an honourable exampl
Furthermore, there is also some positive progress in the legal developme
ntry. It is important to notice that, although there are many deficiencies 
within the Chinese legal system, the country’s judicial system has come a long 
nce the end of the Cultural Revolution. Besides, w
 be noted that the term ‘rule of law’ was first used by the Party 
rule of law, such as accountability and transparency, were incorporated into 
rminology (Cohen 2008: 9). This might indicate that the Party is 
g to include some of the elements of ‘rule of law’ in their agenda. 
                                    
ina environmental science institute, China environ
te letter concerning the establishment of envir
148 Ch mental science 
institu onmental damage 
of 200
certification (examination) and evaluation centre (Zhongguo huanjing kexue 
xuehui guanju kaizhan huanjing sunhai jianding ha pinggu gongzou de han) 
7, number 118.  
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litigati
standa
better access to the court system (Peerenboom and Xin, H. 2008: 22). Yet, as 
of income and thus are reluctant to impl
n might be limited (Ibid.).   
gal development, which might 
that there will be a rapid improvement in
hindrances for pollution victims to exercise their legal rights is based on 
 
be that more drastic reforms are needed
victim olitical 
overni
proble ithin the current system. Unfortunately, 
 
reform  holistic 
f 
endeav  important foundation for 
In relation to the problems discussed in this thesis, the new standards for 
on fees are important to notice. In April 2007 State Council issued new 
rds for litigation fees in an effort to provide socially vulnerable groups 
many courts, especially in rural areas, cannot afford to lose their main source 
ement this policy, the effect of the new 
regulatio
Although there are some positive progresses both in the sphere of 
environmetal protection mechanisms and the le
benefit Chinese pollution victims fight for access to justice, it is unrealistic 
 pollution victims’ situation. As the 
findings in this thesis have indicated the fundamental reasons creating 
structural, political, technical, financial and traditional grounds. Thus, it might
 to really alleviate Chinese pollution 
s’ struggle in obtaining access to justice. Yet, given the p
situation in China it is highly unlikely that sweeping reforms will happen 
ght. Therefore, it is important to come up with solution to these 
ms which can be adopted w
given the scope of this study it is not possible to develop suggestions to
s here. However, the findings in this thesis, accounting for a
understanding of which obstacles pollution victims face in their process o
ouring to obtain access to justice, provide an
exploring this subject further.   
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6. C
to the n 
have become a serious threat to both the Chinese economic and the social 
onmental pollution cost China around CNY 
511.8 billion in economic losses in 2004, amounting to 3.05% of the total 
f 
pollution incidents and environmetal disputes has also increased rapidly. 
ollution accidents were reported in China in 2005 ( 
blic 
ecuri n among one of the top five threats to China's peace 
This thesis has accounted for some personal illustrations of the above-
cs by exploring how pollution incidents affect people’s lives. 
 of a pollution 
s 
eply 
anchor gan ations and political agendas 
 
thesis 
combination of the responsibility system, a strong emphasis on economic 
ourts, the judiciary and the government 
exercis n 
this thesis show that when environmetal disputes occur in rural areas, the 
disadvantaged financial situation of the claimants, can impede pollution 
onclusion 
China’s rapid economic growth the last past decades has come at a high cost 
environment. In recent time environmental pollution and degradatio
stability within the country. According to numbers from SEPA and the 
National Bureau of Statistics envir
economic output for that year (Xinhua 05.03.07). Furthermore, the number o
According to SEPA, 161 p
Xinhua 11.01.07) and in 2007 more than 100,000 environmetal disputes where 
reported in the country Li, J. 16.01.2008). In 2008 the Ministry of Pu
S ty ranked pollutio
and stability (Larson 2008: 1).  
described statisti
The focus of the thesis has been on the processes which take place when 
pollution victims try to obtain access to justice in the aftermath
incident. Based on a comprehensive case study of six environmental dispute
cases in IMAR, the thesis has shown that a number of obstacles de
ed in the current Chinese structural or iz
hinder pollution victims from obtaining access to justice. The findings in the
show that the local protectionism phenomenon which is a caused by a 
growth, the interdependence between c
as well  pollution victims try to  as corruption constitute a major obstacles when
e various dispute resolution mechanisms. Furthermore, the findings i
 133
om making use of the more formal forms of dispute resolution 
enviro
conducting such tests can be very expensive and a great burden for pollution 
victims. Finally, complications rooted in the pollution victims themselves, 
resolu
constitute obstacles for Chinese pollution victims endeavouring to obtain 
challenges when trying to make use of 
access to media coverage, especially from influential national media, is 
 
protest
ne 
of the 
victim  seek remedy before a third party, 
throug
verdict
ore, in none of the six cases the damage on nature caused 
by pollution been properly restored.  
Chine ween the Court, the 
Party 
for Letters and Visits system, can cause major obstacles for pollution victims 
who tr
remem ina has made remarkable progress in a short time in 
improving its legal system, having essentially started from scratch in after the 
Cultural Revolution (Hapler 2008: 5).  
victims fr
processes, such as litigation. Moreover, the scientific nature of evidence in 
nmental disputes requires timely, accurate and scientific tests; 
such as lack of legal knowledge, reluctance towards involvement in dispute 
tion and internal conflicts between the pollution victims can also 
access to justice. In addition to this, pollution victims also face a number of 
extra-legal opportunities in the dispute 
resolution process, such as media coverage and protests. They learn that 
difficult to obtain. Furthermore, pollution victims experience that conducting
s can be a very dangerous activity, leading to detention or 
imprisonment on the charges of ‘disturbing the social peace’. Moreover, o
most discouraging findings in this thesis is that even when pollution 
s succeed in exercising their right to
access to justice was not achieved. In the two cases which were solved 
h litigation, with a favourable outcome for the pollution victims, courts 
s was not implemented properly, leaving a number of issues 
unresolved. Furtherm
This thesis have illustrated how some of the weaknesses within the current 
se legal system, such as the interdependency bet
and the government as well as the deficiencies within the Department 
y to exercise their legal rights. Nevertheless, it is important to 
ber that Ch
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thesis
judicial protection and rule of law in China. Furthermore, given the dire 
situation pollution victims face in their struggle to obtain access to justice, 
at can be done within the current 
 and structural organization to increase pollution victims’ 
the problems causing 
 solution to address the current situation in which environmetal 
y is 
 real hallen
 is 
today, it is quite possible that both the environmetal and people’s chances of 
y.  
 
 
 
Given the complexities of environmental disputes, vividly illustrated in this 
, they offer an interesting foundation for research on the subject of 
there is an urgent need to investigate wh
political setting
chances of obtaining access to justice. This thesis have laid the foundation 
further research in this field, by pointing out the root of 
obstacles for Chinese pollution victims in obtain access to justice.   
Finding a
disputes increasingly constitute a source to social disruption and instabilit
a c ge for the Chinese leadership. However, if successful reforms 
are adopted Chinese citizens might be able to play an important role in 
protecting the environment. On the other hand, if the situation is left as it
obtaining access to justice will continue to suffer immensel
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4BAppendix 1  
Database: Interview Guide 
1. Name (Sex)   Adr.    Occupation:  
Age:        Contact numbers(s):    
2. Could you please inform me about how you (or the company) have 
been affected by pollution (follow-up questions: when did the pollution 
occur? What kind of pollution? Loss of property? Health problems? 
How long did (or have) the pollution been going on?)F149 
 
3. What kind of losses have you (or the company) experienced as a result 
of the pollution? 
 
4. Where you (or the company) able to identify the source of the 
pollution? How? Did you (or the company) experience any difficulties 
in this process? If yes, please explain what difficulties you (or the 
company) experienced.   
 
5. What was your (or the companies) first reaction after the pollution 
incident occurred?  
 
6. Did you or the company do something to address the situation? If yes, 
what was the first thing you (or the company) did? Please tell me about 
this process. Did you experience any difficulties during this process? If 
yes, please explain. 
  
7. If you (or the company) tried to address the situation by contacting the 
polluter directly, what where your demands to the polluter? (follow up 
questions: did it include any of the following: financial compensation, 
restoration of the environment, prevention of future pollution, criminal 
punishment for the polluter or other demands) Did you (or the 
company) succeed in obtaining your demands from the polluter? If not, 
why not?   
 
8. When/how did the situation develop into a dispute?  
 
9. Please inform me on what have happened about the process you (or the 
company) have been through since you (or the company) addressed the 
                                              
149 In the case where informants for Baotou Water Supply company were interviewed, questions were directed 
with references to “the company”.   
 147
situation the first time. What are the different means you (or the 
company) have tried to address the? (check if the informant mentions 
the following: address administrative and/or EPB to ask for assistance, 
mediation with a third party, DLV, litigation, media coverage, protests, 
or other mechanisms). What do you (or the company) experience as the 
strength or weaknesses of these various mechanisms of dispute 
resolution?  
 
10. If the informants mentions local protectionism, ask the informant what 
he or she think causes the phenomena. Have you (or your company) 
experienced difficulties in the process of the dispute resolution which is 
related to local protectionism? If yes, what? Have you (or your 
company) managed to overcome such difficulties? How?     
 
11. How long time have you (or the company) spent since starting to try 
and solve the problem until it was solved? How much money have you 
(or the company) spent? On what have you (or the company) spend 
money?  
 
 
12. Did you (or your company) experience any difficulties in obtaining 
evidence? Of, yes: what difficulties did you experience?  
 
13. What did you (or the company) experience as the biggest challenge in 
the process of solving the dispute?  
 
14. What have you (or the company) learned from the process of 
endeavouring to solve the dispute?  
 
15.  Based on your (or the company) experience, what have been the most 
effective way of dispute resolution? 
 
16. Did you (or the company) ever consider to give up to? Why? Why not?  
 
17.  If you (or the company) received legal aid, can you tell me about how 
you got to know about the existence of such services? What has it 
meant for you (or the company) to receive assistance from a legal aid 
centre?   
 
18. If the dispute have been resolved, where there or are there any 
problems which have been left unsolved? Did you (or your company) 
experience any problems after the dispute resolution process had been 
closed?  
 
19. How is the situation today? 
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20. When you (or your company) reflect on the process of solving the 
dispute today, are there anything you (or your company) regret? 
 
21. Let us imagine that a friend of yours who is a fish farmer in another 
village calls you and tell you that all his or hers fish suddenly died. 
Your friend suspect that pollution from a nearby factory have cased the 
problem. Based on your own experiences, what would you advice your 
friend to do? Why? 
 
22.  What are your hopes for the future? 
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5BAPPENDIX 2 
Database: List over interview 
 
Interviews: 
 
Chen, Jicun: Painter. Beijing: 14.10.07 
Collective interview Rounan Dong village: Villagers. Rounan Dong village: 30.11.07  
Collective interview Henan Dong village: Villagers . Henan Dong village: 30.11.07 
Damulinzhabu: Herdsman, Plaintiff against the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case. Jirigelanggecha: 26.11.07 
Gao, Guizhen: Office director and legal adviser, Baotou Water Supply Company. Baotou: 27.12.07 
Han, Xiang: Peasant, plaintiff against Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. case. Sishi Jiaqi village: 30.11.07 
Jiang, Fei: Journalist, China Youth Daily. Beijing: 23.10.07 
Li, Shuxian: Peasant, petitioner against Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. Sishi Jiazi village: 30.11.07 
Liu, Hai: Peasant, petitioner against Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd.Chifeng: 1.12.07 
Mr. Gao: Petitioner in the Weihang Cement factory case. Jinshan: 29.11.07 
Wen, Quanlai: Lawyer. Baotou: 28.12.0 
Wuretu: Herdsman, one of the original plaintiffs in the Dongwu Banner County Paper Mill case. Jirigelanggecha: 26.11.07 
Zhang, Jingjing: Lawyer, CLAPV. Beijing: 07.01.08 
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6BAPPENDIX 3 
Database: List over Chinese documents  
English Translation Pinyin Characters  
Baotou city Intermediate People's Court, document number 7  Baotoushi zhongji renmin fayuan, bao min san chu 
zi di 7 hao  
包头市中级人民法院， 包民三初
字第7号 
China environmental science institute, information letter from 
China environmental science institute letter concerning the 
establishment of environmental damage certification and 
evaluation centre number 188 of 2007 
Zhongguo huanjing kexue xuehui guanju kaizhan 
huanjing sunhai jianding ha pinggu gongzou de han, 
zhong huan xue  2007 , 118 hao .  
 
中国环境科学学会文件， 中环学
(2007)118 号， 中国汉景科学也学
会关于开展环境鉴定评估工作 
Civil procedure indictment (Inner Mongolia Baotou Water 
Supply Company) 
Minshi qisu zhuang (Neimenggu Baotoushi 
gongshui zong gongsi) 
民事起诉状 （内蒙古包头市供水
总公司） 
Contract between Li Shuxian and Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy 
Co. Ltd.  
Xieyi shu (Li Shuxian he Chifengshi Jinfeng tongye 
youxiangongsi) 
协议书（李树先和金峰铜业有限公
司） 
Environmental dispute, Mediation agreement  Huanjing jiufen tiaojie xieyi shu  环境纠纷调解协议书 
Environmental pollution case: Hang Xiang sue Jinfeng Copper 
Metallurgy Co. Ltd. 
Hang Xiang su Jinfeng tongye youxiangongsi 
huanjing wuran an  
韩祥诉金峰铜业有限公司环境污染
案 
General introduction to Li Shuxian's case  Jiben qingkuang jianjie (Li Shuxian de anli) 基本情况简介（李树先的案例） 
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Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Higher People’s Court, 
Civil procedure mediation agreement 2005, document 54  
Neimenggu zizhiqu gaoji renmin fayuan minshi 
tiaojie shu, (2005) neimeng er zhong zi di 54 hao  
内蒙古自治区高级人民法院民事调
解书， （2005）内民二终字第54
号 
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Xilinhaote Intermediate 
People's Court, Civil procedure case, court verdict, document 
six of  (2002)  
Neimenggu xinlinhaote zhongyi renmin fayuan, 
minshi panjue shu (2002) xi min yi chu zi di 6 hao  
内蒙古自治区锡林郭勒盟中级人民
法院， 民事判决书 （2002）锡民
一初字第6号 
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Xilinhaote Higher 
People's Court, Civil procedure case,  court verdict, document 
82 of  (2004)   
Neimenggu zhongyi renmin fayuan gaoyi renmin 
fayuan, minshi panyueshu (2002) nei min yi zhong 
zi de 82 hao   
内蒙古自治区高级人民法院， 民
事判决书 （2004）内民一终字第
82号 
Inner Mongolia Chifeng city Kalaqin Banner environmental 
protection bureau document nr. 19 in 2007, issued by Kalaqin 
Banner EPB:  Kalaqin Banner EPB reply to Du Yelong's 
report on Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. pollution  
Neimenggu Chifengshi Kalaqin qi huanjingbaohu 
wenjian , ka huan fa (2007) 19 hao， Kalaqin qi 
huanjingbaohuju guanyu Du Yelong fanying Jinfeng 
tongye wuran wenti de dafu     
内蒙古赤峰市喀喇沁旗环境保护文
件， 喀环发（2007）19 号， 喀
喇沁旗环境保护局关于杜业龙反映
金峰污染问题的答复 
Inner Mongolia Chifeng city Kalaqin Banner Li Shuxian vs. 
Jinfeng Copper Metallurgy Co. Ltd. air pollution damage 
compensation case (NRDC) 
Neimenggu Chifengshi Kalaqin qi  Li Shuxian 
shou Chifengshi Jinfeng tongye youxiangongsi daqi 
wuransunhai peichang an (NRDC) 
内蒙古赤峰市喀喇沁旗李树先受赤
峰市金峰铜业有限公司大气污染损
害赔偿案（NRDC） 
Kalaqin Banner EPB, minutes from mediation meeting 
concerning the "Weihang Cement" Pollution dispute 
Kalaqin qi  huanjingbaohu ju weihang shuini 
wuran peichang jiufen tiaojie huiyi jiyao  
喀喇沁旗环境保护局威航水泥污染
赔偿纠纷调解会议纪要 
List of evidence and intention of collecting evidence (Inner 
Mongolia Baotou Water Supply Company) 
Zhengju mulu he juzheng yitu (Neimenggu 
Baotoushi gongshui zong gongsi) 
证据目录和举证意图 （内蒙古包
头市供水总公司） 
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Report on the investigation of Li Suxian's case  Diaocha jingguo (Li Shuxian de anli ) 调查经过（李树先的案例） 
Who will help us appraise the environment we live in?  The 
joint aspiration from tens of thousands of resident in Jinshan 
township   
Shui wei women de shencun huanjing pingjia ?-----
Jinshan zhen shi wan shimin de gongtong xinsheng 
请为我们的生存环境评价？——锦
山镇十万市民的共同心声 
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